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Executive Summary

Introduction
Mott MacDonald was commissioned by Knowsley Metropolitan Borough Council (‘the Council’) to carry out
a high level assessment of the strategic infrastructure considerations and financial considerations of
developing two sites in the borough. Both locations are being proposed as areas for Green Belt release via
the emerging Local Plan: Core Strategy (Submission Version). These sites constitute the ‘study area’ and
comprise the following sites:
South Whiston – C3 Dwelling Houses; and
Land South of M62 – B1 Business/B2 General Industrial/B8 Storage and Distribution.
This report builds on existing strategic evidence base studies commissioned by the Council to support its
emerging Local Plan: Core Strategy. It identifies the infrastructure required to develop the two sites in
terms of:
Electricity and gas supply;
Highways and public transport;
Walking and cycling;
Water supply;
Low carbon energy;
Sewerage / foul water disposal; and
Surface water drainage / Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS).
Indicative costings have been provided, as well as phasing implications. It should be noted that this
document is not intended to be a master plan for either of the two sites; rather it is a high level study into
the infrastructure requirements and viability of bringing forward the two sites for development.
Methodology
The study methodology includes:
Literature review;
Baseline data gathering;
Consultation with statutory undertakers (Utility companies);
Review of existing and required infrastructure;
Calculation of indicative infrastructure costs; and
Economic assessment.
Conclusions
The conclusion is that the sites are capable of being developed for housing (South Whiston) and
employment (Land South of the M62); however they require different levels of investment to support utility
and abnormal costs.
It is not the intention of the Council to take the sites forward to development as they are predominantly in
private ownership. The Council may however wish to lead on a master planning process and /or
Supplementary Planning Document, to enable the viability to be understood with greater certainty when set
against the estimated cost of infrastructure provision required to support development.

i
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Our supplementary work to assess the wider economic benefits of development at the two sites indicates
that at the gross level (the level where displacement, deadweight and leakage are not considered),
approximately 860 Full Time Equivalent (FTE) jobs will be delivered when the employment space is fully
occupied, injecting approximately £48.7 million of Gross Value Added (GVA) to the local economy per
annum. A further 278 temporary construction jobs would also be supported while both sites were being
built. Again, this assessment of wider economic benefits is produced at a high level reflecting only a small
range of potential development scenarios and reflects the gross position; a further and more detailed
assessment would be beneficial to support the revised development assessments.
The study area can be developed to support trips by walking, cycling and public transport through
considered design of the internal infrastructure. Improvements to existing infrastructure to encourage trips
by walking, cycling and public transport will be required for both sites.
The potential capacity issues on the local highway and motorway network require further assessment, and
this would be expected to be considered with any future planning application. The assessment will need to
consider the scale of traffic impact and any possible infrastructure mitigation measures required. The close
proximity to the M62/M57 Junction 6 will be an advantage to potential occupiers of both sites.
The assessment demonstrates that both the South Whiston and Land South of the M62 sites can be
adequately serviced with utility provision.
The cost of utility service provision and other ‘abnormal’ costs vary between both sites in the study area.
The assessment undertaken demonstrates that there is a deliverable infrastructure solution. It should be
noted that there may well be alternative solutions to those considered in this study. It is therefore
reasonable to expect third parties to satisfy themselves at master planning stage that the sites are
economically viable for development.
Overall Comments
Based on our initial and high level assessment of the development viability of the two sites, our overall
comments are set out below.
South Whiston Site
The South Whiston proposal is a phased housing development. For assessment purposes an upper
threshold of 1,800 residential units were assumed (referred to as Option 2 Optimistic Scenario), with no
mix of housing type. The study concludes that there is suitable capacity within the existing utilities
infrastructure to accommodate an incremental development. There will be a requirement at master
planning stage to fully assess the highway impacts and to improve the connectivity of the site.
Land South of the M62 Site
The study considered a mixed employment (B1, B2 & B8) use on the Land South of the M62 site. Two
development options were considered, shown in Appendix G;

ii
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Option1 - Realistic Scenario: development of all available land within the study area excluding the north
east part of the South Whiston site.
Option 2 - Optimistic Scenario: development of all available land within the study area including land
within Knowsley Council’s ownership within the north east part of the South Whiston site
The study concludes that the site has excellent connectivity to the adjacent M62 corridor. The site will
require investment, primarily in developing a waste water and sewage system, to develop an economically
viable solution on this site.
Wider Economic Benefits
Both Knowsley and the wider sub-region would benefit from the development of both sites. From
construction to completion of both sites, there is significant potential for growth in FTE employment. In
summary, the study area has the potential to deliver approximately £48.7 million of GVA per annum and
growth in employment.

iii
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1

Introduction

1.1

Background

1.1.1

Mott MacDonald was commissioned by Knowsley Council (‘the Council’) to carry out a high
level assessment of the viability of developing two sites in the borough as follows (gross site
areas are shown in brackets in relation to each site):
South Whiston (110.3 hectares) – C3 Dwelling Houses; and
Land South of M62 (77.28 hectares) – B1 Business/B2 General Industrial /B8 Storage and
Distribution.

1.1.2

The two sites are located close to the Tarbock Island junction (M57/M62/Knowsley
Expressway) as illustrated in Figure 1.1 below.
Figure 1.1:

1.1.3

1

Site Locations

The two sites are located within the Green Belt and jointly cover approximately 187 hectares
in gross area. They form the largest urban expansion identified in the Council’s Local Plan:
Core Strategy, with a cumulative capacity estimated as approximately 1,600 dwellings (South
Whiston) and 26 hectares of economic development (Land South of the M62).
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1.1.4

This report builds on existing strategic evidence base studies commissioned by the Council to
support its emerging Local Plan: Core Strategy. It identifies the infrastructure required to
develop the two sites in terms of:
Electricity and gas supply;
Highways and public transport;
Walking and cycling;
Water supply;
Low carbon energy;
Sewerage / foul water disposal; and
Surface water drainage / Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS).

1.1.5

Indicative costings have been provided, as well as phasing implications. It should be noted
that this document is not intended to be a master plan for either of the two sites; rather it is a
high level study into the infrastructure requirements and viability of bringing forward the two
sites for development.

1.1.6

Figure 1.2 illustrates the location of the two sites in the wider sub-regional context.
Figure 1.2:

Source:

2

Wider Sub-Regional Context

Insert source text here
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1.2

Report Structure

1.2.1

This report is structured as follows:
Section Two details the approach and methodology adopted;
Section Three details the evidence review;
Section Four sets out the baseline conditions at the two sites;
Section Five identifies the infrastructure requirements for the two sites;
Section Six describes the development option phasing;
Section Seven presents indicative infrastructure costs; and
Section Eight provides the summary and overall comments.

3
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2

Review methodology

2.1

Introduction

2.1.1

This section sets out the methodology used for each of the main study areas as follows:
Highways
Infrastructure:
– Foul and Surface Water Drainage
– Utilities Provision
Economic Viability.

2.1.2

A summary of the key documents reviewed is provided in Section 2.2.
Highways Methodology

2.1.3

The highways study methodology comprises the following:
A review of evidence and supporting data from published policy guidance and study
reports;
A review of the baseline conditions at the two sites;
Dialogue with stakeholders and statutory undertakers, including representatives from the
Highways Agency and the Council’s Highways and Development Control departments
regarding potential constraints on the development of the study area;
A review of the potential provision of new highways for two development scenarios:
– Option 1 Realistic Development Scenario; and
– Option 2 Optimistic Development Scenario
Development of a cost estimate and risk assessment for each highways infrastructure
option.
Infrastructure
Foul and Surface Water Drainage

2.1.4

4

The infrastructure methodology includes:
Provision of an initial assessment of the scale and cost of providing foul and surface water
infrastructure to serve the two sites, for both development options. Three major aspects of
this assessment include:
– Site breakdown;
– Phasing; and
– Location of a suitable sewer or watercourse;
Review of existing data to assess the most appropriate sustainable approach to site
drainage and to draw up a notional drainage layout, with regard to available level
information, sewer depths, the level at which outfalls can be achieved and prevailing
ground conditions;
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Development of cost estimates and an overarching risk matrix that outlines key factors
which may affect either the ability to provide the infrastructure or the costs of that
infrastructure; and
Liaison with the Council and adopting authorities to ensure that the drainage infrastructure
complements rather than restricts the overall proposals particularly in terms of any water
features providing attenuation storage for the site (and their future maintenance). It is also
important to consider how the drainage infrastructure will be coordinated between different
phases, different developers and over a number of years to ensure a sustainable
approach is achieved in accordance with a holistic strategy.
Utilities Provision
2.1.5

The utilities provision methodology includes:
A review of available baseline data;
Consultation with statutory undertakers to determine whether the particular provider’s
equipment is, as it stands, capable of serving the proposed development areas. If so an
appropriate feed point or points are ascertained. If not, an estimate of the cost of the work
to supplement the network is included;
The provision of main or ancillary electricity sub stations or gas governor stations has
been investigated and existing constraints considered in terms of existing overhead power
distribution lines (location and stand-off distances) and the constraints imposed by
foundations;
Provision of high level global cost estimates, risk assessment and an estimation of
percentage variability of the cost estimates; and
Consideration of potential phasing of utilities provision with respect to the mode and
phasing of the overall development.
Economic Viability

2.1.6

The economic viability methodology includes:
Provision of a wider economic benefits assessment using the Mott MacDonald economic
impact model. This converts development land into outputs in terms of dwellings and jobs
from which jobs, GVA and resident numbers can be calculated.

2.2

Documents Reviewed

2.2.1

A summary of the specialist areas for which documents were reviewed is set out below. Full
document details are provided in Appendix A. However only documents relevant to this study
area at this stage were reviewed from this schedule.

5
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Green Belt Review
2.2.2

A number of reports have been recently undertaken/commissioned by Knowsley Council with
regard to Green Belt appraisal, including:
Knowsley and Sefton Green Belt Study – Final Knowsley Report (Knowsley Council,
2012);
Technical Report: Green Belt (Knowsley Council, 2012); and
Knowsley Core Strategy: Green Belt Locations for Development Sustainability Appraisal
Report (Urban Vision, 2012).
Transport

2.2.3

The following documents were reviewed to understand the likely transport need and
requirement for the study area:
Merseyside Local Transport Plan 3 (Merseyside Transport Partnership 2011);
Knowsley Local Plan Transport Feasibility (AECOM, 2012);
Knowsley Local Plan Core Strategy Transport Modelling (Mott MacDonald, 2012);
Ensuring a Choice of Travel Supplementary Planning Document (Knowsley Council,
2010);
Knowsley Council, Infrastructure Delivery Plan (Knowsley Council, 2012); and
Developer submissions (Local Plan Core Strategy Submissions and Planning
Applications).

2.2.4

Section Four provides a baseline review of the two sites against existing transport provision,
including accessibility by walking, cycling and public transport, a review of highway provision
and a review of the site locations in relation to local services and facilities.
Financial Viability

2.2.5

A high level development assessment has been undertaken, drawing on infrastructure costs
identified by Mott MacDonald for each site. This is a high level exercise utilising the best
available information at this juncture. Further, more detailed work is required involving market
insights before development viability can be determined in a robust manner.
Housing

2.2.6

6

The Technical Report ‘Planning for Housing Growth’ (Knowsley Council, 2012) has been
reviewed in relation to housing which incorporated reviews of the Strategic Housing Land
Availability Assessment (Knowsley Council, 2012) and Strategic Housing Market Assessment
(DCA, 2010).
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Minerals
2.2.7

Minerals documents have not been reviewed as part of this study. The most relevant
document for the study area is ‘Evidence Base for Minerals Planning in Merseyside’ (Urban
Vision, 2008).
Flood Risk

2.2.8

Environment Agency flood risk mapping along with Knowsley Councils Strategic Flood Risk
Assessment (Atkins 2009) has been considered.
Employment

2.2.9

The Technical Report ‘Planning for Economic Growth’ has been reviewed in relation to
employment.

2.2.10

The Mott MacDonald Economic Impact Model has been used to calculate the temporary
construction jobs that would be supported by development on the two sites and the
employment effects from the creation of employment space (direct, indirect and induced). A
GVA calculation has also been provided. The wider economic benefits relating to employment
are provided at gross level which means there is no allowance for deadweight, displacement
and leakage.

1

Renewable and Low Carbon Energy
2.2.11

The Knowsley Infrastructure Development Plan (2012) has been reviewed in terms of
renewable and low carbon energy.
Local Plan: Core Strategy

2.2.12

The emerging Core Strategy has been reviewed with respect to the transport, economic and
infrastructure aspects of the study area.
Relevant Planning Applications

2.2.13

Planning applications submitted for developments within the study area are described in
Section 3.4.5 of this report.

1

7

The Model is a proprietary model developed to assess the economic benefits of land and infrastructure development
in terms of jobs, salaries and GVA using HM Treasury Green Book, HCA Additionally Guide and other best practice
guidelines though it is tailored to each scenario it is used in.
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Various Infrastructure Data
2.2.14

The following infrastructure data is considered in this report:
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (Knowsley MBC, 2012);
2
National Grid (note prepared by AMEC) 13.12.12 ; and
United Utilities data.
Land Ownership Information

2.2.15

Land ownership information (where available) is provided in Section 4.7. This was obtained
from planning records held by the Council and from representations of land owners and/or
their agents.

2.3

Liaison with Project Steering, Stakeholder and Infrastructure Groups

2.3.1

The Council Officers listed in Table 2.1 below are able to provide expert guidance on the
feasibility of developing the sites and are also able to highlight any existing/potential issues or
areas of concern.
Table 2.1:

Knowsley Council Identified Contacts

Role
Principal Planner – Planning Policy

Development Control Team Leader

Highways Engineer

Policy, Impact and Intelligence (PII)Manager

Head of Asset Management

Head of Highways and Traffic

Director of Regeneration and Housing

Business Advisor - Corporate Finance

Head of Planning

Head of Asset Management

Technical Advisor

Asset Manager (Strategic)

Merseyside Environmental Advisory Service
(MEAS) Team Leader

Health and Regeneration - Project Officer

Green Space Strategy Manager

Senior Analyst (Housing)

Regeneration Programme Manager

Senior Analyst (Transport)

Senior Analyst (Economy)

Sustainable Travel Officer

Head of Business Liaison & Investment

Principal Environmental Health Practitioner

Investment & Development Manager

Senior Environmental Health Practitioner

Assistant Solicitor

2.3.2

The infrastructure providers listed below are the main providers for this area.

2

8

Also includes links to National Grid documents relating to their capital programme and available datasets.
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Table 2.2:

Infrastructure Providers

Organisation
United Utilities (Water and Waste
Water Management)
National Grid – Electricity
Scottish Power – Electricity
National Grid – Gas
Environment Agency
Highways Agency

Merseytravel

9

Role
Private company responsible for providing water services in the
North West including the study area.
Organisation responsible for national electricity network.
Organisation with responsibly for local electricity distribution.
Organisation responsible for national gas network.
Public Agency overseeing environmental issues.
Public Agency responsible for the management of Motorway and
trunk road network. Consulted due to proximity of the site locations
to the motorway network.
Public body responsible for leading on transport planning across
Merseyside to develop and maintain the transport network.
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3

Evidence Review

3.1

Consultation Responses

3.1.1

Stakeholder consultation was carried out with an internal group and statutory consultees.
Consultees are listed in Tables 2.1 and 2.2 above. Responses from internal consultees were
coordinated via the Council's Project Manager. External consultation was undertaken directly
by Mott MacDonald with assistance from Council Officers when required. Comments received
have been considered within this study.
South Whiston
Internal Consultation

3.1.2

Discussions with the Council’s planning policy team acknowledged that this is a challenging
site to bring forward for development and that there have been objections to the principle of
Green Belt release and development in this location.

3.1.3

As would be expected, internal consultees were fully aware of the study and its objectives.
There are specific requirements from some departments, but there is little by way of trend.
Comments mainly focused on retaining sufficient green space within the proposals for leisure
use, protection of wildlife habitats and safeguarding cemetery space.
Utilities Consultation

3.1.3.1

Consultation undertaken with utilities did not confirm any particular trend. This is not
unexpected given the varied demands and condition of the utility providers. All utilities are
able to provide sufficient capacity to enable the sites to be developed.
Land South of the M62
Internal Consultation

3.1.4

Discussions with the Council’s planning policy team acknowledged that this is a challenging
site to bring forward for development and that there have been objections to the principle of
Green Belt release and partial development in this location.
Utilities Consultation

3.1.5

10

Consultation with utilities confirmed that there is currently no gas, or mains sewerage
provision to the site. The lack of gas supply is not seen as a barrier to development, as
heating and refrigeration can be provided without the need for gas. It is recognised by this
study, that connection to an existing adopted foul sewer system could be prohibitively
expensive. However, the viability would be dependent upon a Masterplanned development
mix. Connection to the adopted sewer network remains an option for further consideration.
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United Utilities has expressed a desire to investigate how this can be delivered most cost
effectively. Given the potential costs associated with connection to an existing adopted foul
sewer, an on-site sewer treatment solution has been considered in the site development
options. This could be privately operated or publicly adopted. A new treatment facility will
require the consent of the Environment Agency and the practicality of this will need to be
discussed with the Environment Agency.
3.2

Key Transport and Highways Findings

3.2.1

The following reports have been reviewed:
Merseyside Local Transport Plan 3
3

3.2.2

The Third Local Transport Plan for Merseyside (2011-2016) (LTP3) sets out a transport
development programme for Merseyside, including a short term implementation plan to 2015
and a longer term strategy to 2024. LTP3 has the following vision:

3.2.3

'A city region committed to a low carbon future, which has a transport network and mobility
culture that positively contributes to a thriving economy and the health and wellbeing of its
citizens and where sustainable travel is the option of choice'.

3.2.4

LTP3 has six goals:
1. Help create the right conditions for sustainable economic growth by supporting the
priorities of the Liverpool City Region, the Local Enterprise Partnership and the Local
Strategic Partnerships;
2. Provide and promote a clean, low emission transport system which is resilient to changes
to climate and oil availability;
3. Ensure the transport system promotes and enables improved health and wellbeing and
road safety;
4. Ensure equality of travel opportunity for all, through a transport system that allows people
to connect easily with employment, education, healthcare, other essential services and
leisure and recreational opportunities;
5. Ensure the transport network supports the economic success of the city region by the
efficient movement of people and goods; and
6. Maintain assets to a high standard.

3.2.5

Both development sites provide opportunities for achieving the six LTP3 goals. For example,
there are opportunities at both sites to provide a choice of travel (Goal 4). Any transport
improvements identified for either of the two sites could be delivered through planning
conditions; for example Section 106 contributions.

3

11

Third Local Transport Plan for Merseyside (2011-2016) LTP3 (Merseyside Transport Partnership, 2011)
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Knowsley Local Plan Transport Feasibility Study
4

3.2.6

This study was commissioned by the Council as an initial feasibility assessment of a range of
sites under consideration for being brought forward for development in the emerging Local
Plan. The study’s primary purpose was to inform the Council of the likely transport
implications that could arise from development of each of the sites.

3.2.7

The study reviewed current policy, the transport impacts of the development of each site
under consideration in the Core Strategy, the potential impacts of these sites on the transport
network and reviewed results from the Liverpool City Region Transport Model (LCRTM) and a
gravity model called PENELOPE (Program Evaluating North of England Land Use Options
and Population Effects) to identify the key parts of the highway network that could be affected
by the development of the sites.

3.2.8

Three sites in the study correspond with the two sites being considered as part of this study:
Site 11 - Land to the south of Whiston (Phase 1) Windy Arbor Road;
Site 14 - Land to the south of Whiston (Phase 2), Lickers Lane; and
Site 17 - Land south of M62.

3.2.9

Comments on these three sites are provided in Table 3.1 below, with the final
recommendations for each site included in Appendix B.
Table 3.1:

Summary of Corresponding Sites Appraised

Site
No.

Site
Name

Potential Impact of Trips

11

Land to
the south
of
Whiston
(Phase 1)
Windy
Arbor
Road

This site needs to be considered together with land to the
south of Whiston at Lickers Lane (site 14) and Cronton
Colliery (site 17). The full impact of the trips likely to be
generated from the combined sites (something which
would be covered in future Transport Assessments) once a
development Masterplan is agreed, will provide further
information on whether the scale of development can be
accommodated.

Proposed
Use

Estimated
Capacity

Housing

450
dwellings

Housing

1,450
dwellings

The cumulative impact of the three sites is likely to
generate a large number of trips, with the majority most
likely being dispersed towards Tarbock Island, placing
pressure upon the
junction and Windy Arbor Road on its approach.
14

4

12

Land to
the south
of
Whiston
(Phase 2)
Lickers
Lane

There is evidence of existing local queuing at peak times
on Lickers Lane and Windy Arbor Road. This site would
generate additional trips which would place further
pressure on the existing stress points.
Right turns required into Lickers Lane from Windy Arbor
Road will cause queues on the network during peak times,
with additional trips likely to exacerbate the problem
further.

Knowsley Local Plan Transport Feasibility Study (AECOM, 2012)
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Site
No.

Site
Name

Potential Impact of Trips

Proposed
Use

Estimated
Capacity

Employmen
t

77ha of
indicative
employmen
t capacity

The cumulative impact of sites 11 and 17 would also need
to be considered as it is likely that they will impact upon
the wider road network.
Changes to local junctions are likely to be required to
accommodate the additional trips from development at
sites 14, 11 and 17 together.
The site’s proximity to Tarbock Island is likely to make it
attractive for commuters but would increase movements
along the local network to Tarbock Island.
17

Land
South of
the M62

There are significant trip numbers associated with this
development due to the size of the site and its employment
use.
This high number of trips would have an impact upon the
surrounding local road network, in particular A5080
Cronton Road and Fox’s Bank Lane (which is not suitable
for high flows of traffic).
The site as it stands is relatively isolated from public
transport links which will cause higher trip flows.
The introduction of sustainable transport links including
walking, cycle and public transport provision to the site
could help to reduce reliance on car trips.
The nature of the site may attract HGV movements which
would add to congestion levels due to their restricted
movement speeds. This will however depend upon the
final use of the site.
In addition the cumulative impact of development on Windy
Arbor Road (site 11) and Lickers Lane (site 14) will need to
be considered. With extra trips from those developments
also adding to the volume of traffic using the Tarbock
Island interchange; it may make it more difficult for
vehicles to emerge from the Cronton Road arm of the
Tarbock Island interchange, which is currently
unsignalised. Therefore, it is likely that queuing will occur
at this arm of the junction.

NB the estimated capacity figures in Table 3.1 differ from the submitted Local Plan: Core Strategy. This table has
been extracted from the 2012 Knowsley Local Plan Transport Feasibility Study, which was subsequently superseded/
updated by new capacity estimates for each site within the emerging Local Plan: Core Strategy.

3.2.10

13

In reviewing the results from the LCRTM model and the PENELOPE gravity model, the study
notes that in the South Whiston area, Tarbock Island (Junction 6 of the M62) could be
affected if all or some of the sites listed in Table 3.1 were developed. It was also identified
that Dragon Lane (close to the two sites under consideration in this report) currently operates
over capacity in the AM and PM peaks and that the development of these two sites could
further impact on this part of the highway network.
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Knowsley Local Plan Core Strategy Transport Modelling
5

3.2.11

This study , which involved a further review of the highway network in Knowsley, used the
LCRTM model to test the following two scenarios.
Urban Containment scenario comprising historic trends rolled forward plus the
development of sites allocated in the Knowsley’ s Replacement Unitary Development Plan
(2006), sites under construction, sites with the benefit of planning permission, and sites
considered suitable for development in the SHLAA and JELPS studies; and
Core Strategy scenario comprising sites included in the Urban Containment scenario plus
development at locations currently in the Green Belt that are being considered for
development in the Local Plan: Core Strategy.

3.2.12

The study identified that, in 2024, there would be areas of the Knowsley highway network that
would operate at capacity in the AM and PM peak periods, even without additional
development in the Green Belt. Windy Arbor Road, Dragon Lane and Lickers Lane are
identified as having potential capacity issues in the future. Suitable improvements to the
highway network and associated improvements to public transport provision would be
required to address these problems.

3.2.13

The following documents were not mentioned in the transport evidence base documents but
have been reviewed as they are relevant to the two sites under consideration:
Ensuring a Choice of Travel Supplementary Planning Document
6

3.2.14

This Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) supports the planning polices of the Council
and provides guidance to developers on ensuring that their development proposals are
accessible and promote sustainable travel patterns.

3.2.15

The document provides advice on parking standards and requirements for the submission of
documents required to support a planning application, including Transport Assessments and
Travel Plans. The SPD also contains a Minimum Accessibility Standard Assessment (MASA),
which can be used to evaluate how accessible a proposed development is.
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (Knowsley Council, 2012)

3.2.16

7

The Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) is a supporting assessment for the borough’s emerging
Core Strategy. It describes existing infrastructure in Knowsley, together with the proposed
infrastructure provision associated with the Core Strategy proposals. The document provides
information and evidence supporting the deliverability of the Core Strategy.
5

Knowsley Local Plan Core Strategy Transport Modelling (Mott MacDonald, 2012)

6

Ensuring a Choice of Travel Supplementary Planning Document (Knowsley Council, 2010)

7

14

Infrastructure Delivery Plan (Knowsley Council, 2012)
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3.2.17

In addition, the IDP identifies future priority needs and possible funding mechanisms, in
particular Section 106 agreements and the potential for funds derived from the Community
Infrastructure Levy (CIL); all of which are set against local and national policy. Key points of
note relevant to the accessibility of both the South Whiston and Land South of the M62 sites
are set out below.
Rail

3.2.18

A £100m electrification scheme is currently being undertaken by Network Rail to electrify a
range of railway lines across the North West, including the Chat Moss line running through
Knowsley at Roby, Huyton, Prescot and Whiston Stations. The scheme extends between
Liverpool Lime Street and Manchester Victoria and is expected to reduce journey times
between Liverpool and Manchester from 44 to 30 minutes.

3.2.19

The Huyton to Wigan North Western line will also be subject to electrification, including Roby,
Huyton and Prescot in Knowsley. It is anticipated that electrification of both lines will be
completed by December 2014.
Northern Hub

3.2.20

Network Rail’s ‘Northern Hub’ infrastructure improvements stretch across the north of
England. The plan includes initial proposals in Knowsley, where infrastructure capacity
constraints have been identified on the Huyton to Liverpool railway line, including capacity for
train crossings in the Huyton/Roby area. The proposals will improve rail infrastructure in
Knowsley and connectivity to Liverpool and other northern cities. The full programme is
expected to be complete in 2018.
Liverpool John Lennon Airport – Eastern Access Transport Corridor

3.2.21

The Liverpool John Lennon Airport Masterplan, which was prepared in 2007, sets out key
proposals for the development of the Airport in the short term (to 2015) and longer term (to
2030). One of the aspirations set out for the period to 2015 is to develop an Eastern Access
Transport Corridor (EATC), which would be a new link road that would ease growing
pressures on the existing route via the A561 Speke Boulevard in the context of local planned
development. The preferred route of the EATC, as set out in the Master Plan, would follow a
route of approximately 2km that would pass to the east of the Speke Estate and join the A561
Speke Boulevard adjacent to the Jaguar plant, via the creation of two roundabouts and
associated slip roads. At present this scheme is an aspiration and has not been subject to
detailed planning considerations.
Knowsley Core Strategy Policy CS8: Green Infrastructure

3.2.22

15

Policy CS8 sets out how Knowsley’s Green Infrastructure will be protected, managed and/or
enhanced. One of the key reasons for this is to ensure more attractive and cleaner residential
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neighbourhoods and provide sustainable transport links between residential neighbourhoods
and employment and services.
3.2.23

The Council will therefore use planning powers and other interventions to protect (and where
possible improve) green paths and cycleways linking residential areas, existing strategic
areas of green space, employment locations, local community services and leisure facilities.
The Whiston to Cronton Corridor is identified as a strategic green link and provides direct
access to both the South Whiston and Land South of the M62 sites.
Developer Submissions and Local Plan Core Strategy Consultation
Submissions

3.2.24

This section summaries the developer submissions and evidence submitted via consultation
on the Local Plan Core Strategy concerning Transport and Highways. It also summarises the
transport comments from planning applications within the study area.
Frost Planning

3.2.25

Frost Planning on behalf of private land owners did not make any direct representation at core
strategy stage concerning transport but did submit a transport note concerning the land
concerned which can be summarised as follows:
Supported accessibility mapping demonstrating the accessibility of the land to public
transport and nearby local facilities and that highway access onto Fox’s Bank Lane was
possible.
The note acknowledges that accessibility was in part reliant on adjacent land within the
study area being developed to allow walking and cycling routes to and from nearby
facilities.
Junction Property Ltd (Barton Wilmore)

3.2.26

In 2012 Barton Wilmore submitted a concept/promotional plan to the Council as part of
representations on its Local Plan: Core Strategy. The concept plan considers some of the
land under consideration in this report (except for land in the North West and North East of
South Whiston). The plan was commission by Junction Property Limited who own and/or have
an interest in parts of the study area. The plan was accompanies by a submission document
which contained the following key transport comments.
South Whiston
Northern part of site is within 500m easy walking distance to Whiston Station; and
Regular bus services run along the border of the site and the development of the site
would allow for potential new services.

16
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Land South of M62
Close to motorway junction for M62 and M57 and is strategically located for creating
development opportunities; and
Site is highly accessible to Liverpool John Lennon Airport via Knowsley Expressway
(A5300).
Proposed Concept Master plan (key features)
Because of its critical mass the development will be able to deliver public transport
initiatives;
The main vehicular access into the housing development of Lickers Lane with secondary
access off Windy Arbour Road and Fox’s Bank Lane. There would also be sustainable
transport linkages from other points to ensure full integration;
The first phase of development would be off Lickers Lane to take advantage of
accessibility to local facilities; and
The main vehicular access to the employment area (Land south of M62) from Cronton
Road (A5080) with secondary access onto Fox’s Bank Lane but used mainly for Public
Transport.
3.2.27

The representation document states that a comprehensive, master planned development over
the two sites would have major advantages in particular:
A sustainable transport network can be provided for the whole of the development which
includes not only access roads through the development but also pedestrian and cycle
links to facilities within and beyond the development, in particular, there is the potential to
provide sustainable transport links through the housing to the new employment areas,
including bus services; and
The critical mass of the total development is much likely to support high levels of public
transport.
Planning Applications

3.2.28

The following planning applications have been submitted within the study area.
Land Trust

3.2.29

In 2007, The Land Trust submitted a planning application for the extent of the former Cronton
colliery land (part of the Land South of M62 site) to be converted into an informal country park.
A Transport Statement was submitted as part of the application, which demonstrated that the
existing site access was suitable and that parking provision for 20 vehicles was possible,
which was sufficient to meet the proposed demand for parking for that use The planning
permission for this proposal has now expired but it is understood that the Land Trust expect to
submit a further application during 2014.

3.2.30

The Land Trust asked for further dialogue with the council at the next Core Strategy
consultation stage.

17
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Ribble Valley Developments
3.2.31

Ribble Valley Developments Ltd submitted a planning application for the re-development of
the former Garden Centre site on Windy Arbor Road to 70 extra care apartments. The
accompanying Transport Statement demonstrated that the proposed development would
produce significantly less trips than the previous use.

3.2.32

Information provided to the Council in late 2013 via the owner’s planning agent now suggests
that this development is unviable in its current form due to a lack of grant funding. It is
therefore likely that this site will be brought forward comprehensively with residential
development in the wider Land South of Whiston site.

3.3

Key Utilities Findings
Knowsley Infrastructure Development Plan
8

3.3.1

The Infrastructure Delivery Plan states that there are no known problems in respect of future
utilities capacity. Utilities (water, gas power, telecommunications and sewerage systems) are
dealt with on a borough-wide basis and the two sites under consideration in this report are not
described specifically within the Plan. The IDP does set out a preference for green
infrastructure and the use of renewable energy sources and highlights potential improvements
to the local gas network.

3.3.2

The Plan states that, in terms of telecommunications, three broadband exchanges exist within
the borough; with the main operators being 3, O2, EE and Vodafone.
Utility Record Plans

3.3.3

This section provides a review of data provided to Mott MacDonald by Knowsley Council. This
included details of Utilities apparatus. The information supplied covers details of the main
Utility providers.

3.3.4

The data provided shows the approximate location of apparatus and its size/type. No
information in relation to age, condition or capacity was included. Record plans were
subsequently obtained from BT Openreach and Virgin Media as no information for these
utilities was included within the original initiation package or within the emails described
above.

3.3.5

The locations of the Utilities referred to in this Section are indicated on the Constraints and
Utilities Plan provided in Appendix C.

8

18

Knowsley Infrastructure Delivery Plan (Knowsley Council, 2012)
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United Utilities Potable Water
South Whiston
3.3.6

The untitled record plans (Extracts from Map of Public Water mains at an approximate scale
of 1:2500 covering the study area) indicate that an 18inch (450mm) trunk main and
63mm/90mm/140mm distribution mains exist in Windy Arbor Road and within Lickers Lane. A
90mm/75mm distribution main exists within Fox’s Bank Lane.
Land South of the M62

3.3.7

The plans indicate that a 90mm distribution main exists in Cronton Road and a 3 inch main
lies within Fox’s Bank Lane; this main extends as far as Bluebell Farm.
Scottish Power Energy Networks Electricity
South Whiston

3.3.8

The record plans at 1:1250 scale show 332kv and HV (High Voltage) and LV (Low Voltage)
cables within Windy Arbor Road, Lickers Lane and Fox’s Bank Lane (overhead HV) with an
overhead HV feed to the Mobile Home Park deriving from the vicinity of Croftwood Grove, off
Lickers Lane to the north of the site.
Land South of the M62

3.3.9

The plans show 33kv cables and overhead HV cables along Fox’s Bank Lane with overhead
HV feeds along Cronton Piggeries to Halsnead Hall (in the north eastern quadrant of the site).
132kv cables and support towers exist to the north of the site lying parallel to the M62. The
proximity of any proposed development would need to take account of safety clearances;
these would need to be agreed with SP Energy Networks. The consideration of
electromagnetic field effects may be needed for some commercial operations.
National Grid Gas
South Whiston

3.3.10

19

High pressure mains exist around the junction of Windy Arbor Road/Windy Arbor Brow to the
south west of the site, whilst low pressure mains exist in Windy Arbor Road and adjacent to
Lickers Lane to the north. No gas supplies are shown to be present in Fox’s Bank Lane along
the eastern boundary of the site. A low pressure feed is situated within the initial section of
Main Drive which runs from the centre of the site and extends north to the area of Prince
Cottage.
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Land South of the M62
3.3.11

No gas infrastructure is indicated. The closest gas main (without crossing the motorway
junction) likely lies some distance away to the south along Cronton Road. No records plans
have been supplied covering the wider area; therefore it is not possible to confirm the precise
location.
Telecommunications Equipment

3.3.12

No information was made available; however record plans from BT Openreach and Virgin
Media have been obtained, using the maps by email plant information service. The plans
(which are not to scale) show the approximate location of underground and overhead cables
together with other items of plant. No information in respect of the type or number of cables is
included.
South Whiston

3.3.13

Underground Openreach cables are shown within Windy Arbor Road, within Main Drive
(feeding the mobile home site), within Lickers Lane and within or adjacent to Fox’s Bank Lane
(western side of the lane), extending southward to reach the M62 motorway. Overhead
Openreach cables are present within the mobile home area. Virgin Media Cables are shown
within Windy Arbor Road (North of Windy Arbor Brow) and within Lickers Lane.
Land South of the M62

3.3.14

Underground Openreach cables are shown within Cronton Road extending from Dacres
Bridge Lane to Park Villas. Cables extend northward and eastward by overhead line to reach
Halsnead Park and Old Halsnead (lying close to the M62). The underground cables within
Cronton Road continue in a south easterly direction to reach Fox’s Bank Lane.

3.3.15

Overhead Openreach lines extend from Old Halsnead eastward to serve the Bungalow and
Halsnead Farm before reaching Fox’s Bank Lane. Here the lines continue southward,
following the Lane, to reach Cronton Road where they connect to the underground cable
network. There appear to be no Virgin Media cables close to the site.
United Utilities, Public Sewers
South Whiston

3.3.16

20

The record plans show a large diameter surface water sewer (675mm to 1000mm) crossing
the site, commencing at the junction of Lickers Lane and Pennywood Drive to the north and
extending diagonally southward to reach Tarbock Interchange. The 675mm diameter sewer
extends eastward along Lickers Lane reducing in size until it reaches Manorwood Drive. No
surface water sewers appear to be present within Fox’s Bank Lane.
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3.3.17

Foul water sewers exist within the housing estate roads to the north of the site but no main
foul sewer is present in Windy Arbor Road. Main foul sewers exist within the junction of Windy
Arbor Road and Lickers Lane (up to 1000mm) the main sewer outfalls northward. A smaller
(225mm to 375mm diameter) foul sewer is present within Lickers Lane. There appear to be no
foul sewers in Fox’s Bank Lane.
Land South of the M62

3.3.18

No foul sewers lie within or adjacent to the site. The closest foul sewer lies to the south, some
2km away along Cronton Road, where a large diameter foul water sewer crosses Cronton
Road. The closest alternative option to discharge foul sewage is the Huyton Treatment Works
which is some 2.5 km away to the west across agricultural land.

3.3.19

In order to provide a foul outfall the options are:
1. To provide a pumping station and new rising main to the sewer in Cronton Road (2km
south, this could be adopted). This option may have to be laid within the existing
carriageway requiring significant traffic management and reinstatement. The developer
would be expected to lay the rising main.
2. To provide a pumping station and new rising main to the Huyton Treatment Works (2.5 km
east, this could be adopted but would require a requisition). This option would require the
developer to enter into a ‘Requisition Agreement’ with United Utilities and to accept all its
associated construction and compensatory costs. United Utilities would provide the rising
main.
3. To provide an on-site treatment facility, this approach would be acceptable in principle by
the Environment Agency. The on-site facility could remain in private ownership, or, subject
to agreement, be adopted. The only difference between the two options is the ownership
and responsibility for maintenance. For both options, agreement in respect of discharge
would be required from the environment Agency. For the purposes of the cost assessment
the use of an on-site treatment facility has been assumed. The on-site treatment option is
likely to be the most cost effective approach.

3.4

Key Planning and Economic Development Findings
Knowsley Infrastructure Delivery Plan
Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL)

3.4.1

21

At the time of publication of the IDP the Council was yet to determine its CIL strategy. The
Council may consider CIL as a mechanism for infrastructure delivery; however this is not likely
to be a direct replacement for Section 106 contributions, rather as a complementary tool.
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Knowsley Economic Viability Assessment
3.4.2

The Council commissioned Keppie Massie to undertake an Economic Viability Assessment
which considers the viability of a range of new development in the borough, and the
associated impacts of Local Plan policies on this development. The study will inform the
Council’s future approaches to setting policies relating to developer contributions.

9

Knowsley Cemetery Expansion
3.4.3

10

The Council has extant planning permission to expand the capacity of its municipal
cemetery off Fox’s Bank Lane in Whiston, using adjacent Green Belt land within its ownership.
This land is within the North East corner of the South Whiston site. An allowance has been
included in the capacity assumptions within the Core Strategy to allow for the ‘loss’ of
developable land. If the cemetery expansion land is used for residential development further
land within the Council’s ownership may be required for similar uses in the future.
Housing Land

3.4.3.1

The Local Plan: Core Strategy submission version notes residential development as one of
the major development types in Knowsley’s urban area, and therefore represents one of the
major ways in which the Borough is likely to change in the future. New housing is also strongly
11
linked to economic growth and the Council’s Economic Regeneration Strategy: ‘A Good
Investment: Knowsley’s Economic Regeneration strategy for 2012-2015’ also suggests that
new housing will be required for existing and new borough residents. The underlying context
is therefore one of housing growth and a need for increased supply which is reflected in the
Core Strategy’s key targets for the 2010/28 period of provision for a net additional new supply
of 8,100 dwellings up to 2028; which equates to 450 net additional dwellings per annum.

3.4.3.2

In order to meet the 450 dwellings per annum target over the 18 year Core Strategy plan
period, land for an extra 1,812 dwellings will need to be found within Knowsley.

3.4.3.3

Knowsley’s ‘Strategic Housing Market Assessment’ (SHMA) states that one of the key
priorities for the area is to ensure that future new development provides a mix of housing
types and sizes to meet the needs of all households.

3.4.3.4

Around 68% of the overall net shortfall of affordable housing across Knowsley arises in
Prescot / Whiston / Cronton / Knowsley Village. The area is recognised as the most desirable

12

9

22

Knowsley Economic Viability Assessment (Keppie Massie, 2012)

10

Planning Application Number 11/00710/KMBC1

11

A good investment: Knowsley’s economic regeneration strategy for 2012-2015 (Knowsley Council, 2012)

12

Strategic Housing Market Assessment (David Couttie Associates, 2010)
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place to live within Knowsley; in a survey of Knowsley residents cited in the Knowsley SHMA,
29.4% of respondents said they would consider purchasing a house in this area.
3.4.3.5

The Council has considered maximising opportunities to use land within existing urban areas
to meet the need for housing growth. Nevertheless, the Council’s Planning for Housing
13
Growth Technical Report states it is likely that a significant amount of Green Belt land will be
required for residential development to meet future housing growth targets. Sefton and
14
Knowsley Councils have produced the ‘Knowsley & Sefton Green Belt Study’ which set out a
comprehensive assessment undertaken of Knowsley’s Green Belt and identified a range of
locations that might be suitable to meet longer term housing, employment and other needs,
including land at South Whiston and Land South of the M62.

3.4.3.6

The land at South Whiston is included in the Council’s Core Strategy as suitable for residential
development with a notional capacity of approximately 1,500 dwellings.
Employment Land

3.4.4

The Core Strategy (Submission document) suggests that on 1st April 2013, 170.2 ha of land
in the borough had a realistic prospect of development for employment purposes. The main
locations in which B1, B2 and B8 employment uses are located are listed below:
Knowsley Industrial and Business Parks (377 ha and 120 ha): straddling the A580 with
good connectivity to the M57 and M58 as well as Knowsley’s rail freight terminal, the two
locations present the greatest concentration of employment land in the Borough,
accommodating a mix of B1, B2 and B8 uses.
Huyton Business Park (102 ha): good connectivity to the M57 and M62, accommodating a
mix of B1, B2 and B8 uses.
King’s Business Park, Huyton (20 ha): mixed use (office space and leisure) with excellent
connectivity to the M57, predominantly occupied by B1 users.
Jaguar / Land Rover plant, Halewood (139 ha): 19 ha is allocated in the UDP as being
suitable for B1, B2, and B8 uses which could accommodate suppliers to the firm. Good
connectivity to the M57/A5300 and M62.
South Prescot (47 ha): includes an employment site of 29.38 ha, although it has planning
permission for residential purposes.
In addition to the above, there are also a number of B1 offices located in Knowsley’s main
town centres (Huyton, Kirkby and Prescot).

3.4.5

Using long-term take-up trends, the Core Strategy identifies that up to 183.5ha of land is
needed to accommodate the borough’s employment land needs between 2010 and 2028.
This suggests a long term shortfall of land within the urban area which could increase if sites
currently in the employment land supply are developed for other non-employment purposes.

23

13

Planning for Housing Growth Technical Report – Knowsley Council (Knowsley Council, 2013)

14

Knowsley and Sefton Green Belt Study (Knowsley Council, 2012)
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However, it is unlikely there will be significant losses of employment land within the existing
supply to other uses aside from two sites in Prescot (to housing). Most of the remaining
employment land within industrial estates of significant scale and is thus likely to remain
available for employment development. Taking into account potential variations in the supply
and delivery of sites, based upon the Local Plan: Core Strategy submission version the
potential shortfall to find within the Green Belt is suggested as a range from zero – 23.5
hectares.
3.4.6

Expansion of existing industrial areas is heavily constrained by land designated as Green Belt
and the employment land needs of Knowsley cannot be met elsewhere in the Liverpool City
Region. Consequently, the Core Strategy suggests that in order to ensure that the borough
has an adequate supply of employment land; land will need to be removed from the Green
Belt. This process would need to be managed carefully so that the regeneration and
revitalisation of existing employment areas is not undermined. As part of this process, the
Council has begun to consider sites that could potentially satisfy this longer-term need and
sectoral requirements, with the site known as Land to the South of the M62 included in this
process. The site is included in the Core Strategy as having potential for 24.51ha of
employment use within the B1, B2 and B8 use classes.
Green Space and Green Belt

3.4.7

Green infrastructure can contribute to health and wellbeing, historic character, land and water
management, landscape value, linkages between places, outdoor recreation, sport and
leisure, public accessibility, quality of place, rural enterprise, tourism and waste management.
In general, public open space makes the borough a more attractive place in which to live and
invest and hence supports the goal of regeneration.

3.4.8

The ‘Knowsley Green Belt Study’ identifies a range of locations potentially suitable for Green
Belt release and longer term development. In identifying suitable locations for Green Belt
release, difficult choices and balances need to be achieved. This includes balancing the
potential adverse impacts on green spaces and ecological assets as part of a wider Green
Infrastructure network.

3.4.9

Potential scenarios relating to the amount of land that may need to be taken out of the existing
Green Belt to support Knowsley’s plan period development requirements is summarised in
Table 3.2 below. It should be noted that these indicative calculations exclude any ‘headroom’
to provide a range and choice of sites and address needs beyond 2028. Furthermore the
calculations are only indicative at the present time and may be revised prior to the adoption of
the Local Plan: Core Strategy.

24
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Table 3.2:

Housing and Employment Land Shortfall Potentially Requiring Green Belt Release

Housing
(dwellings)
Employment (Ha)

Existing Urban
Capacity

Plan Period Target
(2010/28)

Shortfall to Accommodate in the
Green Belt

628815

8,100

1,812

170.2

183.5

Zero – 23.5

Source: Knowsley Local Plan Core Strategy Submission Document (Knowsley Council, 2013)

3.4.10

The ‘Knowsley Greenspaces Audit’ based on adopted UDP greenspace standards indicates
that the Borough as a whole is well served for green space in quantitative terms relative to
Substantial Residential Area (SRA) standards. At the Knowsley level there are surpluses for
parks & gardens (146.50 ha) and amenity green space (192.18 ha). However there are
deficits in provision for children & young people (-18.56 ha) and allotments (-2.92 ha). At the
township level the same broad pattern is evident in Prescot, Whiston and Cronton Village
where there are surpluses for parks & gardens (59.46 ha) and amenity green space (9.05 ha)
and deficits in provision for children & young people (-3.93 ha) and allotments (-0.76). A new
Greenspace Audit will be required following revision of the previous UDP standards via Policy
CS 22 of the Local Plan: Core Strategy.

3.4.11

Stadt Moers Park provides an important network of green space. This is linked to the Whiston
to Cronton Corridor which is intended to be extended via the Land South of the M62 site
through to Cronton Village in the future. This forms an important strategic green link which
allows for sustainable forms of transportation to take place and accommodates valuable
biodiversity (flora and fauna). This green link also includes ten Local Wildlife Sites. An
additional spur of this strategic green space links Stadt Moers with Whiston Hospital and
Huyton town centre via a Sustrans cycle network. The Whiston to Cronton Strategic Green
Link is also one of the key assets within/ adjacent to the study area. The emerging Core
Strategy (Policy CS8: Green Infrastructure) seeks to protect and enhance green space and
green infrastructure.
Representations and Information Submitted by Stakeholders
Representations Received at Core Strategy: Preferred Options Stage

3.4.12

16

Following the Council’s consultation on the Core Strategy Preferred Options Report a
review was carried out of written representations received from The Land Trust and Junction
Property Ltd. The following summary is provided:

15

Inclusive of residential delivery from 1st April 2010

16

Core Strategy Preferred Options Report (Knowsley Council, 2011)

25
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Junction Properties Ltd
3.4.13

Junction Properties submitted a report as part of their response at the preferred options stage,
it summary can be summarised as:
17
South Whiston - The two parts currently making up Area 8 – Windy Arbor Road and
Lickers Lane (South Whiston) should be shown as one strategic site or broad location. It
should be shown in the first phase of releases but the Core Strategy should recognise that
its size (1,900 dwellings) means that its contribution to housing supply would be phased
over the full plan period (and probably beyond).
Land South of M62 - Area 9 (Cronton Colliery and land south of M62) should be shown for
release within the first phase of releases because of the very important contribution it can
make to meeting the economic development of the Borough.
The Land Trust

3.4.14

From the Land Trust the key response to the preferred options consultation was:
Our Charitable remit, and the purpose for us holding the site, is for developing quality
open green space for use by the community to improve health, provide an educational
resource, protect and enhance the environment, develop social and community cohesion,
and also generate economic activity. The Cronton Colliery and adjoining land can provide
a resource.
Representations Received at Core Strategy Proposed Submission Stage

3.4.15

As part of the Core Strategy Proposed Submission document review we have considered
written representations from Frost Planning, Junction Properties Ltd and Maro Developments
Ltd, as well as the Knowsley Core Strategy Preferred Options Report.

3.4.16

These can be summarised as follows:
Frost Planning
Green Belt sites should be approved without delay. They should not be phased,
sequentially assessed or impact tested against other sites.
Junction Properties Ltd
Junction Property Ltd agrees that high priority should be given to economic development;
however it should cover a wide range of sites and premises.
The policy should be more explicit about the need for aspirational housing.
It should provide for an employment provision of at least 313ha, including allowance for
20% uplift in past employment land take-up rates.
It should plan for an increase in the long term past take-up rate in relation to employment
land as the long-term rate used is an average over some 13 years.
17

26

See Core Strategy Preferred Option Report Green Belt site referencing (i.e. Area XX)
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The Core Strategy should recognise the benefits of the whole area north-east and southeast of Junction 6 being treated comprehensively.
Maro Developments Ltd
Councils need to set even more demanding targets if they are to return to an equilibrium
delivery position against housing forecasts.
Greater weight needs to be given to existing national policy.
18
in relation to the Tier 2 site ‘South Whiston (Site 15, Lickers Lane)’, AECOM, on page 70
of its report, ‘Knowsley Local Plan Transport Feasibility Study’, identifies current issues
with peak time queuing, the placing of additional pressure on existing stress points and
the need for junction improvements. On page 71, it is stated that Fox’s Bank Lane is ‘not
suitable for high flows of traffic’. Therefore a roundabout access from Windy Arbor Rd is
feasible, which can deliver traffic away from secondary and estate roads directly to the
M62/M57.
The timing of the release of the proposed employment development at Cronton Colliery
should be brought forward.
Information Received to Support this Study (Post Proposed Submission Stage)
3.4.17

It should be noted that on commencement of this study, the opportunity for key stakeholders
to submit supplementary information (in addition to that received as part of the Core Strategy
process) was provided.

3.4.18

Maro Developments Ltd and Frost Planning submitted additional information following this
notification as follows:
Frost Planning – Masterplan, Travel Catchment Plan and Highways/Sustainability Note.
Maro Developments – JMP highway evidence.

3.4.18.1

Although the offer was made, no additional information was submitted by Junction Properties
Ltd although meetings were held with representatives.
Relevant Planning Applications

3.4.19

Figure 3.1 below shows the planning applications within the study area. These are:
Application No: 07/00929/COU The Land Trust

3.4.20

This application was for the change of use of the Cronton Colliery site into an informal country
park with associated access improvement. Whilst this application has now expired, it is

18

27

Knowsley Core Strategy Preferred Options Report included a trigger mechanism to determine the phasing of
development, sequenced as firstly Reserved Tier 1 locations, followed by Reserved Tier 2 locations, and post 2027
Safeguarded locations. This proposal has not been carried forward in subsequent versions of the Core Strategy.
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understood by Knowsley Council that the Land Trust remain committed to the delivery of a
Country Park within the land in their ownership.
Application No: 10/00118/OUT Ribble Valley Developments
3.4.21

This application is for outline permission to construct 70 extra care apartments on land
adjacent to Windy Arbor Road, which was previously used as a garden centre. Although this
application is currently extant, it is considered that the site will be brought forward in its current
form.
Applications No 11/0070/KMBC1 and 12/00144/KMBC1 Knowsley Council

3.4.22

The Council made two applications to improve the existing Knowsley Cemetery accessed
from Fox’s Bank Lane. The 2011 application was for an extension of the existing cemetery
into farmland with a new access road. The 2012 application was to construct a remembrance
building within the 2011 extension.

3.4.23

All four applications have been granted planning permission, although 07/00929/COU has
now expired
Figure 3.1:

28

Planning Applications in the Study Area
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4

Baseline Conditions

4.1

Introduction

4.1.1

This section of the report presents a qualitative assessment of the study area based on the
following:
Transport and Highways;
Utilities;
Land Use;
Economic Development;
Constraints; and
Development/Land Ownership.

4.2

Transport & Highways
Highways
South Whiston

4.2.1

The site is bounded to the west by Windy Arbor Road, which is a single carriageway and bus
route (refer to Section 4.2.3 for information on public transport services) serving a significant
housing area beyond Simons Close. It is bounded to the north by Lickers Lane, a single
carriageway with traffic calming in the form of speed humps. Lickers Lane also serves large
areas of established and modern housing within the existing built-up area to the south of
Whiston.

4.2.2

To the east the site is bounded by Fox’s Bank Lane, a narrow rural single carriageway that
links Whiston to Cronton, passing beneath the M62. These highways would provide access to
the study area if developed. To the south lies the M62 with a major junction (Tarbock
Interchange) in the south west. This junction links local roads to the M62, the M57 and the
A5300 Knowsley Expressway.

4.2.3

Windy Arbor Road and Lickers Lane are identified in the Knowsley Local Plan Core Strategy
Transport Modelling Report as having potential capacity issues in both the AM and PM peaks
by 2024 (refer to Section 3.2.3 for further detail).
Land South of M62

4.2.4

The site is bounded by the A5080 Cronton Road to the west, the M62 to the north and Fox’s
Bank Lane to the east. The main access to the site would be from Cronton Road with any
secondary access from Fox’s Bank Lane.

4.2.5

Figure 4.1 illustrates the location of both sites in relation to the highway network.

29
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Figure 4.1:

Local Highway Network

Walking and Cycling
4.2.6

The existing walking and cycling network in the locality of the site is illustrated in Figure 4.2
and 4.3.

4.2.7

Figure 4.2 illustrates the various standards of footpaths in the vicinity of the study area.
Pedestrian provision along Windy Arbor Road and Lickers Lane predominately varies
between single-sided and double-sided footpaths. A short stretch of Lickers Lane at its
easternmost end has no footway. There are also dropped kerbs, formal crossing facilities and
traffic calming measures present along Windy Arbor Road and Lickers Lane, up to its junction
with Pennywood Drive. Pennywood Drive also provides a safe pedestrian route to Whiston rail
station, with wide verges separating the footpath from the adjacent highway.

4.2.8

Fox’s Bank Lane is largely unsuitable for pedestrians due to poor quality, very narrow or
absent footpaths. To the south of the Land South of the M62 site, the A5080 Cronton Road
has a footpath along one side; however this is generally narrow. Cronton Road is also

30
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constrained by Junction 6 of the M62 and Fox’s Bank Lane; both of which limit pedestrian
movement to/from Cronton Road and thus the site south of the M62.
4.2.9

The M62 acts as a significant barrier to movement between the two potential development
sites under consideration. This is made worse by poor quality pedestrian and cycle links
between the sites via the roundabout of the M62 Junction 6/A5080 Cronton Road and Fox’s
Bank Lane.

4.2.10

Figure 4.3 provides an extract from the Knowsley Cycle Map that illustrates suggested cycle
routes (dashed yellow) and traffic calmed roads (pink) in the vicinity of the study area. The
A5080 Cronton Road and Fox’s Bank Lane are indicated as having busy junctions/danger
points (red triangle) which may make these roads unattractive to cyclists. A Sustrans
Connect2 traffic free cycle route (brown) is located to the west of the site within Stadt Moers
Park which links into the wider cycle network in Knowsley, linking cyclists to Huyton and
Prescot town and district centres respectively.

19

19

31

Knowsley Cycle Map (Knowsley Council 2011) available at: http://www.knowsley.gov.uk/pdf/Knowsley-cyclemap.pdf
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Figure 4.2:
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Local Walking & Cycling Network
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Figure 4.3:

Source:

33

Local Formal and Suggested Cycle Routes

Knowsley Cycle Map (Knowsley Council, 2011)
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Public Transport
4.2.11

Figure 4.4 shows the existing public transport infrastructure in the vicinity of the two sites.
Whiston station is the closest rail station to the study area, situated approximately 600m north
of the northern boundary of the South Whiston site. Refer to Section 4.2.5 for the baseline
20
MASA assessment in terms of the catchment area of local public transport facilities in
relation to the location of the sites. Two train services per hour operate to Liverpool, one
service per hour operates to Warrington and one service per hour operates to Manchester,
with some services continuing on to Stalybridge/Huddersfield. Huyton rail station, which is
located approximately two miles west of the two sites, provides five train services per hour to
Liverpool, as well as access to the wider North-West rail network, with services to Blackpool
(one per hour), Wigan (two per hour), Warrington Bank Quay (one per hour) and Manchester
(one per hour). Service frequencies at Whiston and Huyton stations reduce at evenings and
weekends, whilst additional services may operate at peak times. Further details on train
services and frequencies are provided in Table 4.1.

4.2.12

Figure 4.4 shows that parts of the two sites (approximately 10% of the total site area) that
border the A5080 Cronton Road, Windy Arbor Road and Lickers Lane are within a 200m
catchment area of local bus stops. Further details on bus routes and frequencies are provided
in Table 4.2. Figures 4.5 and 4.6 illustrate bus services operating in the wider area.

20

34

Bus (200m) and rail (400m) catchment areas are included in the ‘Accessibility Assessment System’ in Appendix B
of ‘Ensuring A Choice of Travel Supplementary Planning Document’ (Knowsley Council, 2010).
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Figure 4.4:

35

Existing Public Transport Infrastructure
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Figure 4.5:

36

Existing Public Transport Service Provision
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Table 4.1:

Whiston Railway Station Service Provision

Service
To Liverpool

Route

Hours of Operation

Frequency (daytime)

Whiston – Huyton – Roby – Broad Green – Wavertree
Technology Park – Edge Hill – Liverpool Lime St

Mon – Fri: 06:19 – 00:53

Every 30 mins

Sat: 06:19 – 23:49
Sun: 09:31 – 00:25

To Warrington

To Manchester

Table 4.2:

Whiston – Rainhill – Lea Green – St Helens Junction –
Earlestown – Warrington Bank Quay

Mon – Fri: 06:35 – 18:35

Whiston – Rainhill – Lea Green – St Helens Junction –
Earlestown – Newton-le-Willows – Patricroft – Eccles –
Manchester Victoria

Mon – Thurs: 06:05 – 00:04

Every 60 mins

Sat: 06:35 – 18:35
Sun: 08:35 – 21:35
Fri & Sat: 06:05 – 23:36
Sun: 08:23 – 22:31

Every 60 mins (Every 30 mins in AM &
PM peak)

Bus Service Provision in the Vicinity of the Study Area
Frequency

Service
Number

Route

Hours of Operation

(daytime)

Operator

Buses Serving South Whiston
99

Whiston Station – Whiston Hospital – Prescot
(Circular)

Mon – Sat: 09:10 – 17:10

Every 60 mins

Merseytravel

139

Liverpool – Broadgreen Hospital – Page Moss –
Huyton – Whiston – Prescot – St Helens

Mon – Sat: 07:48 – 17:48

Every 30 mins

Cumfybus

61

Liverpool – Childwall – Huyton – Whiston – Prescot –
Widnes – Runcorn

Mon – Sat: 07:04 – 20:01
Sun: 08:57 – 16:59

Every 20 mins
Sun: Every 60 mins

Halton Transport

248

Huyton – Whiston – Prescot (Circular)

Mon – Sat: AM: 06:29 – 08:05 then

AM: Every 30 mins

Merseytravel

PM: 18:29 – 23:25
Sun: 07:25 – 23:25

PM: Every 60 mins
Sun: Every 60 mins

Mon-Sat: 07:58-10:03

Six services

Your Travel

Every 60 mins

Arriva/ Merseytravel

Every 90 mins

Merseytravel

Y1

Cronton-Halsnead Park-Whiston Station-Whiston
Hospital-Prescot (Circular)

Sun: 09:30-16:59

Buses Serving Land South of M62
6/116/7a
265

37

Liverpool – Edge Lane – Roby Road – Huyton –
Cronton – Doe Green – Warrington

Mon – Sat: 05:30 – 22:42

Halewood – Fox’s Bank Lane – Rainhill – Bold Heath

Mon – Sat: 09:43 – 17:13

Sun: 09:31 – 23:26
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Figure 4.6:

Source:

Bus Routes in the Wider Area

Liverpool Public Transport District Map (Merseytravel, 2013)21

Accessibility to Local Services and Amenities
4.2.13

Figure 4.7 shows the distribution of healthcare and leisure services in the locality of the study
area. There are two healthcare facilities within a one mile radius of the study area and 11
healthcare facilities and three leisure centres within a two mile radius.

4.2.14

Figure 4.8 shows the local education facilities in the vicinity of the study area. There are three
primary schools, two child/infant centres and one secondary school within a one mile radius of

21 Extract of Liverpool Public Transport District Map (MerseyTravel, 2013) available at:
http://www.merseytravel.gov.uk/travelling-around/keydestinations/Documents/LiverpoolPublicTransportMap_July%202013.pdf

38
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the site. There is therefore potential to facilitate and encourage walking and cycling trips
between the study area and these facilities.
4.2.15

Figure 4.9 shows the retail locations in the locality of the study area. Although there are no
town or district centres located in close proximity to either site, there is a major local centre
situated at the junction of Greenes Road/Windy Arbor Road/Dragon Lane which is within a
one mile radius of the study area. The major town/retail district centres of Huyton and Prescot
are within a two mile radius of the study area.

4.2.16

Figure 4.10 illustrates the connectivity of the two sites under consideration to the wider
strategic highway network and key employment sites. Due to their location adjacent to
Tarbock Island (junction of the M62, M57 and the A5300 Knowsley Expressway), the sites are
well connected to the strategic freight and highway network, which provides access to the
wider City Region.

39
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Figure 4.7:

Source:

40

Accessibility to Local Healthcare and Leisure Services

Knowsley Council GIS Data (Knowsley Council, 2013)
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Figure 4.8:

Source:
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Accessibility to Local Education Facilities

Knowsley Council GIS Data (Knowsley Council, 2013)
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Figure 4.9:

Source:
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Local Retail and District/Town Centres

Knowsley Council GIS Data (Knowsley Council, 2013)
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Figure 4.10: Wider Strategic Highway Network & Access to Major Employment Sites

Source:
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Knowsley Council GIS Data (Knowsley Council, 2013)
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Multi Accessibility Standard Assessment (MASA)
4.2.17

The Knowsley SPD entitled ‘Ensuring a Choice of Travel’ contains a template MASA which
can be used to score the accessibility of a proposed development. A MASA has been carried
out for both sites using the existing baseline conditions. The results are summarised in Tables
4.3 and 4.4 below and the fully completed MASA forms are provided in Appendix D.
Table 4.3:

Criteria

Baseline MASA Results for South Whiston

Score

Minimum
MASA
Standard
Score

Comments

Access on
Foot

3

4

Site is located less than 800m from an existing local centre.
Currently limited access within the site.

Access by
Cycle

1

3

Key shortfall is the distance to an existing or proposed cycle
route; development options must identify proposals to develop
new, and link to existing cycle routes.

Access by
Public
Transport

2

5

Shortfall predominantly due to distance from existing public
transport network. Development options must ensure that links
to existing services are strengthened and the development is
permeated by new public transport services.

N/A

Site currently undeveloped; not appropriate to evaluate access
or off-street parking facilities.

Vehicular
Access and
Parking

Table 4.4:

N/A

Baseline MASA Results for Land South of the M62

Criteria

Score

Minimum
MASA
Standard
Score

Access on
Foot

0

4

The proposed site location is particularly difficult to access on
foot, owing to the M62 acting as a substantial barrier to
north/south movements, distance to local housing/facilities and
limited pedestrian infrastructure on A5080 and Fox's Bank Lane.

Access by
Cycle

1

3

Key shortfall is the distance to an existing or proposed cycle
route; development options must identify proposals to develop
new, and link to existing, cycle routes.

Access by
Public
Transport

1

5

Key shortfalls are the frequency of bus services and the safety of
pedestrians, especially in accessing the bus stop on the
westbound carriageway of the A5080 Cronton Road.

Comments

Development options must ensure that links to existing services
are strengthened; with proposals for increased service provision
and improvements to existing bus stops and associated
footways.
Vehicular
Access and
Parking
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N/A

N/A

Site currently undeveloped; not appropriate to evaluate access or
off-street parking facilities.
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4.2.18

The baseline MASA indicates that both sites currently score lower than the minimum MASA
standard score for access on foot, access by cycle and access by public transport.
Improvements to local pedestrian and cycle provision, including improvements to footway
provision and new cycle routes/extensions to existing routes and improvements to public
transport provision, including the frequency of existing bus routes would be required in order
for both sites to meet the minimum scores required. Assessment was not carried out of
existing provision for vehicular access and parking as both sites are currently undeveloped.

4.3

Key Utilities Findings
Contacts and Information Requested

4.3.1

To understand the requirements for utility provision, the following utility providers were
contacted in March 2013. The addresses used were taken from the contact list provided by
the Council in the project initiation pack:
Scottish Power (Electricity, Local Network);
National Grid (Electricity Main Grid above 132kv);
National Grid Gas (Local Network);
United Utilities Sewerage (Surface Water and Foul Water); and
United Utilities (Potable Water).

4.3.2

Telecommunications companies were not contacted as existing networks are present in
proximity to the site; therefore connections can be provided without capacity issues.

4.3.3

Each utility provider was provided with a site location/area plan and a description of the
proposals for the two sites together with the following:
South Whiston - the site area and the approximate number of housing units proposed. In
the case of United Utilities an estimate of the anticipated foul flows from the development
was provided.
Land South of the M62 - the site area and the type of development proposed.

4.3.4

Each utility provider was requested to consider the proposals and to advise (accepting that
the proposals were at a very early stage) whether their infrastructure could accommodate the
proposed development without the need for network supplementation.

4.3.5

Secondly the providers were requested to provide an indication of any additional
equipment/plant required together with an estimate of the associated costs if network
reinforcement was required.

45
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Responses Received
Scottish Power
4.3.6

th

A reply was received from Scottish Power (28 March 2013) confirming that additional
substations and interconnecting cabling would be required. Bearing in mind the high level
nature of the inquiry Scottish Power believes that sufficient load is available at High Voltage.
An indication of costs was provided; this information has been incorporated within the cost/risk
spreadsheets provided in Section 7 and Appendices E and F.
National Grid Electricity

4.3.7

th

National Grid Electricity responded on 8 April 2013 advising that there are no National Grid
Assets within the study area.
National Grid Gas

4.3.8

National Grid Gas responded indicating that network reinforcement would be required. Only
global (all-encompassing figure with no detail) reinforcement costs were provided on the basis
of connections being made to the medium pressure network. The cost was to be applied to
both sites. The costs provided are utilised within the cost spreadsheets provided in
Appendices E and F.
United Utilities Sewerage and Potable Water

4.3.9

United Utilities has advised that a fuller understanding of the impact on infrastructure can only
be determined once more details, such as proposed connection points and timescales for
commencement of development and likely build rates, are known. United Utilities has
emphasised the importance of discharging surface water to a more sustainable alternative
than the public sewer.

4.3.10

Mott MacDonald has provided United Utilities with an estimate of peak foul flows
(approximately 70 l/sec based on Sewers for Adoption) to be accepted by the 1000mm
diameter sewer within Lickers Lane/Willis Lane (for South Whiston) and peak flows (between
3 and 12 l/sec from land south of the M62 (to pass to the sewer in Cronton Road or to the
Huyton treatment works).

4.3.11

United Utilities has confirmed that an incremental approach to development would be
acceptable with flows being passed to the 1000mm diameter combined sewer in Lickers Lane.
As the planning and development process progresses United Utilities will consider the need to
address any capacity issues within wastewater infrastructure. It may be necessary to
coordinate the delivery of the development with the delivery of infrastructure upgrades through
the planning system once more information is available on the proposed development. United
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Utilities also confirmed that for Land South of the M62 they would have no objection in
principle to foul flows discharging to the 1200mm diameter public foul sewer.
Summary of Baseline Conditions: Utilities
4.3.12

The baseline conditions ascertained during the evidence review and consultation with utilities
providers indicate the following for the two sites:
South Whiston

4.3.13

Telecommunications networks appear to be readily available around the periphery of the
site; therefore no significant costs in terms of network reinforcement are anticipated.

4.3.14

Potable Water supplies are available; information provided by United Utilities indicates that
some network reinforcement is anticipated. In this case an allowance for the provision of a
distribution main around the (main circulatory road shown on drawings included in appendix
G) has been made within the cost assessment as this may be over and above the costs
expected to be paid by the developer.

4.3.15

Electricity supplies are readily available; however network reinforcement is required.

4.3.16

Gas supplies are available; however network reinforcement is considered necessary.

4.3.17

Foul Sewerage: Further information required to better understand impact on wastewater
infrastructure. For a foul connection to Lickers Lane, it may be necessary to coordinate the
delivery of development with infrastructure upgrades.

4.3.18

Surface Water Drainage: Surface water should be disposed of by the most sustainable
method and be attenuated to greenfield run-off rates (including an allowance for climate
change) to ensure no impact on flood risk within the site or the surrounding area.
Development must drain on a separate sewerage system, with only foul drainage connected
into the foul sewerage network.

4.3.19

Disposal of surface water via the surrounding watercourses is the preferred method subject to
prior agreement from the Environment Agency, secured through any future planning
conditions. This approach complies with current guidance issued by United Utilities and by the
Environment Agency and is also in conformance with the draft National Standards for
Sustainable Drainage Systems published by DEFRA.
Land South of the M62

4.3.20

47

Telecommunications networks appear to be readily available around the periphery of the
site; therefore no significant costs in terms of network reinforcement are anticipated.
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4.3.21

Potable Water supplies are available with small diameter distribution mains being shown
within the site. It is not known whether these have sufficient capacity to serve the developed
site. An 18 inch trunk main runs to the west of the site footprint to the northern side of the
Tarbock Interchange. There is also an 18 inch main approximately 1.5km south of the site
adjacent to Cronton Lane/Alder Lane. For the purposes of this assessment it has been
assumed that the cost of providing a main from Alder Lane to the site be included in the
appraisal. This is only one of a number of potential water supply options.

4.3.22

Electricity supplies are readily available; however as capacity is currently limited, significant
network reinforcement may be required. This limited capacity, depending on load
requirements, may enable 30-50% of the site to be developed without reinforcement. However
more detailed checks are required to ascertain specific development allowances.

4.3.23

Gas: no gas mains are indicated within the immediate area of the site; therefore network
reinforcement will be required.

4.3.24

Foul Sewerage: no foul sewers exist within close proximity to the site. Capacity is currently
available in sewers 2km to the south of the site and 2.5km to the west within Huyton Sewage
Treatment Plant. United Utilities has expressed a desire to work with developers to investigate
the most cost effective appropriate solution to facilitate the delivery of development on this
part of the site.

4.3.25

Surface Water Drainage: United Utilities requires surface water drainage to discharge to
watercourses within the area in accordance with current guidance. This can be
accommodated subject to the necessary agreements with the Environment Agency and any
future planning conditions. Surface water should be disposed of by the most sustainable
method and be attenuated to greenfield run-off rates to ensure no impact on flood risk within
the site or the surrounding area. Development must drain on a separate sewerage system,
with only foul drainage connected into the foul sewerage network. There are a number of
nearby watercourses which, subject to the agreement of the Environment Agency could be
suitable for surface water discharge. Longwood Mill Brook and Foxes Brook both pass
through the site, and both connect to Ochre Brook, which via Ditton Brook discharges into the
River Mersey.

4.3.26

Disposal of surface water via the surrounding watercourses is the preferred method subject to
prior agreement from the Environment Agency, secured through any future planning
conditions. This approach complies with current guidance issued by United Utilities and by
the Environment Agency and is also in conformance with the draft National Standards for
Sustainable Drainage Systems published by DEFRA.
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4.4

Land Use
Green Infrastructure

4.4.1

As stated in Section 3.4.4, Knowsley has an extensive network of green infrastructure,
including 65 Local Wildlife Sites, the River Alt water course, water bodies, 16 established
parks and gardens, a Nature Reserve and Strategic Green Links including the Whiston to
Cronton Corridor. Currently approximately 50% of the Borough’s land area is designated as
Green Belt.

4.4.2

There is a general over provision (against existing adopted standards) of parks and gardens
and amenity green space in Knowsley and in the Prescot, Whiston and Cronton Village
township area, although there is an insufficient provision for children and young people and of
allotments.

4.4.3

Existing and emerging local planning policies place a great deal of value on green space as
part of Knowsley’s urban environment and the area around the South Whiston and Land
South of the M62 sites has good provision in this respect. In quantitative terms it has an oversupply and there are several strategic areas of urban green space in close proximity to the
two sites.

4.5

Key Economic Development Findings

4.5.1

It is accepted that Knowsley has a shortfall in housing and employment land supply, and the
Local Plan: Core Strategy is seeking to address this issue (paragraph 3.4.2 & 3.4.3 above
refers).

4.5.2

The Core Strategy indicates that the shortfall cannot be met without the release of Green Belt
land.
There are recognised economic problems within Knowsley that the proposed Green Belt
release sites can help to address, including:
22
– High level of deprivation (5th highest in England) ;
23
– Low representation in growth sectors of the economy ;
24
– Low job density ;
25
– High rates of unemployment and economic inactivity ; and
26
– Low rate of business start-ups .

49

22

Indices of Multiple Deprivation Data, (Department for Communities and Local Government , 2010)

23

Technical Report: Planning for Employment Growth, (Knowsley Council, 2012)

24

Knowsley Economic Regeneration Strategy 2012 - 2015, (Knowsley Council, 2012)

25

Technical Report: Planning for Employment Growth, (Knowsley Council, 2012)

26

Technical Report: Planning for Employment Growth, (Knowsley Council, 2012)
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The Land South of the M62 site is (subject to confirmation through the Local Plan
process) suited for selected B1, B2 and B8 uses as:
– B1 and B2 (subject to sequential assessment and the nature of industrial use
respectively)– builds on strength and reputation of Knowsley and East Merseyside for
light industrial activities; and
– B8 – strategic location on the motorway network makes the site ideal for logistics uses
and there is demand for B8 space around the M62, M6 and M56 corridors which the
site could help to address.
– In Section 6 of this report we consider the potential economic development impact of
development at this site which is suited for B8 uses given its proximity to the strategic
road network. The infrastructure barriers to development and costs of addressing
them are covered in Section 5 of this report and feed into our high level assessment of
development potential at this site.
4.6

Existing Physical and Planning Constraints
South Whiston

4.6.1

Existing constraints (and/or opportunities) are illustrated on the drawing provided in Appendix
C. These consist of watercourses, ponds, green areas, and the existing surface water sewer.
The sewer and associated easement (currently assumed as 6.0m) crosses the site from the
north east to the south west (varying in diameter from 675mm to 1000mm). A mobile phone
mast is situated to the south west corner of the site (adjacent to Windy Arbor Road). This is
understood to be operated by O2 and Vodafone.

4.6.2

Chapel Brook (classed as a main river) is situated in the south west corner of the site. This,
together with the limits of flooding (flood zone 3a), provides a further site constraint. It should
be noted that for main rivers the Environment Agency has a right to dredge and deposit
arising’s within 8m of the top of the bank. The existing bridge crossing the free flow slip road
of the M57 southbound to the M62 eastbound and the M62 mainline forms both a site
constraint and site opportunity (to provide walking and cycling links). Electricity, water and gas
supplies exist which serve the mobile home site (Halsnead Park); however it has been
assumed that these relatively minor services can easily be diverted within the overall
development.
Land South of the M62

4.6.3

50

The site is constrained by the location of the 132kv overhead lines and support towers, which
are located close to the M62. These diverge southward as the line approaches Cronton Road.
The existing areas of woodland and Local Wildlife Sites shown on the Constraints and Utilities
drawing provided in Appendix C will form constraints, as do a small section of Chapel Brook
and a larger section of Logwood Mill Brook together with their associated flood zones.
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5

Infrastructure Requirements

5.1

Identification of Likely Infrastructure Requirements

5.1.1

This section identifies the likely infrastructure requirements for the development of the two
sites. Two development scenarios have been assessed as follows:
1. Option 1 : Realistic Scenario: development of all available land within the study area
(subject to constraints and existing uses), but excluding the north east part of the South
Whiston site within the Council’s ownership and land within the Land Trust’s ownership at
the Land South of the M62 site. This scenario is in line with the ‘development capacity’ for
the study area included in the Local Plan: Core Strategy; and
2. Option 2: Optimistic Scenario: development of all available land within the study area
(subject to physical constraints and existing uses).

5.1.2

Indicative development sites within the two locations in the study area are shown in the
scenario plans (Drawing 1 - Option 1 – Realistic Scenario and Drawing 2 – Option 2 –
Optimistic Scenario) contained in Appendix G.

5.1.3

The appraisal of each option has been based on the evidence review, a review of Core
Strategy representations, the results of the consultation carried out and professional
judgment. In the identification of likely infrastructure requirements, if there is only a minor
difference (up to 10%) in the cost between the two scenarios; a single cost is given.

5.2

Transport
Highways

5.2.1

Identified potential requirements for highways infrastructure are described below.
South Whiston – Option 1 - Realistic Scenario (Appendix G – Drawing 1)

5.2.2

An indicative highway layout is shown on Drawing 1 contained in Appendix G. The disposition
of the site, combined with the existing green spaces and water features and taking into
account the existing mobile home site at Halsnead Park suggest that an internal circulatory
road is a suitable option. Access to the external highway network can be provided on Windy
Arbor Road, Lickers Lane and Fox’s Bank Road and as indicated on the drawing (listed in
order of scale and importance). Buffer zones in the order of 50m would be required between
roads, utility routes and areas of ancient woodland (designated as Local Wildlife Sites).

5.2.3

For the purposes of this assessment and in order to provide indicative costings, the circulatory
road has been designed as a single carriageway of standard width (7.3m), as set out in the
27
guidance contained in the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) . Provision has

27
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Design Manual for Roads and Bridges: Volume Six, Section 1 – Road Geometry Links (Department for Transport,
Amended 2002)
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been made in the costings for a 2m wide footway and a 3m wide cycle track, within a 5m wide
verge. Appropriate street lighting would be provided, in accordance with local and national
guidance.
5.2.4

The high level nature of this study means that junction design work has not been undertaken.
This would need to be carried out as part of a future master planning exercise for the site.
However, for the purposes of this assessment, a traffic signal controlled junction with an
outgoing right turn lane and two lane approaches from Windy Arbor Road has been assumed
for the primary junction that connects the site to the external highway network. This
assumption is based on the proximity of this junction to the Tarbock Interchange. The analysis
presented in Section 3.2.3 suggests that Windy Arbor Road will operate over capacity by
2024, which would give rise to the potential for queuing back from the interchange, which
would have associated effects on highway safety. The provision of linked signals could
however generate the ability to accommodate greater traffic volumes. Whilst the
outgoing/incoming development trips would be distributed amongst the various access points,
a new junction just north of the Tarbock Interchange/Windy Arbor Junction would serve as the
primary site access)

5.2.5

Costings for secondary junctions have been developed as follows:
Any secondary junction on Windy Arbor Road is envisaged to be a simple traffic signal
controlled junction or conventional roundabout. Either is of a suitable type to deal with the
envisaged traffic flows from these secondary access points and either could be of a
suitable scale to integrate with the existing urban and highway framework.
Junctions on Lickers Lane and Fox’s Bank Lane could be mini roundabouts or simple T
junctions (both types being suitable for the lesser traffic volumes envisaged). These
junction forms are more appropriate to the scale of the existing highways.
South Whiston – Option 2 - Optimistic Scenario (Appendix G – Drawing 2)

5.2.6

In order to accommodate additional development compared to option 1, land to the north east
quadrant of the site close to the existing cemetery is incorporated. This area is within the
Council’s ownership and is potentially required for cemetery expansion. The areas concerned
are designated area A and area B on drawing 2 (Appendix G).

5.2.7

At a housing density of approximately 30 units/ha the sites could accommodate an additional
308 units within a gross area of approximately 10.5 ha.

5.2.8

The provision of highway access is relatively straightforward and can be achieved by
providing short sections of link road that connect to the local distributor road. It is envisaged
that circulatory routes would be incorporated between development areas as part of the
proposals. Only the short section of link road is incorporated within the cost spreadsheets.
The internal site road system would not be considered an abnormal cost.
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5.2.9

Junctions with the circulatory road are envisaged as priority junctions, although mini
roundabouts could be used depending on traffic figures and overall site layout.
Land South of the M62 Option 1 - Realistic Scenario and Option 2 - Optimistic Scenario

5.2.10

To develop this site the level of highways infrastructure is required for both options. It has
been assumed that the main access to the site would be from Cronton Road with a secondary
access via Fox’s Bank Lane. The main access would serve the employment based car trips
and heavy goods vehicles whilst the secondary access would serve as a leisure route
(potentially connecting to the proposed Country Park), footway/cycleway and emergency
access.

5.2.11

A roundabout junction has been assumed on Cronton Road (having the ability to deal with the
flows envisaged and to slow traffic on Cronton Road). No highway junction is proposed on
Fox’s Bank Lane. The main access roads would be 7.3m wide, in accordance with the
28
guidance set out in DMRB (2002) , with a single 3m wide footway and cycle track. Again, 5m
wide verges are assumed. Street lighting to adoptable standard would be required if the
highway was to be adopted. The possibility of using the existing bridge (situated on the line of
a former mineral railway) crossing the M57 to the M62 eastbound on-slip and the M62
mainline as a bus link between North Whiston and the land south of the M62 was suggested
for consideration within the study.

5.2.12

A brief examination of the form and layout of the bridges suggests:
The northern portion crossing the recently constructed link road (M57 southbound to M62
Eastbound). From a visual examination of the bridge form it would appear to be unsuitable
for buses and large vehicles. We consider it may only be suitable for
pedestrians/cyclists/light vehicle use only.
The southern section crossing the motorway mainline may have been constructed as a
farm access bridge.

5.2.13

The bridge is therefore not suitable to be used as a bus link or other forms of vehicular access
in its current form. Further investigation is required to identify the modifications and associated
costs necessary to use the bridge as a bus link. As a minimum, the investigation would need
to address the following issues:
Feasibility of the bridge structure being used by buses (and for other uses) in terms of
width and strength;
Future maintenance and adoption requirements;
Bus operator agreement / business case for services;
Technical details of any bus gate/bollard enforcement system; and
The potential need to modify the bridge structure foundations adjacent to a live motorway.

28
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Design Manual for Roads and Bridges: Volume Six, Section 1 – Road Geometry Links, (Department for Transport,
Amended 2002)
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Highways Agency Feedback
5.2.14

The Highways Agency commented that, although analysis of possible development growth
(details of scale was not indicated) was considered a number of years ago when the M62
Tarbock Interchange was upgraded, it would like to examine the effects of the development
potential of the South Whiston and Land South of M62 sites on the strategic road network. Its
earlier assessment concluded that the upgrade at the M62 Tarbock Interchange junction
would provide additional capacity at the circulatory roundabout. This may be sufficient to
accommodate the trips generated if the site were to be developed. The Highways Agency has
indicated that it would need to instruct JMP Consultants as its spatial planning consultant to
undertake further assessment of the impact of any development in the study area on the
Highways Agency network and could not comment until assessment had been undertaken.
Public Transport (Options 1 and 2)

5.2.15

The provision of additional public transport services will be required to ensure that the study
areas can be developed in a sustainable and viable way and that any development meets the
MASA minimum score for public transport accessibility as set out by the Council.

5.2.16

Detailed feedback from Merseytravel on the requirements for public transport for the study
area is provided in Appendix H. The main issues raised are that the design of the internal
highway network should enable bus routes to penetrate and traverse the sites and that the
network should be designed in such a way to facilitate easy passage for the buses and good
access to bus services for residents. Bus stop infrastructure should be provided at appropriate
locations. Walking and cycling routes between the site and existing public transport nodes
such as Whiston Station are highlighted as important.

5.2.17

The provision of suitable public transport, walking and cycling infrastructure is included within
the highway costings set out in this report. However, the level of accessibility by sustainable
modes achieved is dependent on the final layout of carriageways, footways and cycle tracks
within the development sites being integrated with the existing networks and presenting an
attractive option to car travel.
Rail Services

5.2.18

54

As outlined in Section 3.2.5.2, as part of the wider Northern Hub project, Network Rail is
currently making improvements to bridges and track along the Manchester to Liverpool (Chat
Moss) railway line which will result in the line being electrified by December 2014. This could
lead to a reduction in the journey time for travel to Manchester and Liverpool from Whiston
Station but is dependent on the final timetable imposed. However, it is understood that whilst
a service pattern for services from 2014 onwards has yet to be determined due to the
franchising process, it is unlikely that Whiston Station will benefit from an increase in the
current service frequency of two trains per hour in either direction. The planned use of the
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upgraded electrified line as the fast route between Liverpool and Manchester means that a
change to the service pattern of the line to allow further services at Whiston Station is unlikely,
even with demand created from any development within the study area. Furthermore,
infrastructure improvements on the line to facilitate increased services at Whiston Station (for
example, passing loops for fast trains to overtake stopping trains) are unlikely to be
achievable in the medium term (10 years) due to a number of factors, including capital costs
and suitable passenger demand to make a viable business case. Any further improvements to
services at Whiston Station would be part of an overall schedule of improvements on the line.
5.2.19

Huyton station is a key station that provides regular services to Liverpool, Wigan and
Manchester. Following electrification, it is likely that service frequencies will increase. The
provision of a bus service between the study area and key rail services, including those
serving Huyton station, will be important.

5.2.20

Whiston station is accessible on foot and by cycle via Pennywood Drive (which leads from the
station to the north of the South Whiston site). This route is traffic calmed, making it attractive
to cyclists and pedestrians. If the study area was to be developed, attractive internal walking
and cycling links to Pennywood Drive would be important to facilitate access to the station.

5.2.21

Developer contributions towards improvements at Whiston station, such as improved waiting
rooms, cycle parking facilities and real time information will be required.
Bus Facilities and Services

5.2.22

As bus facilities are generally provided as part of the new highway infrastructure in any new
development, there is a limit to the additional bus infrastructure on the existing network that
may be required. Bus routes that operate outside the study area but which are likely to be
used by people from the study area would need to be improved to provide an attractive
alternative to car based trips. Such improvements could include:
Improved bus infrastructure;
Improved bus information;
Increased frequency of service;
Increase capacity of service; and
Increase hours or days of operation.

5.2.23

The bus stop facilities in proximity to the site are described in Table 5.1 below. Upgrades
could be made to provide full shelter, road markings and boarding kerb provision.
Table 5.1:

Existing Bus Stop Infrastructure

Road Name
Windy Arbor Road

55

Description

Shelter

Road
Markings

Boarding
Kerb

Opp. Windy Arbor Brow
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Road Name

Description

Shelter

Road
Markings

Boarding
Kerb

Adj. to Fallows Way
Opp. Cronton Avenue
Adj. to Halsnead Avenue
Adj. to Foxshaw Close
Adj. to St. Nicholas Road
Opp. St. Nicholas Parish Church
Adj. to St. Nicholas Parish Church
Opp. Willis Lane
Opp. Lickers Lane

Lickers Lane

Adj. to Fisher Ave
Opp. Fisher Ave
Adj. to Croftwood Grove
Opp. Croftwood Grove
Adj. to Driveway
Opp. Driveway

A5080 Cronton
Road

Adj. to Fox's Bank Lane
Opp. Fox's Bank Lane
Opp. Cronton Colliery Entrance
Adj. Cronton Colliery Entrance

5.2.24

The provision of additional bus services in the study area is dependent on commercial
operators being satisfied that a commercially viable service is possible, based on forecasts of
passenger demand. The internal layout of the South Whiston site would require an accessible
through route for buses. The type of development taken forward for the Land South of the
M62 site would dictate if a dedicated bus service into the site is suitable. For example, large
warehousing with minimal staff would generate a different passenger demand profile to a
business park with office facilities.

5.2.25

There is potential to divert and increase the service frequency of existing bus services in the
study area, which are illustrated in Figure 4.4. This may be a more commercially viable option

56
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for bus operators and would carry less financial risk than introducing new services. The key
issues regarding the provision of bus services in the study area are set out in Table 5.4 below.
Table 5.2:

Bus Service Provision: Key Issues

Issue

Reason

Option

Providing bus
services from the
outset of the
development

Until the site is fully developed, a
through route may not be possible.

Construct bus route from outset.

Until the site is fully developed, a
commercially viable service may need
to be subsidised.

Subsidy from the developer or from the
public sector.

Providing bus
services on
completion of total
development

Trip habits within the site have already
been formed making bus services
unviable in terms of passenger
demand.

Limited - major promotional campaign to
encourage mode shift and initiatives
such as free tickets / incentives.

Potential of Bus Loop
Service

Feasibility study of using the old
railway bridge. A loop service may not
take people where they want to go,
loop services often are circular in one
direction only.

Suitability depending on feasibility study
and travel demands of
occupiers/residents.

Diverting existing
services

Reduced services to other local areas.

Increase service frequency.

New services

Study area alone may not support a
commercial service, a route that serves
the study area and other locations
would be needed indicating revision of
existing services.

Subsidise new route linking to other
locations that require improved public
transport.

Public transport
services to the Land
South of the M62
site.

As employment land demand for bus
services will be around the start and
end of the working day/shifts, limiting
the potential for a regular daytime bus
service.

Dedicated services based around staff
shift times may be required along with
other options such as work buses,
demand responsive bus services etc.

5.2.26

Provision for new bus infrastructure within the study area is included within the general
highway costings associated with the development (refer to Section 7). Whilst not a specific
infrastructure issue, financial support of public transport services may be required during
phased construction. This could be implemented when a certain phase of the study area is
built; for example, land that is not within walking distance of an existing bus service. This is
something that can be financed through a developer contribution.

5.2.27

Specific bus service enhancements cannot be determined at this stage as they are dependent
upon the final occupiers. However, access to education, employment, retail and health
opportunities would be expected trip generators for bus services.
Walking and Cycling (Options 1 and 2)

5.2.28
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Similar to bus facilities, walking and cycling facilities would be provided as part of the new
highway infrastructure within the study area as part of any development option. A developer
contribution towards upgrading existing facilities in the vicinity of the study area, including
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walking/cycling routes to Whiston station, local schools, shops and health services would be
desirable.
5.2.29

The provision of a walking and cycling route using the old dismantled railway alignment and
bridge across the M62 provides an opportunity to integrate both the South Whiston and Land
South of the M62 sites into the walking and cycling routes within Stadt Moers Park and the
wider cycling network. It would benefit both sites if this route continued eastwards to link into
other proposed routes; for example the proposed Stadt Moers to Cronton Colliery Greenway,
as shown in the drawing provided in Appendix I. It is important to provide a suitable pedestrian
and cycle link away from the Tarbock Island motorway junction, which would be difficult to
make appropriate for use by pedestrians and cyclists without impacting on the safe and
efficient operation of the junction.

5.2.30

It should be noted that, whilst a fully developed study area can provide the necessary level of
walking and cycling accessibility, elements of a chosen phased construction could limit
accessibility for pedestrians and cyclists until full development is achieved.

5.3

Utilities
Utilities - Option 1 - Realistic Scenario (Appendix G - Drawing 1)

5.3.1

The required utilities (electricity, gas, potable water, telecommunications and surface and foul
water drainage outfall points) are generally available within the immediate vicinity of the South
Whiston site. Existing utilities supplies in the vicinity of the Land South of the M62 site are
limited in terms of capacity and/or proximity. Section 4.3.3 summarises the baseline
conditions and indicates where network reinforcement may be required.

5.3.2

This section describes the level of infrastructure reinforcement/abnormal cost generators
required for the two sites. Cost estimates in terms of high level global figures are generally not
described within this section but are considered in the costing/risk spreadsheets contained
within Appendices E and F.

5.3.3

It should be noted that all of the information supplied by the utilities providers is based on
limited data, as at this high level of assessment many details are not available. The
assessment of network reinforcement requirements and associated costs is therefore subject
to major caveats. The figures produced by the providers must be treated with care as they
represent a reasonable assessment, based on the level of data available at this time. Costs
and requirements for utilities will necessarily be refined as the sites pass through the master
planning process into the implementation stages. It should also be noted that even at that
29
stage (obtaining utilities C3 estimates ); the accuracy of the costings produced will lie in the
29

58

Note: C3 estimates are the industry standard preliminary costs assigned by the utilities to the works required to
serve a development they form a part of a structured process to develop utilities proposals and costs for any
development. Variability of those costs is accepted as part of the process and the figure quoted for the percentage
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range of +/-30%. Utilities costs can only be accurately defined after works have been
implemented as ultimately the cost attributable is the cost expended by the utility in carrying
out the work.
Telecommunications (BT Openreach/Virgin Media)
South Whiston
5.3.4

As stated in Section 3.3.2.3, no communication with either BT or Virgin Media (fibre optic
networks) has been carried out, other than to obtain plant records. However, it is understood
that the provision of telecommunications to any development should not be problematic and
no abnormal costs have been factored in at this stage. This will need confirmation at the
master planning stage.
Land South of the M62

5.3.5

Again, no communication with either BT or Virgin Media has been carried out, other than to
obtain plant records. However, it is understood that the provision of telecommunications to
any development should not be problematic and no abnormal costs have been factored in at
this stage. This will need confirmation at the master planning stage.
Potable Water (United Utilities)
South Whiston

5.3.6

The response received from United Utilities suggests that some main laying/meters would be
required; however no details or associated costings have been provided. For costings
purposes we have assumed that a connection to the 18 inch water main (Windy Arbor
Road/Lickers Lane) would be needed together with a ring main following the main site
circulatory road. These elements have been assigned a global cost (based on an assessed
cost/m) and that cost has been used within the costings spreadsheets included in Appendix F.
Land South of the M62

5.3.7

The response received from United Utilities suggests that some main laying/meters would be
required; however no details or associated costings have been provided. Since there are only
small diameter mains within/close to the site, it is assumed that a connection would be
required to an 18 inch main situated to the north west of the Tarbock Interchange or to an 18
inch main 1.5km south along Cronton Road. For costing purposes we have assumed that a
connection to the 18 inch water main 1.5km away would be needed. This element has been
assigned a global cost (based on an assessed cost/m) and that cost has been used within the
costings spreadsheets included in Appendix E.
variation is one generally accepted within the industry
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Electricity (Scottish Power Networks)
South Whiston
5.3.8

The response received from Scottish Power (SP) Networks indicated that there is sufficient
capacity available at High Voltage; however the view expressed by SP Networks was that
approximately three to five distribution substations and interconnecting cables would be
required. Costs for the substation, its building and interconnecting cabling were provided by
SP and are estimated to be £150,000 per sub-station plus building costs and interconnecting
cable costs. These costs have been used within the costings/risk spreadsheets provided in
Appendix F to represent the abnormal costs i.e. those costs over and above what might be
required for a typical housing development site.
Land South Of the M62

5.3.9

SP Networks indicated that there is thought to be insufficient capacity available at High
Voltage to serve the total development proposed. If this is proven to be the case, significant
30
network reinforcement will be required. Some capacity is available (4 to 4.5MVA transformer
capacity) and the ability to supply will depend on actual development load requirements.
Further investigations will be needed at later stages in the project, it should however be noted
that until such time as load requirements can be finalised the extent of development which
could be carried out without network reinforcement or the extent and cost of any network
reinforcement cannot be identified in any detail.

5.3.10

The load is entirely dependent on any proposed development. For example, a cold storage
31
distribution centre would require a high load, likely in excess of 150w/sqm (watts per square
metre); whereas a standard distribution centre would require lesser loads in the order of
32
17w/sqm . It is therefore difficult to quantify the load and hence future requirements prior to
the development of more detailed proposals.

5.3.11

As an a example scenario, if typical development proportional areas are considered (for
storage and distribution use class B8 type development) then considering a development area
of approximately 18 ha and taking 70% of that gross area as development (the remainder
being green space) of which 70% is building footprint, (the remainder being car parks and
highways) a total load of 1.5Mw would be generated for that area. It should be noted that this
takes no account of office space (with an approximately load of 87w/sqm) or of any other
loads such as street lighting. These together with appropriate load factors would be needed to
compare the transformer capacity with power demand.

60

30

MVA - Megavolt Ampre (Unit of Electricity 1 million Volt Ampre)

31

Based on guidelines for building services published by the Building Services Research and Information Centre

32

Based on guidelines for building services published by the Building Services Research and Information Centre
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5.3.12

The available capacity could serve initial phases (possibly 30 to 50% or more of the site
dependant on loads). That initial phase would nonetheless require secondary substations.
33
Costs for the secondary substations in terms of cost/500Kva have been provided and these
costs together with an allowance for cabling have been used. For this assessment three
secondary substations have been assumed.

5.3.13

It should be noted that this assessment is a simplification and is only included to give an
indication of the order of provision under consideration. If it were necessary to provide a new
primary substation, the cost may be of the order of between £2-4m depending on the load
required (figures as provided by SP Networks with significant caveats).

5.3.14

Bearing in mind the level of information received it is considered prudent to progress
proposals to a more detailed level and to combine this with a detailed assessment of potential
load requirements. This would enable refinement of the requirements and the amount of the
site which could be developed without the introduction of a primary substation. Such detailed
examination is beyond the scope of this high level assessment.
Gas (National Grid)
South Whiston

5.3.15

The response received suggests that, whilst services exist in close proximity to the site;
reinforcement would be required to accommodate the full level of demand generated by the
site. Connections would be provided from the medium pressure network. The network
reinforcement cost has been classified as medium complexity by National Grid Gas and costs
have been allocated on that basis. No indication of additional mains laying or gas governors
required was provided. The costs allocated were in the form of a range of costs, the upper
value of which has been used (in the absence of any detail, to represent a conservative
approach).
Land South of the M62

5.3.16

The response received suggests that, whilst services exist in close proximity to the site;
reinforcement would be required to accommodate the full level of demand generated by the
site. Connections would be provided from the medium pressure network. The network
reinforcement cost has been classified as medium complexity and costs have been allocated
on that basis. No indication of additional mains laying or gas governors required was
provided. The costs allocated were in the form of a range of costs, the upper value of which
has been used (in the absence of any detail, to represent a conservative approach).

33
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KVA - (a thousand Volt Ampre)
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5.3.17

No indication as to the location of mains was given and none are shown on the record plans
supplied. It is concluded that notwithstanding the response a contingency sum should be
applied if gas supplies were required for this development. A sum to represent this is included
within the costings spreadsheets provided in Appendix E.
Foul Water Drainage General Information (United Utilities)
South Whiston

5.3.18

Following discussions with United Utilities the foul water drainage is assumed to discharge to
the 1000mm combined sewer within Lickers Lane. Costs associated with this approach are
derived from the indicative pipe and pumping station layout shown in Appendix G. All drainage
shown on that drawing is considered to constitute abnormal cost associated with the
development proposals. Abnormal in this context means a cost which a developer would not
normally have to include within his development. In this instance all strategic infrastructure
necessary to serve individual development plots.
Land South of the M62

5.3.19

There are no foul water sewers close to the site and bearing in mind the limited outflow
anticipated (estimated to be below 5 l/sec for 500 employees based on water usage of 150
l/head/day), the use of an onsite treatment plant has been assumed.

5.3.20

If this was not ultimately acceptable to the Environment Agency (the principles are currently
acceptable but discharge conditions in respect of pollutants may change in the future) or to a
developer a pumping station and rising main would be necessary, which would incur
significant additional cost. The main would need to cross 2.5km of open farmland and would
require a requisition via United Utilities.

5.3.21

The above mentioned pumping station and rising main would discharge to the adjacent
watercourse as shown in the drawings included within Appendix G. Agreement with the
Environment Agency would be required in respect of the discharge to this watercourse and
impacts on water quality. It is likely that the plant would remain unadopted.

5.3.22

Costs for the plant and associated drainage network as shown on the drawing have been
included within the costings spreadsheets provided in Appendix E.
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Surface Water Drainage General Information (United Utilities)
South Whiston and Land South of M62
5.3.23

United Utilities has confirmed that surface water flows should discharge to the most
sustainable system. In this case we have assumed attenuated discharge to watercourses
within the area. This complies with the current discharge hierarchy which is laid out in the draft
34
National Standards for Sustainable Drainage issued for consultation by DEFRA in 2011 . The
standards require consideration of prioritising surface water discharges to ground, water body,
surface water sewer and lastly combined sewers. Consultation on the draft standards is
closed but as yet the standards have not been ratified. They are generally accepted by all
th
35
approving bodies and are referred to in ‘Sewers for Adoption: 7 Edition’ (this is the
standard applied to all sewers constructed that are intended to be adopted).

5.3.24

The indicative drainage layout shown on drawings included in Appendix G complies with that
requirement discharging to existing watercourses. All drainage shown on that drawing is
considered to constitute abnormal cost associated with the development proposals and as
such has been included within the cost spreadsheets.

5.3.25

All surface water drainage will require approval from the SuDS Approving Body (SAB) under
the provisions of the Flood and Surface Water Management Act 2010. That body is usually
the Unitary Authority (i.e. Knowsley MBC) or the County Council.
Foul Water Disposal - Drainage Strategy (Appendix G – Drawing 1)
South Whiston

5.3.26

The site generally falls from the north east to the south west and south (from Lickers Lane to
the M62 and to Fox’s Bank Lane. The scale of fall is of the order of 15m. The potential outfall
for foul sewage is the existing 1000mm diameter foul sewer situated at the junction of Windy
Arbor Road and Lickers Lane.

5.3.27

Use of this outfall would be dependent on spare capacity being available to accept the
proposed foul flow (in the order of 88 l/sec total from 1800 properties) (Option 2) at any stage
of development. Four pumping stations would be sufficient to deal with a phased
development. It is envisaged that each station would discharge via a rising main to a collector
manhole delivering flows to the main sewer by a short length of gravity sewer. For the
purposes of costing four stations have been assumed, each sited close to the main circulatory
road so that they can be constructed early in any site area development programme. Two

63

34

National Standards for Sustainable Drainage Systems: Designing, Constructing, Operating and Maintaining
Drainage for Surface Runoff (DEFRA 2011)

35

Sewers for Adoption: 7th Edition (Water Research Centre, 2011)
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primary stations are needed to serve the initial phases of development. These would be
followed by secondary stations discharging to the two primary stations. This approach
provides the means to commence development in two areas simultaneously.
5.3.28

The assumed number and location of pumping stations is based on the site contours in order
to keep sewers and pumping stations as shallow as possible (the sewer gradient needs to
follow the drop in contour level). To do this suggests pumping stations to serve the following
site groups:
PS1 serving sites 1 to 4 and discharging direct to the main outfall at Willis Lane;
PS2 serving sites 5 to 7 and discharging directly to the main outfall at Willis Lane;
PS 3 serving sites 8 and 9 and discharging to PS2; and
PS4 serving sites 10 and 11 discharging to PS1.

5.3.29

The arrangement of stations and rising mains has been chosen to reduce the overall length
and number of rising mains discharging to Willis Lane.

5.3.30

It may, with further detailed examination, be possible to omit one pumping station by
increasing the capacity of another to cater for the additional flows. Each station could be
suitable for phased construction of housing units by modifying the pumps to deal with
changing demand (by changing impellers).

5.3.31

To comply with adoptable standards each station would need to be sited within a constructed
compound area having access within a lay-by or compound complying with the requirements
of sewers for adoption. The stations, compounds, feeder main sewers and discharge rising
mains (external to sites) are included within the abnormal costs assessed. Initial approximate
checks suggest that stations can be sited to keep reasonable depth within the pumping
stations which could be of the order of six to eight metres deep.

5.3.32

United Utilities has highlighted that the number of pumping stations being considered in the
outline masterplan is inefficient and not considered to be a sustainable approach to drainage.
United Utilities would therefore wish to discuss any pumping station arrangement in more
detail to try and secure the most sustainable arrangement possible. For both sites, United
Utilities wishes to emphasise the importance of delivering foul and surface water drainage
strategies in accordance with a holistic strategy. This is to secure coordination between
phases and numerous developers over many years. This will help secure the most
sustainable approach to foul and surface water drainage.
Land South of the M62

5.3.33

The provision of foul drainage for this site is more difficult as the nearest foul sewer lies south
along Cronton Road approximately 2km from the site; whereas the treatment works lies a
similar distance away across farmland with no direct route by road.

5.3.34

The options for draining the Land South of the M62 site are:

64
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To construct a main pumping station and rising main along Cronton Road;
To construct a main pumping station and rising main across farmland; or
To construct an on-site treatment facility treating sewage to an agreed standard (to be
agreed with the Environment Agency and operator) and to discharge to the adjacent main
river.
5.3.35

The first option could require the rising main to be constructed partially within the highway.
This will require excavation and reinstatement of the carriageway; a costly operation if
significant length of rising main lies within the carriageway.

5.3.36

The second option would require a requisition via United Utilities. The developer would be
liable for all costs incurred, including administrative and design costs, compensatory costs set
by United Utilities and actual construction costs. The main would be installed by United
Utilities. This is likely to be a costly option.

5.3.37

The final option would require the developer to install a treatment plant (package proprietary
type) and to discharge treated effluent to the main river. The standard/quality of effluent would
need to be agreed and monitored and maintenance of the facility would remain with the
developer or ultimate site operator. The plant would not be adopted.

5.3.38

The final option described above is likely to provide the least cost option; it could be installed
in modules to suit development phases. The disadvantages are the requirement for ongoing
maintenance and monitoring to comply with any agreements with the Environment Agency on
discharge and quality.

5.3.39

For the purposes of this report the on-site treatment plant option has been assumed as the
appropriate solution and has been included within the abnormal costs assessed in Section 7.
Internal site drainage is by a conventional gravity system flowing from east to west.

5.3.40

A single treatment plant is assumed to suit the site topography and to serve sites 1 to 6 (the
northern area). This discharges into Chapel brook at Foul Outfall No 1.

5.3.41

The site areas drain by gravity; however a small pre-packaged pumping station has been
included to lift flows from the treatment plant to the outfall. Phasing has been allowed for by
assuming that sites 1 to 3 form the first phase (limited by electricity capacity) with sites 4 to 6
following as a second phase (maximum development)
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Surface Water - Drainage Strategy (Appendix G – Drawing 2)
36

5.3.42

In accordance with current guidance presented in ‘The SUDS Manual’ and ‘Sewers for
37
Adoption: 7th Edition’ , surface water drainage would be approved by the SuDS Approval
Body (SAB) and may need to comply with the requirements of the National Standards for
38
Sustainable Drainage . This document is currently published as a draft for comment and is
more rigorous than the current approach taken in terms of attenuated volumes and flow rates.
Greater volumes of attenuation may be required.

5.3.43

For this assessment a high level approach to attenuation (to allow costing of abnormal items)
has been taken as follows:

5.3.44

For individual site areas it is assumed that flow attenuation and control will occur within the
site (reducing the size of the main outfall sewer). Interceptors would be provided prior to the
outfall in accordance with Environment Agency requirements. A gravity drainage system has
been assumed consistent with site topography.

5.3.45

Only costs for the reduced diameter main surface water sewers are included within the cost
spreadsheets as internal site attenuation costs for individual sites are not considered to be an
abnormal cost. Attenuation is a standard requirement for any development proposal.

5.3.46

It is assumed that the main outfall sewers would collect only highway drainage and transport
attenuated flows from the individual sites.

5.3.47

It is assumed that individual housing sites will discharge approximately 5l/sec/ha into the main
outfall sewers and that the sewers would discharge into the existing water features or
watercourses. General figures for greenfield run-off vary between 3 l/sec/ha and 8 l/sec/ha.
5l/sec/ha has been used as a reasonable average at this stage. The actual green field run-off
would be calculated and agreed with the Environment Agency at design stage.
South Whiston

5.3.48

Taking the above general requirements into account:

5.3.49

A notional layout for surface water drainage has been prepared (main trunk drainage only
excluding internal site drainage).The site system is broken down to provide five outfalls as
follows:
Outfalls 1 and 2 serve sites 1-4;
Outfall 3 serves sites 5, 6 and 7;
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36

The SUDS Manual (CIRIA, 2007)

37

Sewers for Adoption: 7th Edition (Water Research Centre, 2011)

38

National Standards for Sustainable Drainage Systems: Designing, Constructing, Operating and Maintaining
Drainage for Surface Runoff (DEFRA, 2011)
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Outfall 4 (extending outside the development area) serves sites 8 and 9; and
Outfall 5 serves sites 10 and 11.
5.3.50

Approximate pipe sizes have been derived to carry 5l/sec/ha from sites served together with
the area of road associated with that outfall.

5.3.51

For sites 1 to 4 an average pipe size of 450mm has been assumed together with a storage
3
requirement of the order of 650m . This storage would most likely be by a storage pond
situated on the watercourse providing the outfall from Big Water, Outfall 1 and a smaller
amount at Outfall 2 if required. The watercourse from Big Water passes beneath the M62 in
culvert and both the Environment Agency and Highways Agency would have an interest in
that the Environment Agency controls discharges to watercourses whilst the Highways
Agency owns the culvert.

5.3.52

If storage for the housing sites were to be added and not provided internally within the
3
housing site then an additional storage volume of the order of 4500 m would be required in
combination with larger diameter trunk sewers to carry the increased flows. This scenario has
not been costed. The additional storage and larger diameter sewers have not been
considered at this stage as it would be impractical to construct the total volume of storage
when developing the earliest development sites.

5.3.53

For sites 5 to 7 an average pipe size of 300mm has been assumed together with a storage
3
requirement in the order of 360 m . However if storage within the individual sites were not
3
included an additional volume of storage of the order of 4500 m combined with larger
diameter pipework upstream of Outfall 3 would be required.

5.3.54

Sites 8 and 9 have been drained southward and eastward to discharge outside the site to
Outfall 4 (requiring crossing Fox’s Bank Lane) and into the main river lying close to the lane.
3
Storage of approximately 300 m would be required prior to leaving the site. Additional
3
storage in the order of 4500 m combined with larger diameter pipework would be required if
storage was not provided within the site.

5.3.55

The assumption that the outfall would lie outside the development area has been made in
order to more readily drain the sites. Due to their location and level, a significant amount of
surface water drainage (that serves sites 10 and 11) would need to be installed if the outfall
location was to be restricted to locations within the area under consideration. Adopting the
route shown may also allow surface water from an extended area to drain to this outfall but it
may not be practicable to connect sites to the west to the foul outfall to sites 8 and 9 (should
sites 10 and 11 not be constructed) without an additional pumping station. At this stage no
extended areas beyond Option 2 have been allowed for.

5.3.56

Sites 10 and 11 drain southward and westward to intercept the exiting watercourse below Big
Water (Outfall 5) in essence following a route parallel to the M62. An average pipe size of
300mm diameter has been assumed for pricing purposes (based on an approximate
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3

calculation of maximum pipe size). The area would require approximately 360 m of storage to
serve the roads and attenuated site outfalls. If sites were not internally attenuated an
3
additional storage requirement of the order of 2700 m would be required, combined with
larger diameter outfall pipes.
Land South of the M62
5.3.57

The layout of the notional drainage system is indicated on drawing 1 (Appendix G). For this
area the surface water outfall is assumed to be to the existing main river (Chapel Brook/Ochre
Brook) adjacent to Cronton Road.

5.3.58

The site comprises a single catchment draining sites 1 to 6 (the northern areas of the site).

5.3.59

Typical average pipe sizes have been determined (300mm) to allow costing and the storage
allocated and costed on the basis that individual site attenuation storage would be provided.
As described above, Interceptors will be required and Environment Agency approvals will
ultimately be required to work within and to accept the outfall to the watercourse and its
headwall detail.
Utilities Option 2 – Optimistic Scenario (Appendix G – Drawing 2)
Telecommunications, Potable Water, Electricity and Gas
South Whiston

5.3.60

The additional areas, in terms of abnormal costs are envisaged to require minimal additional
strategic infrastructure, they would be fed directly from the strategic infrastructure provided for
the prior developed areas. Costs are therefor considered to be covered within the network
reinforcement costs for the baseline development (shown on Site Disposition and
Infrastructure drawing No. 0001). However an additional electrical substation, an allowance
for gas (gas governor) and a minimal length of water main have been allowed as a prudent
measure within the costings spreadsheets.
Land South of the M62

5.3.61

68

The overall cost for site utilities has been proportioned to designate sites 4 to 6 as the second
phase. It should be noted that the extended development (as outlined under Option 2) will be
contingent on the electricity capacity available and further detailed studies would be required
to define the extent of development possible from the existing electricity infrastructure.
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Foul Water Drainage
South Whiston
5.3.62

In order to serve the additional areas an additional pumping station (PS5) and rising main
discharging to Pumping Station (PS) 2 has been allowed for as shown on the above drawing.
Costs for those facilities have been included within the costing spreadsheets provided in
Appendix F.

5.3.63

Detailed investigations may indicate that the use of a gravity drainage system is feasible but
at this juncture (in advance of detailed master planning) it is considered prudent to allow for a
pumped system.
Land South of the M62

5.3.64

Any additional areas (sites 4 to 6) would be served by gravity drainage via the pumping
station and treatment works installed for the earlier phases of construction. Proportional costs
of the total network have been allowed for within the cost spreadsheets.
Surface Water Drainage
South Whiston

5.3.65

It is envisaged that the additional areas (Sites A and B) would be served by gravity drainage
linking to the drainage network provided for the baseline development. Pipes downstream
would need to be sized accordingly and a requirement to ensure this is done contained within
any development agreement/planning condition.

5.3.66

The extended network is shown at drawing 2 (Appendix G) and has been allowed for within
the costings spreadsheets provided in Appendix F.
Land South of the M62

5.3.67

The additional sites would be served by extensions of the gravity drainage systems serving
sites 4 to 6. Drainage downstream of these sites would need to be sized to accommodate the
additional flows.

5.3.68

As for the foul water network costs have been apportioned to generate phased costs within
the cost spreadsheets.
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5.4

Economic Development
Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats (SWOT) Analysis

5.4.1

The evidence reviewed as part of the study in terms of planning and economic development
suggests that Knowsley faces some serious issues over the period of the Core Strategy to
2028 caused by a shortage of allocated development land to meet its projected need for
housing and employment growth. Key points of relevance include:
Housing – existing land available for housing development will be insufficient to deliver the
volume of dwellings needed to satisfy anticipated need to 2028. The shortfall is for land to
accommodate 2,107 dwellings equal to about 120 dwellings per annum (dpa) over the
plan period.
Employment – future demand for employment land considered in terms of forecasted
employment growth and historic take-up figures suggests that Knowsley has a shortfall of
employment land over the Core Strategy plan period to 2028. Indeed, this situation could
deteriorate further if allocated employment sites are lost to non-employment uses,
particularly housing.
Green Infrastructure – the borough has an extensive green infrastructure network which
also includes the Knowsley Green Belt. The shortfall of land for housing and employment
development can potentially be accommodated by a release of land from the Green Belt
which is suggested as a way forward in the Core Strategy. The evidence base for
Knowsley suggests that current urban capacity will meet its limitations within the Core
Strategy plan period necessitating the need for additional land to accommodate forecast
growth.

5.4.2

The SWOT analysis presented below builds on the review of key policy and technical
documents for Knowsley, applying it to the sites at South Whiston and the Land South of the
M62.
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Table 5.3:

SWOT analysis

Strengths

Weaknesses

Proximity to motorway network
Highly attractive to private sector market.
Potential to integrate and manage existing habitats as
part of green infrastructure.

Green Belt land (though this could be a relatively
short-term weakness given the evidence and
policy review work cited above).
No/limited current infrastructure on site.

Potential for developers to include provision for
community services (e.g. village hall and sports
facilities).

Topology – land rises to 35m within the site and
pockets are exposed to flood risk due to being
low lying.

Potential for development to incorporate sustainable
principles.

Potentially congested access roads.

Development could restore historical and recreational
land.

Four Local Wildlife Sites.
Archaeological constraints need addressing.
Potentially difficult to serve by public transport.

Jobs in close proximity to housing may reduce need for
commuting.
Extension of Halewood and Knowsley Industrial Park
type activity supporting local economic development.
Scale of sites can assist in satisfying need for
additional urban capacity for housing and employment
growth.
Opportunities

Threats

Potential for inward investment given size of
employment land area and fact that the 20ha are on
land to south of the M62 could be the only large
employment location being brought forward by the
emerging Core strategy.

Employment land take-up could be slower than
predicted in Knowsley during the Core Strategy
plan period if there is insufficient allocated land.

Potential to provide development land for housing and
employment in close proximity.

A failure to provide sufficient land for
development could jeopardise the delivery of
growth in Knowsley in future and lead to
shortfalls occurring in dwellings and jobs.

Provides an opportunity to meet medium to long term
housing and employment land shortfalls identified by
Local Plan.
Increased supply of jobs and dwellings may reduce
economic out-migration.
King’s Business Park is almost full and Knowsley
requires a successor B1 office park.
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6

Development Option Phasing

6.1

Options for Development Phasing

6.1.1

Two development scenarios are reviewed in this study as follows:
Option1 - Realistic Scenario: development of all available land within the study area
excluding the north east part of the South Whiston site.
Option 2 - Optimistic Scenario: development of all available land within the study area
including land within Knowsley Council’s ownership within the north east part of the South
Whiston site.

6.1.2

Available land is assumed to be land not shown as country park, woodland, wildlife and with
existing developments (Halsnead Park mobile home site and Knowsley Cemetery).

6.1.3

Section five identified that the phasing of any development would be led by the requirements
of foul drainage. Anticipated phasing for the two sites is set out below.
South Whiston

6.1.4

The order of site development/phasing described below has been assumed so as to allow
development to commence at the primary site access (Windy Arbour Road close to Tarbock
Interchange) and to progress eastward and southward whilst establishing additional
secondary access points from Windy Arbour Road and Lickers lane with a Tertiary access
from Fox’s Bank Lane.

6.1.5

The sequence would assist in spreading the traffic generated by any and would also allow
development to commence within more than one area if desired. Other options are feasible
and may be developed at later stages of master plan production. It is currently envisaged any
potential phasing is controlled by the implementation of the foul drainage infrastructure
required.to serve the disposition of the development sites.
Phase 1 – Sites 1 to 4;
Phase 2 – Sites 5 to 7;
Phase 3 – Sites 8 to 9; and
Phase 4 – Sites 10 to 11 (with additional sites A and B for the Optimistic Scenario).
Land South of the M62

6.1.6

72

The sites shown would be phased in a broadly west to east arrangement described in section
6.1.4 – 5 above, which is in effect building into the site from Windy Arbour Road to minimise
high enabling infrastructure costs.:
Phase 1 – Sites 1 to 2;
Phase 2 – Sites 3 to 4; and
Phase 3 – Sites 5 to 6.
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Existing Physical and Planning Constraints
6.1.7

The existing physical and planning constraints are identified on the Constraints and Utilities
Plan provided in Appendix C.

6.2

Option 1 Realistic Scenario
Option Outline with Phasing (Maps)

6.2.1

Option 1 – Realistic Scenario is outlined in Drawing 1 in Appendix G.
Strategic Links

6.2.2

Accessibility by public transport and walking/cycling can be affected by the phased
development proposed. The phased construction from the south west of the South Whiston
site towards the north and east would limit access to public transport services (Whiston
Station) and local facilities on Lickers Lane and beyond (Whiston Hospital) if the provided
highway infrastructure was constructed in relation to the construction phases.

6.2.3

The same issue is relevant for the Land South of the M62 site, particularly concerning the use
of the mineral railway bridge.

6.3

Option 2 Optimistic Scenario
Option Outline with Phasing (Maps)

6.3.1

Option 2 is outlined in drawing 2 in Appendix G.
Strategic Links

6.3.2

The transport issues relating to strategic links for the realistic option are also relevant for the
optimistic option.

6.4

Economic Assessment
Development Assessment

6.4.1

In the absence of a model to assess site viability for Knowsley we have sought to develop a
high level assessment tool drawing on information in the Keppie Massie Knowsley Local Plan
39
Economic Viability Assessment and using the infrastructure costs produced by Mott
39

73

Knowsley Economic Viability Assessment (Keppie Massie, 2012)
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MacDonald as part of this study. Consequently, the assessment is based on estimates and
broad parameters given the lack of more site-specific and commercial market information. The
desk top appraisal considers detail on dwelling mix, employment mix or sustainability features
of any design works. In essence, therefore, the figures discussed in this section are indicative
only and subject to alteration as more detailed information becomes available on each site
and development plots.
South Whiston
6.4.2

The viability of development within the site will be influenced by the dwelling mix determined
for the site: construction costs and selling prices as it is most unlikely that all houses will be
similar and sold for the same price as we have assumed for illustrative assessment purposes.
Similarly, with greater information available the development cost could be calculated on a
cost-per-square-metre basis and the acquisition cost for land may increase when the site is
earmarked for long-term development. Design features incorporating sustainability other
features will increase construction costs.

6.4.3

Contingencies are included in the figures from Keppie Massie and also in the Mott MacDonald
infrastructure costs so we have not included any further at this stage; although that position
may change as more detail on soil conditions, ground conditions etc. becomes available in
due course.
Table 6.1:

74

Summary Development Costs for South Whiston
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6.4.4

Initial assessments for South Whiston suggest the site can be developed for a cost of circa
£209 million (subject to development mix). The above assessment needs to be undertaken at
a more detailed level and with the benefit of soft market testing to make it more robust.
Dwelling mix, sale prices and phasing also need to be included in more detail to generate a
more thorough assessment.
Land South of the M62

6.4.5

The assessment for the Land South of the M62 estimates development cost as £55.7 million.
Similar to the comments above, the assessment requires further work to make it more robust.
Table 6.2:

75

Summary Development Costs for Land South of the M62
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Wider Economic Benefits
6.4.6

Using our Mott MacDonald Transparent Economic Assessment Model (TEAM), we have
assessed, at a high level given the information available, the potential economic impacts of
development at South Whiston and the Land South of the M62. We have assessed the impact
on the economy during the construction phase and the employment potential on the Land
South of the M62 after full scale-up of activity. We estimate there to be significant potential for
gross Full Time Equivalent (FTE) jobs to be supported by the developments and associated
Gross Value Added from increased productivity.

6.4.7

The reported figures are gross, meaning they do not account for additionality considerations
such as displacement from other locations and projects within the Liverpool City Region.
Gross figures are less relevant when discussing the impact directly attributable to a specific
intervention as they include economic activity that would have occurred in the absence of the
development (deadweight). To reach a more robust estimation of net economic impact would
require a fuller and more tailored assessment of local economic conditions and the
employment space to be developed.

6.4.8

Our findings (based on the full development scenario [Option 2 – Optimistic Scenario) are
summarised in Table 6.3 below.
Table 6.3:

Summary of Wider Economic Benefits

Construction Effects
Total Gross temporary FTE Jobs during construction of housing sites

219

Total Gross temporary FTE Jobs during construction of development sites

59

Impact of South of M62 sites after full scale-up:

76

Gross FTE jobs directly supported South of M62

859

Gross FTE indirectly and induced from South of M62

258

Gross annual GVA on and supported by development sites

£48.7 million
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7

Indicative Infrastructure Costs

7.1

Indicative Infrastructure Costs

7.1.1

The infrastructure included within this section is not the internal site infrastructure required to
serve properties and internal site highways. Only strategic external infrastructure (that which
is required to link and serve all sites) is considered. The cost for that infrastructure is deemed
to be an abnormal cost which a developer might not normally expect to have to pay to develop
any individual site. The extent of that infrastructure (notional highway and drainage layout) is
shown on the Site Disposition and Infrastructure Drawing included in Appendix G.

7.1.2

The costs have been assessed having regard to global costs contained within:
40
Spon’s Civil Engineering and Highway Works Price book;
The Little Black Book, Construction Benchmarks, Highway Construction and Asset
41
Management (Franklin Andrews);
42
The Little Black Book, Construction Benchmarks Water Utilities (Franklin Andrews);
Professional experience and historical tender prices; and
Utilities responses.

7.1.3

It should be noted that the costs used are budget costs not construction costs. They are
global cost estimates to give an order of cost only, global in this sense meaning a composite
rate for the item based on typical detail and criteria used in the assessment of high level
costs). They should not be construed as being detailed costings as this level of data would
require detailed design and the taking off of quantities.

7.1.4

The unit costs used are incorporated in the cost spreadsheets and are broken down by the
phasing of groups of sites to suit road/drainage construction and to fit what is considered to be
the most attractive phasing.

7.1.5

The costs within this section are entirely theoretical as the actual costs will depend on the
nature of the scheme which is eventually approved.

7.2

Risk

7.2.1

Risk has been assessed within the spreadsheets as follows:

7.2.2

By assessing the accuracy of the measurement of the item, accepting the illustrative nature of
the infrastructure shown on the indicative plans, together with an assessment of potential
variation in the budget price assigned. The risk is shown in traffic light format with a spread of
risk assigned to each colour, as shown below.

40

Spon's Civil Engineering and Highway Works Price Book (Davis Langdon, 2013)
The Little Black Book, Construction Benchmarks, Highway Construction and Asset Management (Franklin
Andrews, 2010)
41

42
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The Little Black Book, Construction Benchmarks, Water Utilities (Franklin Andrews 2010/11)
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Risk assessed as plus 70% or minus 30%
Risk assessed as plus 50% or minus 30%
Risk assessed as plus or minus 30%
7.2.3

It should be noted that the above assessment represents only the author’s view as to the
potential for variance; the real values could differ significantly. The approach has been used to
generate a range of potential cost for the elements considered.

7.2.4

As an example the cost for roads for both sites is assessed as falling into the green range as
the length may vary but in all probability not significantly and the price assigned lies within the
ranges indicated in the reference documentation, although that may vary. Similarly cost for
utilities requirements is assessed as falling into the red range. Costs have been provided by
the particular utility company based on global base information with little detail. The utility
company has provided an indication of order of cost envisaged but has not and cannot fully
assess the requirement or cost at this stage. There is a significantly greater potential for
variation.

7.2.5

An adjustment for Optimism Bias could also be included but has not been entered within the
spreadsheets at this time. Optimism bias is an allowance for the inclination for people to be
overly positive when making predictions about the outcomes of future planned actions.
Evidence from the past century suggests that costs and delivery times are consistently underestimated and benefits over-estimated in the development of new transport, water, waste,
energy, schools and hospital facilities.

7.2.6

This project has been classified to be at programme entry stage and to be a standard civil
engineering project, in accordance with Department for Transport, Transport Analysis
Guidance (TAG) Unit 3.5.9 updated in 2012. The Estimation and Treatment of Scheme Costs
suggests an optimism bias value of 44% for major transport schemes and this figure or
another figure could if desired be used to adjust the values generated above to produce the
overall cost estimate. The figure of 44% is based on research carried out previously by
43
Flyvbjerg and Mott MacDonald .

78

43

Department for Transport Procedures for Dealing with Optimism Bias in Transport Planning Guidance Document
(Bent Flyvbjerg in association with COWI, 2004)

27

Review of Large Procurement in the UK (Mott MacDonald, 2002)
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7.2.7

79

Cost derivation, range and risk factors applied are shown within the assessment spreadsheets
incorporated as Appendices E and F.
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8

Summary and Overall Comments

8.1

Introduction

8.1.1

The findings of the study are summarised in the sub-sections below.
Housing and Employment Land

8.1.2

The now revoked Regional Spatial Strategy (RSS) for the North West made clear that the
development priorities for the region (as well as for the Liverpool City Region and for the
borough of Knowsley) should prioritise the use of Brownfield sites wherever possible. Indeed,
the housing targets for Knowsley within the RSS aimed for two thirds of housing
developments to be located on Brownfield sites.

8.1.3

Brownfield land remains the preference for future development of both housing and
employment land within Knowsley for a number of reasons. Brownfield sites broadly offer the
most suitable and accessible locations, both to jobs and services for housing developments,
and to populations and transport links for employment land.

8.1.4

However, the pressures of development are significant, particularly in the current economic
and financial climate. In order to remain competitive, stabilise its population, and grow its
economy, Knowsley must ensure a short, medium and long-term supply of both housing land
and employment land. This has necessitated an exploration of suitable Green Belt sites in the
borough to properly accommodate development.

8.1.5

The Council has recently gone through a rationalisation of its urban green space as part of the
evidence base for the Local Plan and corporate assets review. As a result of this process, a
range of lower quality demand sites are now being brought forward for alternative uses. This
includes employment and residential development. The aim is then to direct resources to the
maintenance and improvement of the Borough’s remaining green space assets.

8.1.6

Short term supply of employment land within Knowsley appears to be broadly sufficient but
there is likely to be an undersupply of employment land in the medium to long term (10 to 15
years). There are a range of methods for calculating employment land demand and supply
which inevitably result in a range of requirement figures but a shortfall that cannot be
accommodated in adjacent boroughs is widely acknowledged within the evidence we have
reviewed.

8.1.7

While it remains the case that Brownfield sites remain the preferred locations for future
investment, expansion into areas currently identified as Green Belt appear necessary to
guarantee adequate supply. In addition, accommodating the appropriate mix of B1, B2 and
B8 uses will also be key. Knowsley has a clear skew towards B2 (manufacturing) and B8
(warehousing) and a lack of B1 (office) floorspace – consequently skewing the employment
profile for the borough, and indirectly the housing and social mix. It is a clear strategic

80
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objective to improve this mix, in order to attract and retain skilled and talented people to the
borough. There is also a desire to build on the area’s existing economic sector strengths.
8.1.8

The Green Belt, and particularly the sites around South Whiston and the Land South of the
M62, present options to support housing and employment sustainability in Knowsley. If it is to
be used effectively to support the strategic goals of the borough – supporting its ambitions for
population and employment growth, whilst maintaining its existing and potential green space
assets – Green Belt development must form but one part of a package of development
options that also maximises the potential of already-developed and other Brownfield sites.

8.1.9

Our supplementary work to assess the wider economic benefits of development at the two
sites indicates that at the gross level (the level where displacement, deadweight and leakage
are not considered), approximately 860 FTE jobs will be delivered when the employment
space is fully occupied injecting approximately £48.7 million of GVA to the local economy
each year. A further 278 temporary construction jobs would also be supported while the sites
were being developed. Again, this assessment of wider economic benefits is produced at a
high level and reflects the gross position; a further and more detailed assessment would be
beneficial to support the revised development assessments.

8.2

Utilities

8.2.1

Sufficient information has been obtained to allow a high level assessment of the infrastructure
required to serve both sites under consideration. The assessment has been carried out at a
very early stage of the project pre-master plan and as a result the level of detail available to
generate base information to issue to utilities companies is limited. Similarly the allocation of
sites and the generation of a highways and drainage layout (strategic main area drainage
only, excluding internal site drainage) has been carried out at a high level.

8.2.2

The results obtained cannot be considered in any other manner and represent an illustrative
assessment only, not a definitive budget estimate at this stage. A range of costs has been
generated for those costs considered to be abnormal (costs that a developer would not
normally be faced with when developing an individual site in isolation). That cost range has in
turn been generated by the application of risk factors in the form of a percentage above or
below the unit price assigned to any item. The percentage range is not standard, it is a range
considered to be reasonable by the writer, having regard to the variables present and the
mode of cost generation (from cost databases or provided by others). Other variables may be
equally valid.

8.2.3

The assessment demonstrates that both sites can be connected to the utilities required for the
form of development proposed.

81
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South Whiston
8.2.4

All services are available; however network reinforcement is required for electricity, gas and
potentially for potable water services, costs for which are indicated in the costings/risk
spreadsheets provided in Appendix F.

8.2.5

Development phasing is potentially controlled by the strategy associated with the provision of
foul drainage and this strategy will be determined by the location of the outfall(s). United
Utilities has explained there is a need to obtain more details of the proposed development to
better understand the impact however, it has provisionally confirmed that capacity could be
provided within the 1000mm diameter combined sewer in Lickers Lane. The strategy shown is
based on this premise. An alternative outfall is available at the Huyton Sewage Treatment
Works; however this lies south of the motorway requiring a motorway crossing by tunnel or by
mounting a rising main on the existing pedestrian bridge crossing the motorway and slip road.
In addition to reach the treatment works requires approximately 2.5km of rising main crossing
third party agricultural land.

8.2.6

Surface water is relatively simple in that gravity drainage to existing watercourses is feasible.
For cost purposes the strategic drainage has been sized and priced on the assumption that
each site would provide its own flow control releasing only the equivalent of green field flow to
the strategic network. The strategic network does however include for attenuation of the
strategic highway network.

8.2.7

Telecommunications provision appears to be adequate.
Land South of the M62

8.2.8

Serving this site is problematical but feasible in that existing utilities provision is sparse.

8.2.9

Gas supplies are apparently available but need to be brought from distance (no supply points
are shown on the data obtained). Foul sewerage is only available on Cronton Road 2km south
or at the Huyton Sewage Treatment Works. The former will generate higher abnormal costs
accounted for by a contingency amount over and above the cost provided by National Grid;
whilst the latter has been overcome by the use of an on-site sewerage treatment plan
discharging to watercourse.

8.2.10

Limited electrical capacity is present but a portion (to be accurately determined by follow-on
studies / planning application) of the site can be developed from the available capacity. If the
requirements of development exceed this capacity significant network reinforcement costs
would be generated.

8.2.11

Limited potable water supplies are present and if these are insufficient then additional mains
laying generating potential abnormal costs will ensue as existing large diameter supply mains
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only exist north of the motorway or some distance away to the south. For the purposes of this
report a connection to the southern large diameter main has been assumed and included
within the abnormal costs.
8.2.12

Telecommunications provision appears to be adequate

8.3

Transport
Highway

8.3.1

Section 3.2.3 identifies future highway capacity issues in the vicinity of the study area, based
on information contained in the Core Strategy. In 2024, it is forecast that areas of the
Knowsley highway network would operate at capacity in the AM and PM peak periods, even
without additional development in the Green Belt. Windy Arbor Road, Dragon Lane and
Lickers Lane are identified as having potential capacity issues in the future. Suitable
improvements to the highway network and associated improvements to public transport
provision would be required to address these problems.

8.3.2

The Highways Agency has indicated that it would like to examine the effects of the
development potential of the South Whiston and Land South of the M62 sites on the strategic
road network, particularly on the Tarbock Island junction, in further detail. Only after more
detailed assessment could it confirm its position for any specific development proposals.

8.3.3

The close proximity of other highway authorities (St Helens and Liverpool) must also be
considered in any proposed highway options for developing both sites in the study area.
Public Transport

8.3.4

The improvements made to rail services as part of the Northern Hub project will improve
services at Huyton station and may improve services at Whiston Station. Improvements to bus
services to serve the site are dependent on commercial operators being able to operate a
commercially viable service into the study area. Developer contributions may be required
during any phased development in order to establish the required services and link the sites to
key trip attractors in the local area.
Walking and Cycling

8.3.5

Walking and cycling facilities can be incorporated into the study area as part of the
development of any internal highway infrastructure. The baseline information presented in
Section Four of this report shows the proximity of local services and facilities to the study
44
area; many of which are within an acceptable walking or cycling distance . However, it should
44
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be noted that due to the size of the study area walking and cycling will not be an attractive first
choice option for some trips.
8.3.6

Safe and attractive access for pedestrians and cyclists to the Land of South of the M62 site is
dependent on opening the mineral railway bridge as an alternative to crossing at the Tarbock
Island Interchange. Due to the need to accommodate vehicular traffic, there is limited scope to
provide pedestrian and cycle facilities such as controlled crossings without impacting on
operational capacity of the junction.
Developer/Landowner Submission

8.3.7

The transport content within the applications and submissions presented by developers and
landowners in the evidence review are based on established transport assessment principles.
However, as most of the submissions have not yet been submitted as a planning application
there is still missing information that is needed to provide a comprehensive review of any
potential proposals. For example, where use has not been made of the MASA assessment
within Knowsley’s ‘Ensuring a Choice of Travel’ SPD to assess the accessibility of the site and
also records of discussions with the highway authority and Merseytravel.
Overall Comments

8.3.8

Based on our initial and high level assessment of the development viability of the two sites,
our overall comments are set out below.
South Whiston Site

8.3.9

The South Whiston proposal is a phased housing development. For assessment purposes the
option 2 (Optimistic Scenario) 1,800 residential units were assumed, with no mix of housing
type. The study concludes that there is suitable capacity within the existing utilities
infrastructure to accommodate an incremental development. There will be a requirement at
master planning stage to fully assess the highway impacts and to improve the connectivity of
the site.
Land South of the M62 Site

8.3.10

The study considered a mixed employment use on the Land South of the M62 site.
Wider Economic Benefits

8.3.11

Both Knowsley and the wider sub-region would benefit from the development of both sites.
From construction to completion of both sites, there is significant potential for growth in FTE

“Ensuring a choice of Travel Supplementary Planning Document” ((Knowsley Council, 2010).
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employment. In summary, the study area has the potential to deliver approximately £48.7
million of GVA per annum and growth in employment.
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Appendix D: Schedule of Key Documents
Table D.1: Schedule of Key Documents
Green Belt Review

Transport

Development Viability
Minerals
Greenspaces /
Playing Pitch
Assessment
Ecology

Flood Risk

Housing

Employment

Knowsley and Sefton Green Belt Study – Final Knowsley Report
(Knowsley MBC 2012)
Technical Report: Green Belt (Knowsley MBC, 2012)
Knowsley Core Strategy: Green Belt Locations for Development
Sustainability Appraisal Report (Urban Vision, 2012)
Knowsley Local Plan Transport Feasibility Study (AECOM, 2012)
Transport Modelling Report (Mott MacDonald, 2012)
Local Transport Plan (LTP) 3 (Merseytravel)
Knowsley Economic Viability Assessment (Keppie Massie, 2012)
Evidence Base for Minerals Planning in Merseyside (Urban Vision,
2008)
Knowsley Greenspaces Audit (Knowsley MBC, 2012)
Knowsley Playing Pitch Assessment (Knowsley MBC, 2012)
Liverpool City Region Ecological Framework (MEAS, 2011)
Local Wildlife / Geological Site (LWS or LGS) citations LWSs 13, 14, 16, 18, 19, 49 and 52 (note: LWS: 85 does not have a
citation)*
Preliminary Flood Risk Assessment (Knowsley MBC, 2012)
Strategic Flood Risk Assessment – Level 1 (Atkins, 2009)
Environment Agency – Formal Response to Consultation on Study
Strategic Flood Risk Assessment – Level 2 (Capita Symonds, 2012)
GIS Information:
• Generated Data (culverted watercourses, developability, manmade raised defences, private sewers, SuDS suitability)
Collected Data
• United Utilities Data (CSO, detention tanks, DG5 external, DG5
internal, manholes, model links, model nodes, pipe labels,
pumping stations, rising mains, sewers, WIRS, WWTW)
EA Data:
• Areas susceptible to groundwater flooding
• Areas susceptible to surface water flooding
• Digital river network
• Flood Watch Areas
• Flood Zone Map
• FMfSW DTM
• Geology
• Historic Flood Data
• LiDAR
• NFCDD
• Receptors
• Reservoir Inundation Mapping
Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment – 2012 Update
(Knowsley MBC, 2012)
Technical Report – Planning for Housing Growth in Knowsley (Knowsley
MBC, 2012)
Strategic Housing Market Assessment (DCA, 2010)
Economic Regeneration Strategy (Knowsley MBC, 2012)*
Technical Report - Planning for Employment Growth (Knowsley MBC,
2012)
Joint Employment Land and Premises Study (BE Group, 2009)
15

Renewable Energy

Local Planning
Documents and
Strategies

Core Strategy
Representations
(Preferred Options)*
Core Strategy
Representations
(Proposed
Submission)*
Planning Applications*

Miscellaneous Items
Infrastructure

KMBC GIS
Information*

5

Liverpool City Region (LCR) Housing and Economic Development
Evidence Base Overview Study (GVA, 207)
LCR Renewable Energy Capacity Study (Stage 1) (Arup, 2009)
LCR Renewable Energy Capacity Study (Stage 2) (Arup, 2010)
Knowsley Renewable and Low Carbon Energy Options (Arup, 2009)
Knowsley Local Plan: Core Strategy Proposed Submission Document
(Knowsley MBC, 2012)
Knowsley Replacement Unitary Development Plan (Knowsley MBC,
June 2006)
Knowsley Local Plan Monitoring Report 2012 (Knowsley MBC, 2012)*
Knowsley Sustainable Community Strategy 2008-2023 (Knowsley MBC,
2008)
Land Trust
Junction Property Ltd

Junction Property Ltd
Maro Developments
Fox’s Bank Lane (Frost Planning)
10/00118/OUT – Outline application for erection of 70 extra care
apartments
03/01148/OUT – Outline application for development of a Business Park
(paper copy only)
07/00929/COU - Change of use from former Cronton Colliery to informal
Country Park
12/00144/KMBC1 – Erection of single-story remembrance building and
associated landscaping
11/00710/KMBC1 - Change of use of farm land and construction of new
access road to form extended cemetery
Fox’s Bank Lane, Whiston - Cemetery Master Plan (paper copy only)
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (Knowsley MBC, 2012)
National Grid (note prepared by AMEC) 13.12.125*
United Utility GIS Data:
• CSO
• Detention tanks
• DG5 External
• DG5 Internal
• Manholes numbers
• Model links
• Pipe labels
• Pumping stations
• Rising mains
• Sewers
• WIRS
• WwTW
A and B Roads
Agricultural Land Classification
Contaminated Land
Ecological Framework
Knowsley Bus Stops
Knowsley Cycle Routes
Knowsley GP and Health Centres
Knowsley Leisure Centres

Also includes links to National Grid documents relating to their capital programme and available datasets.

16

Land Ownership
Information

Knowsley PCT Centres and Hospitals
Knowsley Railway Stations
Knowsley Schools
Knowsley Replacement Unitary Development Plan 2006 (KRUDP)
Listed Buildings
Motorway Junctions
Overhead Power Lines
Proposed Mersey Tram Lines
Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (2012 Update)
Updated Employment Land Data 09.01.12
Land Registry search 09.13 (MS Excel dataset and Mapinfo GIS)

17
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Site 11 - Land South of Whiston (Phase 1)
Can development take
place without additional

Access to and from the site is extremely challenging
without an inter-relationship with site 14 (Lickers Lane) to

infrastructure and does it
need capping in terms of
activity/ capacity?

the east.
AECOM suggest that, with the proximity of Tarbock
Island, appropriate geometry cannot be readily achieved,
particularly if that cumulative relationship also adds to
volumes.

How does the site relate
to other sites and what
are the cumulative
impact risks?

The cumulative impact of site 11 and 14 together is
significant and will require improvements along Windy
Arbor Road.
Whilst Tarbock Island capacity has already been
improved by the Highways Agency, proposals for the site
should also place significant emphasis on non-car
access.
With site 17 (Cronton Colliery) cumulative pressure
increases further.

What are the issues
related to potential
additional infrastructure
and mitigation?

The Windy Arbor Road link to Tarbock Island requires
mitigation under the cumulative scenario, without which

Are there key issues

The site could be accessed through the former nursery

which limit the site or its

site on Windy Arbor Road but it may be difficult to deliver
an access junction without using third party land.

capacity that are unlikely
to be viably delivered?

access would prove difficult to achieve geometrically.

AECOM suggest that this will be a core issue for site
delivery. A comprehensive approach to site development
with site 14(Lickers Lane) may address the issue.

Site 14 - Land to South of Whiston (Phase 2) Lickers Lane
Can development take
place without additional
infrastructure and does it
need capping in terms of
activity/ capacity?

How does the site relate
to other sites and what
are the cumulative
impact risks?

The site is of a scale where pressure on Windy Arbor
Road approaching Tarbock Island and at the Cronton
Road/Fox’s Bank Road junctions will be in need of further
capacity enhancements.
Offsetting some of this by providing links to amenities
such as Whiston Station and bus based contributions
may provide some benefit.
Cumulative impact on Windy Arbor Road with site 11 is
significant on the approach to, and at Tarbock
Roundabout.
Further cumulative significant pressure arises with site 17
(Cronton Colliery).
Critically proximity to the motorway and lack of proximity
to strong public transport means that there is significant
pressure at Tarbock Island roundabout approaches.

What are the issues
related to potential
additional infrastructure
and mitigation?

Are there key issues
which limit the site or its
capacity that are unlikely
to be viably delivered?

Ability to provide mitigation and capacity improvements
along Windy Arbor Road is restricted by geometry and
further north by proximity of dwellings. This will need to
be overcome.
While some public transport provision can be made, it is
likely that significant investment will be required in bus
modes since the rail service at Whiston is limited.
The cumulative impact of three sites (sites 11, 14, and
17) is challenging and needs careful consideration.
The focus of pressure on Windy Arbor Road and Cronton
Road is likely to be significant and should be addressed.
This could include major highways works and alignments,
signal capacity changes at Tarbock Island and potentially
new pedestrian/cycle routes.

6.0.12 Safeguarded Sites
Site 17 - Cronton Colliery
Can development take
place without additional
infrastructure and does it
need capping in terms of
activity/ capacity?

Development on the site will need to mitigate impacts at the
approaches to Tarbock Island and at the Fox’s Bank Lane
junction in particular. The fundamental issue is that, without
access to a car, the site is isolated from the urban area.
Traffic is significant on Cronton Road and the capacity of the
site is likely to be limited until mitigation measures are
provided.

How does the site relate
to other sites and what
are the cumulative
impact risks?

There is currently only one internal foot and cycle link across
the M62 and therefore effective bus services will be reliant
upon adjacent roads.

What are the issues
related to potential

Knowsley Council has identified Cronton Colliery as part of
the Sustrans Connect2 Mineral Gateway, which when

additional infrastructure
and mitigation?

complete will enable residents to travel sustainably from
Huyton, through Whiston and on to Cronton.
The Sustrans proposal for utilising the disused railway line
which runs through this site would help to facilitate

Development within the site will therefore need to provide
appropriate linkages to sites 11 and 14 to the north.

sustainable links to the north towards Whiston station.
Significant investment in non-car modes would be needed to
ensure that the site is adequately linked by a choice of
transport modes.
Development within the site should make appropriate
provision for linkage to Widnes or other stations to the south.
Are there key issues
which limit the site or its
capacity that are unlikely
to be viably delivered?

Development of the entire site would require a significant
investment in the road network infrastructure as provision of a
bus service alone is unlikely to have the modal shift impact
needed.
Another option is to reduce the amount of area to be
developed on site to a level that can be accommodated on
the road network.

South Whiston and Land South of M62
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Notes
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Utilities present
UU Potable Water - 450mm trunk and distribution mains
Scottish Power Electricity - 332kv, HV and LV cables
National Grid Gas - Adjacent to Lickers Lane - Low pressure main

Junction at Windy Arbor Road and Lickers Lane
Utilities present

St Leo's and
Southmead
Catholic Primary
School

BT - Underground and overhead cables
Virgin Media - Cables
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UU Potable Water - 450mm trunk and distribution mains
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Fox's Bank Lane (North of the M62)
Utilities present
UU Potable Water - Distribution main
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24
Ensuring a Choice of Travel Supplementary Planning Document

Proposal

South Whiston - Large Residential Development - Other Urban

Address:
Completed By:

Land at South Whiston - BASELINE ASSESSMENT.
Completed by Mott MacDonald.

Acessibility Maps are contained with the Knowsley SPD Ensuring Choice of Travel, where this MASA was taken from.
Has a diagram been submitted which shows how people move to and through the development and how this links to the
Yes / No
surrounding roads, footpaths and sight lines? (This can be included within the Design and Access Statement, see Section 2.25.)
If a diagram has not been submitted your application may not be processed.

Access on Foot

Points
Is there safe pedestrian access to and within the site, and for pedestrians passing the site (2m minimum
width footpath on both sides of the road)? If no your application must address safe pedestrian access.

Safety

Location

Internal Layout

External Layout

Yes

2

Housing Development: Is the development site within 800m of a district or local
centre (see Accessibility Maps)
Other development: Is the density of existing local housing (i.e. within 800m)
more than 30 houses per hectare (see Accessibility Maps)

No

0

Does 'circulation' and access inside the sites reflect direct, safe and easy to use
pedestrian routes for all; with priority given to pedestrians when they have to cross
roads or cycle routes?

Yes

1

No

0

There
are
barriers

-1

There
are no barriers

1

Are there barriers between site and local facilities or housing which restrict
pedestrian access?
Examples include no dropped kerbs at crossings or on desire lines; steep
gradients; a lack of a formal crossing where there is heavy traffic;
security concerns, e.g. lack of lighting.

Other

The development links to identified recreational walking network (see Accessibility Maps). If no, please
provide reasons why not.

Summary

Box A: Minimum
Standard

4

Box B: Actual Score

3

Score

Justification

Yes

2

Outer edge of Whiston - 600-800m
away

0

Currently park/agricultural lane with
limited access.

1

Desire lines towards district centres
join existing pedestrian infrastructure,
which includes; dropped kerbs; street
lighting and traffic calming
infrastructure.

Yes
Total (B) 3

Comments to correct shortfall:

Access by Cycle
Safety
Are there safety issues for cyclists either turning into or out of the site or a road junctions within 400m of the
site (e.g. dangerous right turns for cyclists due to the level of traffic)? If yes, you must address safety issues in
your application.
Cycle Parking

Points

Does the development meet cycle parking standards, in a secure location with natural surveillance, or where
appropriate contribute to communal cycle parking facilities? If no, you must address cycle parking standards
and cycle parking facilities.

N/A

2

Outer edge of Whiston - 600-800m
away

1
0

N/A

Site is presently undeveloped and as
such it is not appropriate to assess
cycle access

The development is within 400m of an existing or proposed cycle route and / or proposes to create a link to a
cycle route, or develop a route.

1

-1

The site is not within 400m of an
existing route.

The development is not within 400m of an existing or proposed cycle route.

-1

N/A

Site is presently undeveloped and as
such it is not appropriate to assess
current facilities

Location
Residential Development Is the development within 1500m of a district or local
centre (see Accessibility Maps)
Other development: Is the density of existing local housing (i.e. within 1500m) more
than 30 houses per hectare (see Accessibility Maps)

Yes

2

No

0

Internal layout

Does 'circulation' and access inside the site reflect direct and safe cycle routes; with
priority given to cyclists where they meet motor vehicles?

Yes
No

External Access

Other

Development includes cycle parking, shower facilities and lockers for cyclists

Summary

Score
N/A

Box A:
Minimum Standard

3

Box B: Actual Score

1

Yes

1

No

0

Total (B) 1
Comments to correct shortfall:
Key shortfall is the distance to an existing or proposed cycle route;
development options must identify proposals to develop new, and
link to existing, cycle routes.

As this is a baseline assessment of existing conditions, it is not
appropriate to score questions that allude to detailed development
plans.
Access by Public Transport
Points
Score
Location and
Is the site within a 200m safe and convenient walking distance of a bus stop,
0
Yes
2
access to public
and/or within 400m of a rail station?
No
0
transport

The site is not within 400m of a rail
station.
Whilst bus stops are dotted along the
north-westerly edge of the
development site, such is the size of
the development, the vast majority of
land is not within 200m of an existing
stop.

0
1

1

Pedestrian routes towards to bus stops
and rail stations are currently
adequate.

High (four or more bus services or trains an hour)
Medium (two or three bus services or trains an hour)

2
1

1

Low (less than two bus services or trains an hour)

0

The site currently falls outside of the
proposed catchment of existing public
transport services. However, variety of
bus services that cover the northwesterly edge of the site have a
medium frequency.

0
The proposal contributes to bus priority measures serving the site

1

There are currently no bus priority
measures serving the site.

The proposal contributes to bus stops, bus interchange or bus or rail stations in the vicinity and/or provides
bus stops or bus interchange in the site

1

N/A

Baseline assessment; not suitable to
assess proposal.

N/A
The proposal contributes to an existing or new bus service

1

Baseline assessment; not suitable to
assess proposal.

Are there barriers on direct and safe pedestrian routes to bus stops or rail stations?
i.e.
A lack of dropped kerbs; Pavements less than 2m wide; A lack of formal
crossings where there is heavy traffic; or bus stop infrastructure.

Frequency

Other

Summary

Box A:
Minimum Standard

Box B: Total Score

There are barriers
There are no
barriers

5

Total (B):
Comments to correct shortfall:

2

Shortfall predominantly due to distance from existing public
transport network. Development options must ensure that links to
existing services are strengthened and the development is
permeated by new public transport services.

Vehicle Access and Parking
Vehicle
Is there safe access to and from the road? If no, you must address safety issues.
access
Can the site be adequately serviced? If no, you must address service issues.
and circulation Is the safety and convenience of other users (pedestrians, cyclists and public transport) affected by the
Has access for the emergency services been provided? If no, you must provide emergency service provision.
For development which generates significant freight movements, is the site easily accessed from the road or
rail freight route networks (i.e. minimising the impact of traffic on local roads and neighbourhoods) (see
Accessibility Map 3 in Appendix F)? If no, please provide an explanation.

Points

The off-street parking provided is as advised in Section 4 for that development type. Yes

1

Parking

No
The off-street parking provided is less than 75% of the amount advised in Section 4 Yes
for that development type (or shares parking provision with another development)
No

Score
Yes
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A

0
2

N/A

0

For development in controlled parking zones:
Yes
No
Supports the control or removal of on-street parking spaces (inc provision of Yes
disabled spaces), or contributes to other identified measures in the local parking
strategy (including car clubs)
No
Is the proposal for a car free development?

Summary Box A:
Minimum Standard
(From Table 3.1)

Box B: Total Score

1
0
1

N/A
N/A

0

Total (B): 0
Comments to correct shortfall:
Site currently undeveloped; not appropriate to evaluate off-street
parking facilities.
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Proposal

Cronton Colliery - Land Earmarked for Employment Uses - Other Urban

Address:
Completed By:

Land at Cronton Colliery, south of M62 - BASELINE ASSESSMENT.
Completed by Mott MacDonald.

Acessibility Maps are contained with the Knowsley SPD Ensuring Choice of Travel, where this MASA was taken from.
Has a diagram been submitted which shows how people move to and through the development and how this links to the
Yes / No
surrounding roads, footpaths and sight lines? (This can be included within the Design and Access Statement, see Section 2.25.)
If a diagram has not been submitted your application may not be processed.

Access on Foot

Points
Is there safe pedestrian access to and within the site, and for pedestrians passing the site (2m minimum
width footpath on both sides of the road)? If no your application must address safe pedestrian access.

Safety

Location

Internal Layout

External Layout

Yes

2

Housing Development: Is the development site within 800m of a district or local
centre (see Accessibility Maps)
Other development: Is the density of existing local housing (i.e. within 800m)
more than 30 houses per hectare (see Accessibility Maps)

No

0

Does 'circulation' and access inside the sites reflect direct, safe and easy to use
pedestrian routes for all; with priority given to pedestrians when they have to cross
roads or cycle routes?

Yes

1

No

0

There
are
barriers

-1

There
are no barriers

1

Are there barriers between site and local facilities or housing which restrict
pedestrian access?
Examples include no dropped kerbs at crossings or on desire lines; steep
gradients; a lack of a formal crossing where there is heavy traffic;
security concerns, e.g. lack of lighting.

Score

Justification

No

Pedestrian routes around the site are
limited; on one side of the road and often
1m wide.

0

Majority of the site does not have
existing local housing densities of 30
house per hectare within 800m of it.

1

Currently park/agricultural lane with
limited vehicle access.

-1

Existing pedestrian infrastructure is
limited and the M62 presents a
significant barrier between the site and
local facilities or housing.

Other

The development links to identified recreational walking network (see Accessibility Maps). If no, please
provide reasons why not.

Summary

Box A: Minimum
Standard

4

Comments to correct shortfall:

Box B: Actual Score

0

The proposed site location is particularly difficult to access on foot,
owing to the M62 acting as a substantial barrier to north/south
movements, distance to local housing/facilities and limited
pedestrian infrastructure on A5080 and Fox's Bank Lane.

No
Total (B) 4

Access by Cycle
Safety
Are there safety issues for cyclists either turning into or out of the site or a road junctions within 400m of the
site (e.g. dangerous right turns for cyclists due to the level of traffic)? If yes, you must address safety issues in
your application.
Cycle Parking

Points

Does the development meet cycle parking standards, in a secure location with natural surveillance, or where
appropriate contribute to communal cycle parking facilities? If no, you must address cycle parking standards
and cycle parking facilities.

N/A

2

Whiston district centre approx 1500m
from the centre of the proposed site;
with density in this area more than 30
houses per hectare.

1
0

N/A

Site is presently undeveloped and as
such it is not appropriate to assess
cycle access

The development is within 400m of an existing or proposed cycle route and / or proposes to create a link to a
cycle route, or develop a route.

1

-1

The site is not within 400m of an
existing route.

The development is not within 400m of an existing or proposed cycle route.

-1

N/A

Site is presently undeveloped and as
such it is not appropriate to assess
current facilities

Location
Residential Development Is the development within 1500m of a district or local
centre (see Accessibility Maps)
Other development: Is the density of existing local housing (i.e. within 1500m) more
than 30 houses per hectare (see Accessibility Maps).

Yes

2

No

0

Internal layout

Does 'circulation' and access inside the site reflect direct and safe cycle routes; with
priority given to cyclists where they meet motor vehicles?

Yes
No

External Access

Other

Development includes cycle parking, shower facilities and lockers for cyclists

Summary

Score
N/A

Box A:
Minimum Standard

3

Box B: Actual Score

1

Yes

1

No

0

Total (B) 1
Comments to correct shortfall:
Key shortfall is the distance to an existing or proposed cycle route;
development options must identify proposals to develop new, and
link to existing, cycle routes.

As this is a baseline assessment of existing conditions, it is not
appropriate to score questions that allude to detailed development
plans.
Access by Public Transport
Points
Score
Location and
Is the site within a 200m safe and convenient walking distance of a bus stop,
0
Yes
2
access to public
and/or within 400m of a rail station?
No
0
transport

The site is not within 400m of a rail
station.
Whilst there are 2 bus stops on the
southernly edge of the development
site, such is the size of the
development, the vast majority of land
is not within 200m of an existing stop.
However, considering the proposed
use of the site, it is fair to assume the
catchment area for these stops would
be larger than the standard
assumption.

0
1

0

Bus stops on A5080 are on narrow
pedestrian footways.

High (four or more bus services or trains an hour)
Medium (two or three bus services or trains an hour)

2
1

1

The number 6 bus runs hourly to
Liverpool and Warrington, therefore
two buses per hour currently pass the
site.

Low (less than two bus services or trains an hour)

0

0
The proposal contributes to bus priority measures serving the site

1

There are currently no bus priority
measures serving the site.

The proposal contributes to bus stops, bus interchange or bus or rail stations in the vicinity and/or provides
bus stops or bus interchange in the site

1

N/A

Baseline assessment; not suitable to
assess proposal.

N/A
The proposal contributes to an existing or new bus service

1

Baseline assessment; not suitable to
assess proposal.

Are there barriers on direct and safe pedestrian routes to bus stops or rail stations?
i.e.
A lack of dropped kerbs; Pavements less than 2m wide; A lack of formal
crossings where there is heavy traffic; or bus stop infrastructure.

Frequency

Other

Summary

Box A:
Minimum Standard

5

There are barriers
There are no
barriers

Total (B):
Comments to correct shortfall:
Key shortfalls of the site are the frequency of bus services and the
safety of pedestrians, especially in accessing the bus stop on the
westbound carriageway of the A5080.

Box B: Total Score

1

Development options must ensure the site links to existing services
are strengthened; with proposals for increased service provision
and improvements to existing bus stops and associated footways.

Vehicle Access and Parking
Is there safe access to and from the road? If no, you must address safety issues.
Vehicle
access
Can the site be adequately serviced? If no, you must address service issues.
and circulation Is the safety and convenience of other users (pedestrians, cyclists and public transport) affected by the
Has access for the emergency services been provided? If no, you must provide emergency service provision.
For development which generates significant freight movements, is the site easily accessed from the road or
rail freight route networks (i.e. minimising the impact of traffic on local roads and neighbourhoods) (see
Accessibility Map 3 in Appendix F)? If no, please provide an explanation.

Points

The off-street parking provided is as advised in Section 4 for that development type. Yes

1

Parking

No
The off-street parking provided is less than 75% of the amount advised in Section 4 Yes
for that development type (or shares parking provision with another development)
No

Score
Yes
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A

0
2

N/A

0

For development in controlled parking zones:
Yes
No
Supports the control or removal of on-street parking spaces (inc provision of Yes
disabled spaces), or contributes to other identified measures in the local parking
strategy (including car clubs)
No
Is the proposal for a car free development?

Summary Box A:
Minimum Standard
(From Table 3.1)

Box B: Total Score

1
0
1

N/A
N/A

0

Total (B): 0
Comments to correct shortfall:
Site currently undeveloped; not appropriate to evaluate access or
off-street parking facilities.

South Whiston and Land South of M62
Infrastructure and Development Options Study
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Knowsley Borough Council
South Whiston and Land South Of the M62
Infrastructure Capacity Assessment
Civil Engineering Infrastructure

Land South of M62

Sheet Civ 11 Sites 1 to 6

Risk Assessment is classified as

Element

Dimension

Low Risk
Medium Risk
High Risk

Plus or minus 30%
Plus 50% minus 30%
Plus 70% minus 30%

Unit Cost

Element Cost

Highway

Risk Description

Average Cost

Risk
Assessment
Plus

Risk value%

Cost Range

Minus

High

Low

Phase 1 Sites 1 to 6
Local Distributor Road. 7.3m wide,
two 5m verges , one 3m cycleway,
one 2m footway

1140 lin m

£1,200.00

£1,368,000.00

Assessment of Route
Length and unit cost

30

30

£1,778,400.00

£957,600.00

3m cycleway

1140 lin m

£150.00

£171,000.00

Assessment of Route
Length and unit cost

30

30

£222,300.00

£119,700.00

£450,000.00

£450,000.00

Assessment of type of
junction and unit cost

50

30

£675,000.00

£315,000.00

£100.00

£14,000.00

Assessment of Route
Length and unit cost

30

30

£18,200.00

£9,800.00

Main Junction with Cronton Road.
Conventional Roundabout

Leisure Route

1 No

140

Total Roads

£2,003,000.00

£2,693,900.00 £1,402,100.00

Drainage
Surface Water
Pipelines average dia 450mm
average depth 2.5m

£200.00

£286,000.00

Length and cost

30

30

£371,800.00

£200,200.00

£2,500.00

£75,000.00

Number and cost

30

30

£97,500.00

£52,500.00

£75.00

£31,500.00

Type, Volume of
storage and cost

50

30

£47,250.00

£22,050.00

£40,000.00

£40,000.00

Cost

50

30

£60,000.00

£28,000.00

£100

£163,000.00

Length and cost

30

30

£211,900.00

£114,100.00

35.00 No

£2,000.00

£70,000.00

Number and cost

30

30

£91,000.00

£49,000.00

Pumping Station Private

1.00 No

£25,000.00

£25,000.00

Number and cost

50

30

£37,500.00

£17,500.00

Treatment Plant

1.00 No

£100,000.00

£100,000.00

cost

50

30

£150,000.00

£70,000.00

£1,066,950.00

£553,350.00

1430.00 lin m

Manholes 1500mm dia 2 per 100m
allowed

30.00 No

Storage for road only Sites dealt
with Internally in cu m. Taken as
ponds with excavated disposed on
site

420.00 cu m

Interceptor

1.00 No

Foul Water
Pipelines average dia 225mm
average depth 2.5m
Manholes 1200mm dia 2 per 100m
allowed

Total Drainage

Total Civil Engineering Infrastructure
Excludes design and other costs
Add Preliminaries at 17%
Grand Total

1630.00 lin m

£790,500.00

£2,793,500.00
£474,895.00
£3,268,395.00

£3,760,850.00 £1,955,450.00
£639,344.50

£332,426.50

£4,400,194.50 £2,287,876.50

Knowsley Borough Council
South Whiston and Land South Of the M62
Infrastructure Capacity Assessment
Civil Engineering Infrastructure

Sheet CIV 12 Summary Sites 1 to 6 and Phasing

Land South of M62

Risk Assessment is classified as

Element

Dimension

Low Risk
Medium Risk
High Risk

Plus or minus 30%
Plus 50% minus 30%
Plus 70% minus 30%

Unit Cost

Element Cost

Highway

Risk Description

Risk
Assessment

Base Cost

Sites 1 to 6

Plus

Risk value%

Cost Range

Minus

High

Low

£2,003,000.00
£2,693,900.00 £1,402,100.00

Total Roads

£2,003,000.00

£2,693,900.00 £1,402,100.00

Drainage
Sites 1 to 6

£790,500.00

£1,066,950.00

£553,350.00

Total Drainage

£790,500.00

£1,066,950.00

£553,350.00

Total Civil Engineering
Infrastructure Excludes design and
other costs

£2,793,500.00

Add Preliminaries at 17%

£3,760,850.00 £1,955,450.00

£474,895.00

Grand Total

£639,344.50

£3,268,395.00

£332,426.50

£4,400,194.50 £2,287,876.50

Phased Costs Assuming Phase 1 is Sites 1 to 3 and Phase 2 is sites 4 to 6

DimensionUnit

Unit Cost

Element Cost

Risk Description

Risk
Assessment

Cost Range

Risk value%

Phase 1 Sites 1 to 3
Roads

600 Lin m

£1,200.00

£720,000.00

Assessment of Route
Length and unit cost

30

30

£936,000.00

£504,000.00

3m Cycleway

600 Lin m

£150.00

£90,000.00

Assessment of Route
Length and unit cost

30

30

£117,000.00

£63,000.00

£450,000.00

£450,000.00
£1,260,000.00

Assessment of type of
junction and unit cost

50

30

£675,000.00
£1,728,000.00

£315,000.00
£882,000.00

£200.00

£176,000.00

Length and cost

30

30

£228,800.00

£123,200.00

£2,500.00

£45,000.00

Number and cost

30

30

£58,500.00

£31,500.00

£75.00

£24,300.00

Type, Volume of
storage and cost

50

30

£36,450.00

£17,010.00

£40,000.00

£40,000.00
£285,300.00

Cost

50

30

£60,000.00
£383,750.00

£28,000.00
£199,710.00

£100

£88,000.00

Length and cost

30

30

£114,400.00

£61,600.00

18.00 No

£2,000.00

£36,000.00

Number and cost

30

30

£46,800.00

£25,200.00

Pumping Station Private

1.00 No

£25,000.00

£25,000.00

Number and cost

50

30

£37,500.00

£17,500.00

Treatment Plant

1.00 No

£100,000.00

£100,000.00

cost

50

30

£150,000.00

£70,000.00

£348,700.00

£174,300.00

Main Junction with Cronton Road.
Conventional Roundabout
Total Phase 1 Roads
Drainage
Surface Water
Pipelines
Manholes 1500mm dia 2 per 100m
allowed

Storage Road Only
Interceptor
Total Surface Water Phase 1
Foul Water Drainage
Pipelines average dia 225mm
average depth 2.5m
Manholes 1200mm dia 2 per 100m
allowed

1 No

880 Lin m

18 No

324 Cu m
1 No

880.00 lin m

Total Foul Drainage Phase 1

£249,000.00

Base Total Phase 1

£1,794,300.00

Add Preliminaries at 17%

£305,031.00

Grand Total Phase 1
Grand Total Phase 2

Check Total

Taken as Grand Total Civils and Utilities Minus Phase 1

£2,460,450.00 £1,256,010.00
£418,276.50

£213,521.70

£2,099,331.00

£2,878,726.50 £1,469,531.70

£1,169,064.00

£1,521,468.00

£3,268,395.00

£4,400,194.50 £2,287,876.50

£818,344.80

Knowsley Borough Council
South Whiston and Land South of the M62
Infrastructure Capacity Assessment

Sheet CIV 13 Utilities and Phased Cost

Utilities Infrastructure

Abnormal Cost

Land South of M62

Note these costs are based on global cost provided by the Statutory Undertaker for the Total Area and proportioned
between Phases, based on initial utility requirements
No Preliminaries Allowed Within Cost Sheet See Final Summary

Utility

Feature

Dimension

Site Global
cost

Cost

Risk assessment

Risk Value%
plus

Electricity Scottish
Power

Cost Range
minus

High

Notes
Low

Sub Station

3

£150,000.00

£450,000.00

70

30

£765,000.00

£315,000.00

Building

3

£30,000.00

£90,000.00

50

30

£135,000.00

£63,000.00

£150,000.00

£150,000.00

70

30

£255,000.00

£105,000.00

£1,155,000.00

£483,000.00

Interconnect
cables
Total Electricity

£690,000.00

Total Land South of M62

As advised by Scottish Power, e mail dated
28th March 2013. Information interpreted re
costs for cabling

Gas National Grid
Reinforcement
Governor
Interconnect
Mains

£250,000.00

£250,000.00

70

30

£425,000.00

£175,000.00

2

£20,000.00

£40,000.00

70

30

£68,000.00

£28,000.00

1000

£120.00

£120,000.00

70

30

£204,000.00

£84,000.00

£697,000.00

£287,000.00

£680,000.00

£280,000.00

£400,000.00

£680,000.00

£280,000.00

£1,500,000.00

£2,532,000.00

£1,050,000.00

Total Gas

£410,000.00

Potable Water United
Utilities
Interconnect
Mains

2000
Total Water

Grand Total Utilities

£200.00

£400,000.00

70

30

70% allocated against Phase 1 Sites 1 to 3 as
Utilities will need to be brought to site to serve
any initial development

Assumed Phasing Costs Note 70% allocated against Phase1.

Phase 1 Sites 1 to 3

£1,050,000.00

£1,772,400.00

£735,000.00

Phase 2 Sites 4 to 6

£450,000.00

£759,600.00

£315,000.00

Note No Preliminaries Added Cost is Base Cost

Allowance for reinstatement of Cronton Road
included

Knowsley Borough Council
South Whiston and Land South of the M62
Infrastructure Capacity Assessment

Sheet CIV 14 Final Summary

Final Summary And Phase Costs

Abnormal Cost

Land South of M62

Notes
Full Developmentl
Full Development

plus

Civil Engineering Infrastructure
Utilities Infrastructure

£1,500,000.00 Add Prelims
at 17%

Grand Total Full Site

minus

High

Low

£3,268,395.00

£4,400,194.50

£2,287,876.50

£1,755,000.00

£2,962,440.00

£1,228,500.00

£7,362,634.50

£3,516,376.50

£2,099,331.00

£2,878,726.50

£1,469,531.70

£1,228,500.00

£2,073,708.00

£859,950.00

£4,952,434.50

£2,329,481.70

£1,169,064.00

£1,521,468.00

£818,344.80

£526,500.00

£888,732.00

£368,550.00

£5,023,395.00

Total Land South of M62

Phased Development
Phase 1 Sites 1 to 3

Civil Engineering Infrastructure
Utilities Infrastructure

£1,050,000.00 Add Prelims
at 17%

Grand Total Phase 1

£3,327,831.00

Total Phase 1

Phase 2 Sites 4 to 6

Civil Engineering Infrastructure
Utilities Infrastructure

£450,000.00 Add Prelims
at 17%

Grand Total Phase 2

£1,695,564.00

Total Phase 2

£2,410,200.00

£1,186,894.80

Check Total

£5,023,395.00

Check Total

£7,362,634.50

£3,516,376.50

South Whiston and Land South of M62
Infrastructure and Development Options Study
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Knowsley Borough Council
South Whiston and Land South Of the M62
Infrastructure Capacity Assessment
Civil Engineering Infrastructure

South Whiston

Sheet CIV 1 Sites 1 to 4

Risk Assessment is classified as

Element

Dimension

Low Risk
Medium Risk
High Risk

Plus or minus 30%
Plus 50% minus 30%
Plus 70% minus 30%

Unit Cost

Element Cost

Highway
Phase 1 Sites 1 to 4
Local Distributor Road. 7.3m wide,
two 5m verges , one 3m cycleway,
one 2m footway

Risk Description

Average Cost

1080

£1,200.00

Risk
Assessment
Plus

Risk value%

Cost Range

Minus

High

Low

£1,296,000.00

Assessment of Route
Length and unit cost

30

30

£1,684,800.00

£907,200.00

30

30

£351,000.00

£189,000.00

1080

£250.00

£270,000.00

Assessment of Route
Length and unit cost

Main Junction with Windy Arbour
Road, Windy Arbour road widened
to provide Two lane approaches
plus traffic signals and two lane
approach from site

1

£450,000.00

£450,000.00

Assessment of type of
junction and unit cost

50

30

£675,000.00

£315,000.00

Secondary Junction Windy Arbour
Road. Roundabout or traffic signals

1

£350,000.00

£350,000.00

Assessment of type of
junction and unit cost

50

30

£525,000.00

£245,000.00

3m cycleway plus 2m footway

Total Roads

£2,366,000.00

£3,235,800.00 £1,656,200.00

Drainage
Surface Water
Pipelines average dia 450mm
average depth 2.5m

1500.00

£200.00

£300,000.00

Length and cost

30

30

£390,000.00

£210,000.00

Manholes 1500mm dia 2 per 100m
allowed

30.00

£2,500.00

£75,000.00

Number and cost

30

30

£97,500.00

£52,500.00

Storage for road only Sites dealt
with Internally in cu m. Taken as
ponds with excavated disposed on
site

630.00

£75.00

£47,250.00

Type, Volume of
storage and cost

50

30

£70,875.00

£33,075.00

1.00

£40,000.00

£40,000.00

Cost

50

30

£60,000.00

£28,000.00

1700.00

£100

£170,000.00

Length and cost

30

30

£221,000.00

£119,000.00

35.00

£2,000.00

£70,000.00

Number and cost

30

30

£91,000.00

£49,000.00

Pumping Station Adoptable

1.00

£175,000.00

£175,000.00

Number and cost

50

30

£262,500.00

£122,500.00

Rising Main 200mm dia av depth
1.5m

1200

£175.00

£210,000.00

Length and cost

30

30

£273,000.00

£147,000.00
£761,075.00

Interceptor
Foul Water
Pipelines average dia 225mm
average depth 2.5m
Manholes 1200mm dia 2 per 100m
allowed

Total Drainage

£1,087,250.00

£1,465,875.00

Total Civil Engineering
Infrastructure Excludes design and
other costs

£3,453,250.00

£4,701,675.00 £2,417,275.00

Add Preliminaries at 17%
Grand Total

£587,052.50
£4,040,302.50

£799,284.75

£410,936.75

£5,500,959.75 £2,828,211.75

Knowsley Borough Council
South Whiston and Land South Of the M62
Infrastructure Capacity Assessment
Civil Engineering Infrastructure

South Whiston

Sheet CIV 2 Sites 5 to 7

Risk Assessment is classified as

Element

Dimension

Low Risk
Medium Risk
High Risk

Plus or minus 30%
Plus 50% minus 30%
Plus 70% minus 30%

Unit Cost

Element Cost

Highway

Risk Description

Average Cost

Risk
Assessment
Plus

Risk value%

Cost Range

Minus

High

Low

Phase 2 Sites 5 to 7
Local Distributor Road. 7.3m wide,
two 5m verges , one 3m cycleway,
one 2m footway

820

£1,200.00

£984,000.00

Assessment of Route
Length and unit cost

30

30

£1,279,200.00

£688,800.00

3m cycleway plus 2m footway

820

£250.00

£205,000.00

Assessment of Route
Length and unit cost

30

30

£266,500.00

£143,500.00

1

£150,000.00

£150,000.00

Assessment of type of
junction and unit cost

50

30

£225,000.00

£105,000.00

£1,770,700.00

£937,300.00

Main Junction with Lickers Lane
Mini Roundabout or T

Total Roads

£1,339,000.00

Drainage
Surface Water
Pipelines average dia 300mm
average depth 2.5m

1200.00

£175.00

£210,000.00

Length and cost

30

30

£273,000.00

£147,000.00

Manholes 1200mm dia 2 per 100m
allowed

25.00

£2,000.00

£50,000.00

Number and cost

30

30

£65,000.00

£35,000.00

Storage for road only Sites dealt
with Internally in cu m. Taken as
ponds with excavated disposed on
site

360.00

£75.00

£27,000.00

Type, Volume of
storage and cost

50

30

£40,500.00

£18,900.00

1.00

£40,000.00

£40,000.00

Cost

50

30

£60,000.00

£28,000.00

560.00

£100

£56,000.00

Length and cost

30

30

£72,800.00

£39,200.00

12.00

£2,000.00

£24,000.00

Number and cost

30

30

£31,200.00

£16,800.00

1.00

£175,000.00

£175,000.00

Number and cost

50

30

£262,500.00

£122,500.00

670

£175.00

£117,250.00

Length and cost

30

30

£152,425.00

£82,075.00

£957,425.00

£489,475.00

Interceptor
Foul Water
Pipelines average dia 225mm
average depth 2.5m
Manholes 1200mm dia 2 per 100m
allowed
Pumping Station Adoptable
Rising Main 200mm dia av depth
1.5m
Total Drainage

Total Civil Engineering Infrastructure
Excludes design and other costs
Add Preliminaries at 17%
Grand Total

£699,250.00

£2,038,250.00
£346,502.50
£2,384,752.50

£2,728,125.00 £1,426,775.00
£463,781.25

£242,551.75

£3,191,906.25 £1,669,326.75

Knowsley Borough Council
South Whiston and Land South Of the M62
Infrastructure Capacity Assessment
Civil Engineering Infrastructure

South Whiston

Sheet CIV 3 Sites 8 to 9

Risk Assessment is classified as

Element

Dimension

Low Risk
Medium Risk
High Risk

Plus or minus 30%
Plus 50% minus 30%
Plus 70% minus 30%

Unit Cost

Element Cost

Highway

Risk Description

Average Cost

Risk
Assessment
Plus

Risk value%

Cost Range

Minus

High

Low

Phase 3 Sites 8 to 9
Local Distributor Road. 7.3m wide,
two 5m verges , one 3m cycleway,
one 2m footway

830

£1,200.00

£996,000.00

Assessment of Route
Length and unit cost

30

30

£1,294,800.00

£697,200.00

3m cycleway plus 2m footway

830

£250.00

£207,500.00

Assessment of Route
Length and unit cost

30

30

£269,750.00

£145,250.00

1

£150,000.00

£150,000.00

Assessment of type of
junction and unit cost

50

30

£225,000.00

£105,000.00

£1,789,550.00

£947,450.00

Junction with Fox's Bank Lane, T or
mini roundabout

Total Roads

£1,353,500.00

Drainage
Surface Water
Pipelines average dia 300mm
average depth 2.5m

770.00

£200.00

£154,000.00

Length and cost

£200,200.00

£107,800.00

Manholes 1200mm dia 2 per 100m
allowed

15.00

£2,000.00

£30,000.00

Number and cost

£39,000.00

£21,000.00

Storage for road only Sites dealt
with Internally in cu m. Taken as
ponds with excavated disposed on
site

360.00

£75.00

£27,000.00

Type, Volume of
storage and cost

£40,500.00

£18,900.00

1.00

£40,000.00

£40,000.00

Cost

£60,000.00

£28,000.00

750.00

£100

£75,000.00

Length and cost

£97,500.00

£52,500.00

15.00

£2,000.00

£30,000.00

Number and cost

£39,000.00

£21,000.00

Pumping Station Adoptable

1.00

£175,000.00

£175,000.00

Number and cost

£262,500.00

£122,500.00

Rising Main 200mm dia av depth
1.5m

880

£175.00

£154,000.00

Length and cost

£200,200.00

£107,800.00

£938,900.00

£479,500.00

Interceptor
Foul Water
Pipelines average dia 225mm
average depth 2.5m
Manholes 1200mm dia 2 per 100m
allowed

Total Drainage

Total Civil Engineering
Infrastructure Excludes design and
other costs
Add Preliminaries at 17%
Grand Total

£685,000.00

£2,038,500.00
£346,545.00
£2,385,045.00

£2,728,450.00 £1,426,950.00
£463,836.50

£242,581.50

£3,192,286.50 £1,669,531.50

Knowsley Borough Council
South Whiston and Land South Of the M62
Infrastructure Capacity Assessment
Civil Engineering Infrastructure

South Whiston

Sheet CIV 4 Sites 10 to 11

Risk Assessment is classified as

Element

Dimension

Low Risk
Medium Risk
High Risk

Plus or minus 30%
Plus 50% minus 30%
Plus 70% minus 30%

Unit Cost

Element Cost

Highway

Risk Description

Average Cost

Risk
Assessment
Plus

Risk value%

Cost Range

Minus

High

Low

Phase 4 Sites 10 to 11
Local Distributor Road. 7.3m wide,
two 5m verges , one 3m cycleway,
one 2m footway

750

£1,200.00

£900,000.00

Assessment of Route
Length and unit cost

30

30

£1,170,000.00

£630,000.00

3m cycleway plus 2m footway

750

£250.00

£187,500.00

Assessment of Route
Length and unit cost

30

30

£243,750.00

£131,250.00

£1,413,750.00

£761,250.00

£1,087,500.00

Total Roads
Drainage
Surface Water
Pipelines average dia 300mm
average depth 2.5m

970.00

£175.00

£169,750.00

Length and cost

30

30

£220,675.00

£118,825.00

Manholes 1200mm dia 2 per 100m
allowed

20.00

£2,000.00

£40,000.00

Number and cost

30

30

£52,000.00

£28,000.00

Storage for road only Sites dealt
with Internally in cu m. Taken as
ponds with excavated disposed on
site

360.00

£75.00

£27,000.00

Type, Volume of
storage and cost

50

30

£40,500.00

£18,900.00

600.00

£100

£60,000.00

Length and cost

30

30

£78,000.00

£42,000.00

12.00

£2,000.00

£24,000.00

Number and cost

30

30

£31,200.00

£16,800.00

Pumping Station Adoptable

1.00

£175,000.00

£175,000.00

Number and cost

50

30

£262,500.00

£122,500.00

Rising Main 200mm dia av depth
1.5m

280

£175.00

£49,000.00

Length and cost

30

30

£63,700.00

£34,300.00

£544,750.00

£748,575.00

£381,325.00

£1,632,250.00

£2,162,325.00

£1,142,575.00

£277,482.50

£367,595.25

£194,237.75

£1,909,732.50

£2,529,920.25

£1,336,812.75

Foul Water
Pipelines average dia 225mm
average depth 2.5m
Manholes 1200mm dia 2 per 100m
allowed

Total Drainage

Total Civil Engineering
Infrastructure Excludes design and
other costs
Add Preliminaries at 17%
Grand Total

Knowsley Borough Council
South Whiston and Land South Of the M62
Infrastructure Capacity Assessment
Civil Engineering Infrastructure

South Whiston

Sheet CIV 5 Sites A and B

Risk Assessment is classified as

Element

Dimension

Low Risk
Medium Risk
High Risk

Plus or minus 30%
Plus 50% minus 30%
Plus 70% minus 30%

Unit Cost

Element Cost

Highway

Risk Description

Average Cost

Risk
Assessment
Plus

Risk value%

Cost Range

Minus

High

Low

Phase 5 Sites A and B
Local Distributor Road. 7.3m wide,
two 5m verges , one 3m cycleway,
one 2m footway

390

£1,200.00

£468,000.00

Assessment of Route
Length and unit cost

30

30

£608,400.00

£327,600.00

3m cycleway plus 2m footway

390

£250.00

£97,500.00

Assessment of Route
Length and unit cost

30

30

£126,750.00

£68,250.00

£735,150.00

£395,850.00

Total Roads

£565,500.00

Drainage
Surface Water
Pipelines average dia 300mm
average depth 2.5m

870.00

£175.00

£152,250.00

Length and cost

30

30

£197,925.00

£106,575.00

Manholes 1200mm dia 2 per 100m
allowed

17.00

£2,000.00

£34,000.00

Number and cost

30

30

£44,200.00

£23,800.00

Storage for road only Sites dealt
with Internally in cu m. Taken as
ponds with excavated disposed on
site

360.00

£75.00

£27,000.00

Type, Volume of
storage and cost

50

30

£40,500.00

£18,900.00

340.00

£100

£34,000.00

Length and cost

30

30

£44,200.00

£23,800.00

Manholes 1200mm dia 2 per 100m
allowed

7.00

£2,000.00

£14,000.00

Number and cost

30

30

£18,200.00

£9,800.00

Pumping Station Adoptable

1.00

£175,000.00

£175,000.00

Number and cost

50

30

£262,500.00

£122,500.00

Rising Main 200mm dia av depth
1.5m

450

£175.00

£78,750.00

Length and cost

30

30

£102,375.00

£55,125.00

£515,000.00

£709,900.00

£360,500.00

£1,080,500.00

£1,445,050.00

£756,350.00

£183,685.00

£245,658.50

£128,579.50

£1,264,185.00

£1,690,708.50

£884,929.50

Foul Water
Pipelines average dia 225mm
average depth 2.5m

Total Drainage

Total Civil Engineering
Infrastructure Excludes design and
other costs
Add Preliminaries at 17%
Grand Total

Knowsley Borough Council
South Whiston and Land South Of the M62
Infrastructure Capacity Assessment
Civil Engineering Infrastructure

South Whiston

Risk Assessment is classified as

Element
Highway

Dimension

Sheet CIV 6 Summary
Low Risk
Medium Risk
High Risk

Plus or minus 30%
Plus 50% minus 30%
Plus 70% minus 30%

Unit Cost

Element Cost
Base Cost

Sites 1 to 4

£2,366,000.00

Sites 5 to 7

£1,339,000.00

Sites 8 and 9

£1,353,500.00

Sites 10 and 11

£1,087,500.00

Risk Description

Risk
Assessment
Plus

Risk value%

Cost Range

Minus

High

Low

£3,235,800.00 £1,656,200.00

Total Roads

£1,770,700.00

£937,300.00

£1,789,550.00

£947,450.00

£1,413,750.00

£761,250.00

£6,146,000.00

£8,209,800.00 £4,302,200.00

Sites 1 to 4

£1,087,250.00

£1,465,875.00

£761,075.00

Sites 5 to 7

£699,250.00

£957,425.00

£489,475.00

Sites 8 and 9

£685,000.00

£938,900.00

£479,500.00

Sites 10 and 11

£544,750.00

£748,575.00

£381,325.00

Total Drainage

£3,016,250.00

£4,110,775.00 £2,111,375.00

Total Civil Engineering
Infrastructure Excludes design and
other costs

£9,162,250.00

£12,320,575.00 £6,413,575.00

Add Preliminaries at 17%

£1,557,582.50

£2,094,497.75 £1,090,307.75

£10,719,832.50

£14,415,072.75 £7,503,882.75

Drainage

Grand Total Baseline Development
Addition For Sites A and B

Highway Sites A and B

£565,500.00

£735,150.00

£395,850.00

Drainage

£515,000.00

£709,900.00

£360,500.00

£1,080,500.00

£1,445,050.00

£756,350.00

£183,685.00

£245,658.50

£128,579.50

£1,264,185.00

£1,690,708.50

£884,929.50

Total Civil Engineering
Infrastructure Excludes design and
other costs
Add Preliminaries at 17%
Grand Total Additional Areas
Grand Total Maximum Area of Development

£11,984,017.50

£16,105,781.25 £8,388,812.25

Knowsley Borough Council
South Whiston and Land South of the M62
Infrastructure Capacity Assessment

South Whiston

Utilities Infrastructure

Civ 7 Utilities Electric

Abnormal Cost Electricity (Scottish Power)

Note these costs are based on global cost provided by the Statutory Undertaker for the Total Area and proportioned
between Phases, where appropriate based on site area within that Phase

Utility

Feature

Total Site Cost Baseline Areas
Electricity Scottish
Power
Sub Station
Building

Dimension

Sites 1 to 4

High

minus

Low

£750,000.00

70

30 £1,275,000.00

£525,000.00

5

£30,000.00

£150,000.00

50

30

£225,000.00

£105,000.00

£400,000.00

£400,000.00

70

30

£680,000.00

£280,000.00

£580,000.00

£1,300,000.00

£2,180,000.00

£910,000.00

Total Electricity

Total South Whiston
Phasing breakdown

£150,000.00

£187,500.00

70

30

£318,750.00

£131,250.00

Building

1.25

£30,000.00

£37,500.00

50

30

£56,250.00

£26,250.00

0.313

£125,200.00

£125,200.00

70

30

£212,840.00

£87,640.00

£587,840.00

£245,140.00

£350,200.00

Total Elec 1 to 4

Sub Station

1.25

£150,000.00

£187,500.00

70

30

£318,750.00

£131,250.00

Building

1.25

£30,000.00

£37,500.00

50

30

£56,250.00

£26,250.00

0.258

£103,200.00

£103,200.00

70

30

£175,440.00

£72,240.00

£550,440.00

£229,740.00

Sites 5 to 7

£328,200.00

Total Elec 5 to 7

Sub Station

1.25

£150,000.00

£187,500.00

70

30

£318,750.00

£131,250.00

Building

1.25

£30,000.00

£37,500.00

50

30

£56,250.00

£26,250.00

0.266

£106,400.00

£106,400.00

70

30

£180,880.00

£74,480.00

£555,880.00

£231,980.00

Interconnect cables
Sites 8 and 9

£331,400.00

Total Elec 8 to 9

Sub Station

1.25

£150,000.00

£187,500.00

70

30

£318,750.00

£131,250.00

Building

1.25

£30,000.00

£37,500.00

50

30

£56,250.00

£26,250.00

0.161

£64,400.00

£64,400.00

70

30

£109,480.00

£45,080.00

£289,400.00

Total Elec 10 to 11

£484,480.00

£202,580.00

Interconnect cables
Sites 10 and 11

plus

Notes

1.25

Interconnect cables

Sites 10 and 11

Cost Range

£150,000.00

Sites 1 to 4

Sites 8 and 9

Risk Value%

Sub Station

Interconnect
cables

Sites 5 to 7

Risk assessment

5

Interconnect
cables
Total Baseline Area Cost
Phasing breakdown

Site Global cost

Cost

As advised by Scottish Power, e mail
dated 28th March 2013

Total Cost/ Cost Range

Knowsley Borough Council
South Whiston and Land South of the M62
Infrastructure Capacity Assessment

South Whiston

Utilities Infrastructure

Civ 8 Utilities Gas

Abnormal Cost

Note these costs are based on global cost provided by the Statutory Undertaker for the Total Area and proportioned
between Phases, where appropriate based on site area within that Phase. Additional allowances made.

Utility

Feature

Dimension

Site Global cost

Cost

Risk assessment

Total Site Cost Baseline Areas
Gas National Grid
Medium Complexity
Reinforcement

Reinforcement

1

£250,000.00

£250,000.00

Risk Value%

Cost Range

plus

High

minus

70

30

£425,000.00

Notes
Low

£175,000.00

As advised by National Grid Gas, e
mail dated 29th May 2013
Note Additional allowances for
govenors and interconnecting mains
has been included as an allowance

Governors
Interconnect
Mains
Total Baseline Area Cost
Phasing breakdown
Sites 1 to 4

Reinforcement
Governor
Interconnect
Mains

5

£20,000.00

£100,000.00

70

30

£170,000.00

£70,000.00

2000

£120.00

£240,000.00

70

30

£408,000.00

£168,000.00

£1,003,000.00

£413,000.00

Total Electricity

£590,000.00

0.313

£78,250.00

£78,250.00

70

30

£133,025.00

£54,775.00

1

£20,000.00

£20,000.00

70

30

£34,000.00

£14,000.00

0.313

£75,120.00

£75,120.00

70

30

£127,704.00

£52,584.00

£294,729.00

£121,359.00

Sites 1 to 4
Sites 5 to 7

£173,370.00
Reinforcement
Governor
Interconnect
Mains

£64,500.00

£64,500.00

70

30

£109,650.00

£45,150.00

1

£20,000.00

£20,000.00

70

30

£34,000.00

£14,000.00

0.258

£61,920.00

£61,920.00

70

30

£105,264.00

£43,344.00

£248,914.00

£102,494.00

£146,420.00
Reinforcement
Governor
Interconnect
Mains

£66,500.00

£66,500.00

70

30

£113,050.00

£46,550.00

1

£20,000.00

£20,000.00

70

30

£34,000.00

£14,000.00

0.266

£63,840.00

£63,840.00

70

30

£108,528.00

£44,688.00

£255,578.00

£105,238.00

£150,340.00
Reinforcement
Governor
Interconnect
Mains

Sites 10 and 11

Total Gas 5 to 7

0.266

Sites 8 and 9
Sites 10 and 11

Total Gas 1 to 4

0.258

Sites 5 to 7
Sites 8 and 9

Total South Whiston
Phasing breakdown

Total Gas 8 to 9

0.161

£40,250.00

£40,250.00

70

30

£68,425.00

£28,175.00

1

£20,000.00

£20,000.00

70

30

£34,000.00

£14,000.00

0.161

£38,640.00

£38,640.00

70

30

£65,688.00

£27,048.00

£98,890.00

Total Gas 10 to 11

£168,113.00

£69,223.00

Total Cost/ Cost Range

Knowsley Borough Council
South Whiston and Land South of the M62
Infrastructure Capacity Assessment

South Whiston

Utilities Infrastructure

Civ 9 Utilities Water

Abnormal Cost Potable Water (United Utilities)

Note these costs are based on an assumed level of reinforcement. No cost has been provided by United Utilities
The overall allowance has been allocated in proportion to site area with an additional proportional allowance for Sites A and B

Utility

Feature

Dimension

Site Global cost

Cost

Risk assessment

Total Site Cost Baseline Areas
United Utilities
Assessment of
Cost

Interconnect
Mains
Total Baseline Area Cost
Phasing breakdown

Risk Value%

Cost Range

plus

High

minus

Notes
Low
Based on United Utilities e mail dated
22 February 2013. Note No costs were
included
Note Additional allowances for mains
based on a circulatory main around
the main access road together with aa
length along the access from Lickers
Lane

2000

£150.00

Total Potable Water

£300,000.00

70

£300,000.00

30

Total South Whiston

£510,000.00

£210,000.00

£510,000.00

£210,000.00

£159,630.00

£65,730.00

Phasing breakdown

Sites 1 to 4

Interconnect
Mains

0.313

£93,900.00

Sites 1 to 4

£93,900.00

70

30

£93,900.00

Total Pot Wat 1 to 4

£159,630.00

£65,730.00

£77,400.00

70

£131,580.00

£54,180.00

£77,400.00

Total Pot Wat 5 to 7

£131,580.00

£54,180.00

£79,800.00

70

£135,660.00

£55,860.00

£79,800.00

Total Pot Wat 8 to 9

£135,660.00

£55,860.00

£48,300.00

70

30

£82,110.00

£33,810.00

Total Pot Wat 10 to 11

£82,110.00

£33,810.00

£107,100.00

£44,100.00

£63,000.00

£107,100.00

£44,100.00

£363,000.00

£617,100.00

£254,100.00

Sites 5 to 7

Interconnect
Mains

0.258

£77,400.00

Sites 5 to 7

30

Sites 8 and 9

Interconnect
Mains

0.266

£79,800.00

Sites 8 and 9

30

Sites 10 and 11

Interconnect
Mains

0.161

£48,300.00

Sites 10 and 11

£48,300.00

Sites A and B

Interconnect
Mains
Sites A and B

Grand Total Maximum Area of Development

0.21

£63,000.00

£63,000.00

70

30

Total Cost/ Cost Range

Knowsley Borough Council
South Whiston and Land South Of the M62
Infrastructure Capacity Assessment
Civil Engineering Infrastructure

South Whiston

Sheet CIV 10 Final Summary

Risk Assessment is classified as

Element

Dimension

Low Risk
Medium Risk
High Risk

Plus or minus 30%
Plus 50% minus 30%
Plus 70% minus 30%

Unit Cost

Element Cost

Highway

Base Cost

Sites 1 to 4

£2,366,000.00

Sites 5 to 7

£1,339,000.00

Risk Description

Risk
Assessment
Plus

Risk value%

Cost Range

Minus

High

Low

£3,235,800.00

£1,656,200.00

£1,770,700.00

£937,300.00

£1,789,550.00

£947,450.00

Sites 8 and 9

£1,353,500.00

Sites 10 and 11

£1,087,500.00
£1,413,750.00

£761,250.00

Total Roads

£6,146,000.00

£8,209,800.00

£4,302,200.00

Sites 1 to 4

£1,087,250.00

£1,465,875.00

£761,075.00

Sites 5 to 7

£699,250.00

£957,425.00

£489,475.00

Sites 8 and 9

£685,000.00

£938,900.00

£479,500.00

Sites 10 and 11

£544,750.00

£748,575.00

£381,325.00

Total Drainage

£3,016,250.00

£4,110,775.00

£2,111,375.00

Sites 1 to 4
Electricity
Gas
Water

£350,200.00
£173,370.00
£93,900.00

£587,840.00
£294,729.00
£159,630.00

£245,140.00
£121,359.00
£65,730.00

Total 1 - 4

£617,470.00
£1,042,199.00

£432,229.00

Sites 5 to 7
Electricity
Gas
Water

£328,200.00
£146,420.00
£77,400.00

£550,440.00
£248,914.00
£131,580.00

£229,740.00
£102,494.00
£54,180.00

Total 5 -7

£552,020.00

£930,934.00

£386,414.00

Sites 8 and 9
Electricity
Gas
Water

£331,400.00
£150,340.00
£79,800.00

£555,880.00
£255,578.00
£135,660.00

£231,980.00
£105,238.00
£55,860.00

Total 8 - 9

£561,540.00

£947,118.00

£393,078.00

Sites 10 and 11
Electricity
Gas
Water

£289,400.00
£98,890.00
£48,300.00

£484,480.00
£168,113.00
£82,110.00

£202,580.00
£69,223.00
£33,810.00

Drainage

Utilities

Total 10 - 11
Total Utilities

Total Civil Engineering
Infrastructure and Utilities
Excludes design and other costs
Add Preliminaries at 17%

Added to all as contingency

£436,590.00

£734,703.00

£305,613.00

£2,167,620.00

£3,654,954.00

£1,517,334.00

£11,329,870.00

£15,975,529.00

£7,930,909.00

£1,926,077.90

£2,715,839.93

£1,348,254.53

£13,255,947.90

£18,691,368.93

£9,279,163.53

Sites A and B

£565,500.00

£735,150.00

£395,850.00

Drainage

£515,000.00

£709,900.00

£360,500.00

£264,000.00
£122,900.00
£63,000.00

£442,800.00
£208,930.00
£107,100.00

£184,800.00
£86,030.00
£44,100.00

£1,530,400.00

£2,203,880.00

£1,071,280.00

£260,168.00

£374,659.60

£182,117.60

£1,790,568.00

£2,578,539.60

£1,253,397.60

Grand Total Baseline Development
Addition For Sites A and B
Highway

Utilities
Electricity
Gas
Water

Total Civil Engineering
Infrastructure and Utilities Cost
Excludes design and other costs
Add Preliminaries at 17%

Added to all as Contingency

Grand Total Additional Areas
Grand Total Maximum Area of Development
Note Preliminaries only added to Utilities on this Summary Sheet as a Contingency

£15,046,515.90

£21,269,908.53 £10,532,561.13

Knowsley Borough Council
South Whiston and Land South of the M62
Infrastructure Capacity Assessment
Other factors

South Whiston
Abnormal Cost

Note these costs are to be added by others if it is felt necessary to include these at this time

Item description

Physical
Requirements

Feature

Dimension

Cost

Site Global
cost

Risk assessment

Risk Value%

Cost Range

plus

High

minus

Low
Only those affected by strategic
infrastrucure

Demolition of Buildings or features
Building 1

Notes

TBA

70

Total

Total South Whiston

30

Insert rows as required

There will be a requirement, but at this
stage a cost has not been allowed

Strategic Landscaping
Area to be inserted

TBA

50

30

Total

Total South Whiston

Safe Routes to school

TBA

50

30

There will be a requirement, but at this
stage a cost has not been allowed

Works to External Junctions

TBA

50

30

There will be a requirement, but at this
stage a cost has not been allowed

Total

Total South Whiston

30

Not known at this stage

30

Not known at this stage

Not known at this stage

External Infrastructure

Add as required

Business Relocation (none Known)
Add as required

70
Total

Total South Whiston

Contamination Remediation
Add as required

70
Total

Surveys to
Masterplan stage

Total South Whiston

Surveys
Environmental Surveys

50

30

Traffic Surveys

50

30

Landscape surveys

50

30

Geotechnical Survey

50

30

Total

Total South Whiston

Reports To support Masterplan
Not known at this stage
Traffic Assesment

50

30

Environmental Appraisal

50

30

Flood Risk

50

30

Financial assessment

50

30

Sustainability Assessment

50

30

Total

Total South Whiston

Other Potential Costs
Not known at this stage
Internal Costs Planning

50

30

Internal Costs Legal

50

30

Internal costs Highways

50

30

Internal costs others

50

30

Total

Total South Whiston

South Whiston and Land South of M62
Infrastructure and Development Options Study
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Osborne, Mark L
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Cook, Steve <steve.cook@merseytravel.gov.uk>
09 April 2013 16:38
Osborne, Mark L
Blainey, David; Halewood, Phil; Fitzpatrick, Shane; Jones, David - Integrated
Transport; Jenkins, Huw; Naughton, Alex; Phillips, Julie
RE: South Whiston and Land South of M62 Development Options Study
StudyAreaV2_compressed.pdf

Dear Mark,
Apologies for the slight delay in responding, but as per our brief telephone conversation of this
afternoon we have indeed looked at the two sites in the attached plan, in collaboration with
KMBC as part of Knowsley’s Local Plan development work.
Our assessment of both sites (The former Cronton Colliery and the land bounded by Windy Arbor
Road / Lickers Lane / Fox’s Bank Lane and the M62) is that both parcels of land are very much on
the periphery of the urban area and the public transport network.
Consequently for both sites to be progressed as sustainable developments, they would both
require good walking and cycling routes providing links to nearby key destinations and existing
public transport nodes such as Whiston Station. However, given the scale and location of the sites
they would also require, as an essential part of their infrastructure, the creation of new highway
routes within their internal land use layouts, for bus routes to penetrate and traverse both sites.
These routes should be created in a manner that would permit all properties and uses within the
sites to be close to an appropriate bus service.
The new internal bus routes would need to be of a suitable design to facilitate easy passage for
buses across each site and the routes would also need to be equipped with suitable bus
infrastructure at appropriate locations.
I trust that these views assist in your work on these potential development areas, but please don’t
hesitate to contact me if you require any further assistance on this matter.
Cheers Steve
From: Osborne, Mark L [mailto:Mark.Osborne@mottmac.com]
Sent: 27 March 2013 08:30
To: Cook, Steve
Subject: South Whiston and Land South of M62 Development Options Study
Dear Steve
Mott Macdonald have been appointed by Knowsley Council to produce a high level report dealing with Infrastructure
Capacity and Development Options for the two sites shown on the attached plan to help inform their local plan.
The site to the north of the M62 motorway is being considered for accommodating approximately 1500 dwelling
units. Whilst to the south of the motorway it is envisaged as containing 26 hectares of employment land (A mix
of office, distribution and manufacturing).
With regard to Merseytravel we would be grateful if you could provide any additional information and/or comments
you may have concerning development of the two sites or documents that we should consider reviewing.
I hope you would be able to provide comments to assist Knowsley Council in developing their Local Plan.
1

Please feel free to contact me on 0151 242 0803 if you require further information.
Regards
Mark Osborne BSc (Hons) MSc CMILT
Mott MacDonald
Royal Liver Building
Pier Head
Liverpool
L3 1JH
Direct Dial: 0151 242 0803
Switchboard Tel: 0151 236 4343
Fax: 0151 236 1144
Email : mark.osborne@mottmac.com
http://www.transportplanning.mottmac.com/
EM/MO/
This message is from Mott MacDonald Limited, registered in England number 1243967.
Registered office: Mott MacDonald House, 8-10 Sydenham Road, Croydon, Surrey, CR0 2EE

______________________________________________________________________
This email has been scanned by the Symantec Email Security.cloud service.
For more information please visit http://www.symanteccloud.com
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
Merseytravel’s charity for 2013 is Mencap Liverpool - www.mencapliverpool.org.uk
'Mencap Liverpool' is a registered charity, registered charity number 1004262
This communication including any attachments contains confidential / privileged information for the use of
the individual named above. If you are not the addressee any use of this communication is prohibited.
If you have received it in error, please notify the sender and delete it from your system. Any unauthorised
use, disclosure, or copying is not permitted. This e-mail has been checked for viruses, but no liability is
accepted for any damage caused by any virus transmitted by this e-mail.
______________________________________________________________________
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Glossary

Table I.1:
Term

Definition

CIL
FTE
GI

Community Infrastructure Levy
A FTE job will be for 35 to 40 hours per week and is anticipated as being
available for at least 10 years.
Green Infrastructure

GVA
HV

Gross Value Added – productive output per worker minus taxes
High Voltage

IDP
JELPS

Infrastructure Delivery Plan
Joint Employment Land and Premises Study

KHT
LCRTM

Knowsley Housing Trust
Liverpool City Region Transport Model

LV
MASA
MOTT MACDONALD
ECONOMIC IMPACT MODEL
PENELOPE

Low Voltage
Minimum Accessibility Standard Assessment
Model to determine the economic impact of land and infrastructure
development in terms of jobs, salaries and GVA

SBI
SHLAA
SHMA
SPD
SUDS
SWOT
TAG

96

Glossary

Program Evaluating North of England Land Use Options and Population
Effects
Site of Biological Interest
Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment
Strategic Housing Market Assessment
Supplementary Planning Document
Sustainable Urban Drainage System
Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats Analysis
Transport Analysis Guidance
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